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Vol. XLV.
THE

MORNING

STAR,

er

day, more may be done, but a good be-

\ | ginning has been made.

A Weekly Religious Newspaper

One ofthe pleasantest features of our late
Conference was the presence of several

visiting brethren from other missions.

No. 39 Washington St., Dover, N. H.,
No. 80 Vesey 8t., New York City.

OFFICES,

Sahu and Kambhu from the Orissa English

:

Mission,

These

brethren

aided

and

$8.00 per year; or if paid strictly ad- | cheered us much in the work of the Lord.
REMITTANCES mustbe made in money orders, ! Never before, since I joired the mission,

Terms x
vance, $2.50.

these oan be

When

wmeither of

procured, send the money in a registered

post-office—whether directed to his 4

i

over four

no ordinary happiness to us here among

from the

or whether he has subscribed “er not—is responsible

for the payment.

2) If a person ‘orders

his ‘paper

years ago, have we had the priv-

ilege of welcoming brethren from abroad
to our meeting.
Were there greater facilities for traveling in'In@ia, there could be
much more of this family intercourse
| among missionaries of different fields. It
ig, 1 assure you, no small advantage and

letcer. All
Postmasters are obliged to register létters
whenever requested to do so.
Papers
are forwarded until an explicit order is veceived
by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
nd Dye of all arrearages is mada, as cequired
y
.
Bach Subsciber is particularly requested to ndte the
«dute on the label for the expiration of ‘his subscription; aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or ‘Without further reminder from this office,
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1, Aty-person whe takes a paper rogulatly

:

discontinued he |

' must pay all arrearages, or the publisher'may contin- |

the heathen to greet brethren beloved in
Christ from otherparts of the great field,
and talk over with them the many plans
dad phases of our common work.
How
«¢heering would it be to our hearts could
some of our dear brethren in America be

ue to send it until payment is made, snd collect the
"whole amount, whet! er the paper is tdken from the
4 with us on these occasions!
But ‘TI had aloe or not.
Po
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take: most forgotten
that
I
was
not to write
"newspapers
and perioticdls from She post-office, or
rémMov
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
about the Conference, because its doings
gona
Tcl, of intestional fraud. .
2

29

When Agents weeetve

have already

premritems, no-percert-

topic which claims
dents and narrative
time. Let me put
pluinly as T-oan for
uents in America.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1870.

but there is another
the precedence, so incimust lie over until next
the case as briefly and
our friends and constitThe Santals need a

missionary who can devote himself to them,

live among them and preach in their own

Missionary Correspondence.

language. ‘Our mission has se far been
able to afford them only a piece of a mis-

Came BuArgrviA; Iveta, Nov. 30,79.
Our little tent -is . pitched im a mango
grove on the bank of a beautiful river.
There
is aidense jungle all aroemd as, in
which wild beasts: prewl for prey bgday

siomary,

or

two

pieces,

one kere and one

there, but neither where it should be. For
years one of our missionaries has givea a
share of his time to the Santal work.
During the five years past, another has done
the same in another quarter. But there
has never<been a man at liberty to legve all
else and ‘make the Santalhis special werk,
and devote all histime and energies to it.
In the judgment of the members of this

other night, so ‘the vil:

lagers say;a large-tiger paid a visitto this
small seftiement of farmers and fishermen,
and carried off an ex. My bangiwallers
have gathered a nice pile of fuel sothat, after eooking their enrry and rice; they can
keep 'up-a.good'<fire through the mightto “mission, the time has fully come when one
frighten away the brutes, should they come man at least should beset apart for this
smelling. around eamp for adinner.
And particular department, and my associates
now in the dead silence of this lonely spot, have thought that I should enter mponiits’
* with every one of my fellow-travélérs labors. To leave Midnapore and go into
sound asleep ‘around me, I catchmy only the jungles and live among the Santals,—
to learn their strangely difficult language,
chanee to-day for waiting you.
This has been a very pleasant month. and devote my whole time to preaching the
Up to the 15th imst., I was at Santipore, gospel -im their numerous villages,—in
where -our Semi-ennual Conference was short, to do all in my power for their salvaheld. 'I.presunie.s full account of this in- tion, would, so far from being a cross, be |
© teresting ‘meeting - has been already for- to both my dear wife and myselfa delightIndeed, we had nothing
wardedfor your eslumns; hence, onlya ful privilege.
few words need be said here in relation to else in “contemplation for a while than just
it. A.company -of «twenty-six white faces such a life, and such a work. But the cirat ‘the jungle statien of Santipere was in- ocumstanees of the mission constrained us to
deed a rare thing,.and one long-te be re- aceept other plans, and stay among sthe
membered with peculiar pleasure. Even Bengalis: at Midnapore. It will soon be
an our work there;
Bantipore «may .not see the like again for five years since we
ready te be up and
many a dey. But we shall have to quit still, we hdld ourselves
calling ita: jungle station, now thate good off to the jungles upon the shortest notice.
road has keen built out to the great pil- Weuwish to go,—we prefer to go,—we long
But
grim read at Patna, and so many.people to go to the poor destitute Samtals.
are going .end coming. To be sure, there cam we.go? That is the serious question.
Because we cannot feel it to be
is the little <item of haf a dozen bridges not Why?
right
to
‘leave Midnapore unless some one
yet .made across these wretehed .gulfs,
comes
to
take our place. It is needless
where, -in +the rains, one has to go well
nigh necksdeep jn mud and water, hut this here to enter into particulars which only a
is merely.a guestion of time. Besides, one few oould understand. But the hard fact is
may truthfully say thai the road isa.good this, that the city and district of Midnapore
one, for .all sthese ugly spots are where should notibe left more destitute than it is. |
there ‘is -no.road ; hemee, why should they At present we are doing little enough for.
be taken: into the calenlation? So your the millions dependent on us alone for the
_corregpondent submits that there is. mo gospel, and it cannot be right to reduce:
longer a jungle station im the mission, .aad our foree at so prominent a place. The’
urges this as a strong reason for establish- question then ig this: Who will come to
ing one without delay. «Should any ane Midnapove, that I may go to the Santals?
confront him With the fact that bears and Let this be well eonsidered by all who love
tigers still range the adjoining jungles, and the mission and pray for its prosperity.
The senior member of the mission is far
now andthen levy black mail upon the unsuspeeting villagers, he, has{o answer that better qualified than your corréspoandent to
bears and tigers Jiave been killed of late! set forth the condition and press the claims
il} of the poor Santals. As all this can be so
years at both Balasore and Midnapore.
This leads me to speak of our Confer-' anuch better done ‘by him, Ishall say only a
ence hunt. Fancy, gentle reader, looking | word further on this case. Let our brethover the Siar by your cheerful fireside, we ren remember that dn all India there is tovoted to suspend business one day in order | dey but a single - missionary sufficiently fato wait upon the neighborly beass that had miliar with the Santa] language to preach
been making themselves rather too free in it freely to this people, and this brother
ir a case or two, with lives far to the. north .of usin Birbhum.
with the erops, and,
the people. Rifles and smooth-beres, pis- Dala,is the only Santal native preacher we
tols and daggers, flint-lecks and bess and have. How then are weto preach Christ
arrows, axes and clubs, ski came outdn full to these multitudes ¢o the .morth, west and

force to greet the beasts, The quiet vil-

lage fairly bristled with .excitement, and
«many a bear skin was offered at reduced
prices. How singularly chivalric, faialy
{Virginian or Floridian or ©Carolinian (that
last hits the nail on the head) we became as
if hy

magic!

Just

the same hore, to

be

sure, as on the plantation, where those:
‘cursed niggers” used to make themselves
80

Irge!

Familiarity

breeds

contempt,

says” sgqme proverb,. amd contempt, be
it pdded, begets rage, and rage draws the
knife
ppd pulls the trigger.
“Now,
stranger, I reckon you see how this fs.”
Well, after halfa day's beat and hunt, two

bears were sb severely wounded

that they

died ip the’ course of 4 few days, and were

and our

devotion be com-

mensurate with our obligations.. J. L.P.

from

whom

you

claim

you

him no more.

have

needless restrictions is concerned, will com-

pare favorably with any other nation.

iy and of several other modern improvements,

©

is left to the discretion of the Emperor, but
the United States will afford every needed

But you will have nothing to do with
as you call them.

might have'something

to do with

You

Events of the ‘Week.

them, if

help when such introduction

you chose; you hight even preach to them,

DEATH OF GOV. WASHBURN.
at proper times, on matters of the common
faith, as most of their clergymen would be:
The Governor of Vermont,
Peter F.
glad to have you do; or, you might speak ‘Washburn, of Woodstock, died on Monto them in their prayer meetings.
‘‘When day, the 7th, after a protracted illness. He
forest, an old tree, whose strength has de- ‘there's a will, there’s a way.” And in ngany has held a prominent position in Vermont
fied the wildest winds, and whose giant ways you could gain access to those mis- ‘politics, and many of the later patriotic
arms have wrestled with, the tempests and taken ones, if you greatly willed thatthey
measures of the state owe their efficienc
storms of an hundred winters, at last, yield- should have some benefit of a valid ministo his influence. He was adjutant-genera
ing to age and’decay, falls with a crash that try. So far from that, you would not allow of Vermont during the rebellion, and took
resounds and echoes through all the woods ; any of your own reverend brethren to do an active part in forwarding troops to the
so the fall of this veteran of the corps—this them such a service. , Should one of these seat of war. He was a man of fair ability
great and “truly good man”—has been officiate in their churthes, you would treat and good character. The Lieut. Governor
him as an intruder within your domain, and
heralded.to the ends of the earth.
succeeds to the vacant office.
This obituary notice, read so carelessly threaten him with the Canon. Rather cruel
AMENDMENTS TO BE EFFECTUAL.
by thousands who never heard the name this to the poor ¢ aliens from the commonThe
Reconstruction Committee has agreed
wealth of Israel,” to deprive them of all
before, struck a tender
chord in many
to
report
a bill to enforce all the amendments
chance
of
legitimate
grace.
Besides
these
hearts. A daughter in Iowa, long absent
frem fhe parental roof, some in the far worshipers in the ¢‘ schism shops,” there recently made tothe Constitution of the
West, and many relatives and acquaint- are thehundreds in the factories, and the bUnited States. In view of practicesin some
ances mourn over the fall of this Father in numberless tenants of the huts, the high- of the Southern states, the operation of
Israel. It comes near tome! If there was ways and hedges in the country round such a bill is needed. It makes it perjury
for any officer falsely to take the oath preone, outside of my immediate relatives, that about, yet within your assumed charge,
in the XIVth Amendment, and
I desired to greet once more on earth, it having none to care for them, but the self- scribed
imposes
the
penalties of felorry on persons
made
missionaries
you
could
not
stoop
to:
was ‘‘ Uncle Burrows,” as we all called
who seek to get into pyblic office previous
him. If, worn out or smitten down with own. What are you doing for them?
You have enough to do, you say, in your to being relieved from political disabilities.
disease, I seek again my native land, and
own
congregation. But with your notions, It gives the Court power to enforce any
the home of my childhood, there will be
you haveno right to confine yourself whol- constitutional amendment already made or
another great blank.

These are the closing words of Rev. D.
B. Cowell's obituary notice of DEACON Jo:
sEPH Burrows, of West Lebanon, Maine.
As when, in the depth and solitude of the

ly to your own congregation,

From earliest youth, I was accustomed to
listen to his words of wisdom and holy in-

they desire it, if you

struction, and have ever looked up to him

in

with esteem and reverence. I can testify to
the truthfulness of Bro. Cowell's statement
that * many through his instrumentality
|- were brought to Christ.” - From time immemorial a ¢ monthly conference” for
prayer was held in his house on the first
Monday of each month. How often,though
faraway in body, I have been present in
spirit, as this season of prayer came round.
There was a weekly prayer meeting at his
house on Sabbath evening,

almost through-

out the year. And many precious revivals,
in connection with these prayer meetings,
have spread through the peighborhood,
bringing scoresinto the ‘church. Of such I
could mention many who have gone on before, while many are still ** walking with
“od.”
:
Deacon Burrows not only thus threw
open his own house to ‘the people of God
for a place of worship, but in various places,
in other private houses, and school

as the Lord opened the way,

he

houses,

appointed

‘sound

church

have

nor

doctrine,”

and

In'this way, and

in conjunction

with

others, hislabors were extended to the
Jjacent towns.
>

Would there were many possessed
spirit,

to create

such -centers

ad-

of his

of religious

influence, in country places, where there
are no -churches within convenient distance. :
It was at one of the meetings described,

the obligations it imposes on you.
any spirit of charity in their hearts,
would spare you largely that you
be familiar with the whole range of

your

pastoral jurisdiction,

‘Shanghai, China,

Dee. 20th,

son and out of season, ever on the go, lest
any should be caught in the meshes of

CUBA.

schismatical

It is safe to rely on Cuba to furnish an
event each week. Thistime the cause has
received a fresh impetus by a telegram

in

zeal, and left, at best, to ‘‘un-

covenanted mercies.”
So, methinks, I should feel, as a consist-

ent disciple of the Apostolic Succession
School. Provding the tremendous responsibilities involved in my being the sole deposit of ministerial power, and placed as you
are, I should be strongly tempted to suspect that possibly my school was mistaken,

[]

Do You
&

Believe It?

which I could

count.

never

hope

to give

an ac-

Holding it so comfortably as you

do, are you not afraid that at last you will
bave nothing more to say for yourself than

the servant in the parable:
here is thy pound which
a napkin #”

‘Behold, Lord,
I kept laid up in

——

He went forth like an old athlete to the
| great race-course for glory, and for a while

herincartation.

ARREST
The

OF ROCHEFORT.

excitement

which

Paris by the murder

was

whispered

And honor waved

an en-

minated on Monday, the 7th,

The

chairman

drew

his sword,

most

ed.

serious

consequences

Napoleon,

were anticipat-

however, had

thousand soldiers at hand,

he terrified
quiet, as, in
liberty and
the point

so cold, and thorny, and desolate, that it
may be, for alittle moment, the heart of the

of Ireland, with a desire that

the only minister of the gospel therein,having a due commission from the Lord.
In
your vicinity, there is no lack of other ministers with their congregations of orthodox
creed, but

none

plead any divine
tions,

the

of them,

you

believe, can

right for their

possession

of which,

ministrayou

main-

persecutor faltered ere he tightened the
girdle of his garment and sprang toward
the goal! Bat it was only for a moment !
Right out. of the blue heavens, as they bent
over the far heights of the- course, flashed
to the eye of faith the light from the towers
of the City of Holiness, and down from
their shining seats stole the voices so sweet
|
of that great ‘* cloud of witnesses.”
And it was enough! As cords from the
limbs of the roused Sam p3on, the

poor

en-

tanglements of earth fell from his spirit.
Away! away! heis bounding! Make way
for him ye weaker runners. A giant hath

sprung

to the race, and i3 pressing

toward

glory. And will he falter now on the course ?
Can the world tempt him to falter ? Gold,
pleasure, honor—can they hinder his swift
feet? Paul pause? Paul falter? With heaven opening on his full soul, and Death and
Hell following hard sfter, and the cloud of

witnesses surrounding, and the ground

der his feet

un-

sounding hollow, and stupen-

imprisoned.

The city is quiet at

present, but it is only because it is in the
gripe of the imperial army.
OPENING OF
The second session
ment was opened on
The Queen was not

PARLIAMENT.
of the eighth ParliaTuesday of last week.
present, and her mes-

by Lord

Cairns.

It was

by a special reference to the case
the

agrarian

of the British Columbia

petition,

laws be changed so as to establish better relations between the several classes of Irish
agriculturalists. Attention is called to the
condition of New Zealand, but there is no

mention

nor of the Winnipeg rebellion. Stricter temperance laws are advised,

and

a bill is to be

proposed settling the status

of citizenship

Also an address was

to

voted

the

’

—

THE TREATY WITH CHINA.

The Pretident has issued a proclamation
announcing the ratification of the additional
treaty with China, and communicating its
provisions.” The treaty consists of eight
articles, each of which is of considerable
importance.
Grants of land will be made

GC

‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 9, 1870.
"' LEGAL TENDER CASE DECIDED.
The most notable occurrence here, during: the
past week, has been the decision of the Supreme
Court relative to the legal tender clause of the
act providing for the issue of greenbacks.
The
precise question before the Court was whether
or not Congress had the constitutional authority
to enact that greenbacks shouldbe a legal tender
for debts contracted before the legal tender act

took ‘effect.

The

that Congress

majority

had

of the court declare

not authority so

to

enact,

The opinion of the court was delivered by Chief
Justice Chase, and as he is the father of the .
greenback circulatipn, the opinion ig regarded
by many as a repudiation of his
bantling.
But the Chief Justice intimates, in his opinion,
that he ix not the author of the legal tender

clause of the law authorizing the issue of
greenbacks ; but that, in the original draft of the
law, he relied mainly upon their receivability

for taxes to give them value and circulation, and
that Congress

subsequently

inserted

the legal

tender clause upon their judgment of its neces sity. Four of the justices concurred in the
opinion delivered by the Chief Justice, and
three Justices concurred in a dissenting opinion delivered by Justice Miller. As the court
were not called upon to decide whether
the
legal tender clause
is, or is not, valid
as
to contracts made after its passage, that point
was not decided.
But much of the reasoning of
the majority of the court pointstowards its invalidity and will undoubtedly have the effect to

stimulate and accelerate the retirement of greenbarks. Space cannot be afforded to give even a
synopsis of the reasoning of the two opinions,
but the general judgment here appearsto be that
the dissenting opinion is more cogent and conclusive in argument, and better grounded in fact

and law, than the opinion of the Court.

But

whether correct or not,the opinion of the Court is

the declared law for the present,and will exercise
a most important influence upon past contracts
and future action relative to financial matters.
It will check the disposition, manifested in some

quarters,

to

make greenbacks

the only cur-

rency ofthe country.
The western members of
the House, particularly, have advocated retiring
National Bank notes and substituting therefor
greenbacks.
This decision is a very damaging
blow at this scheme and is therefore very dis:
tasteful to western men. One of them, Ingersoll,
of Illinois, endeavored yesterday to introduce a
constitutional amendment to authorize the government to make paper money legal tender.
It

is pretty safe to predict that no such amendment
:

:

will be submitted.

NOMINATIONS TO THE SUPREME wg
Some complaint is made that the decision was
not postponed till the two vacancies on the Supreme Bench were filled. For these vacancies the
President has nominated Judge Strong, of Pa.,
and Hon. J. P. Bradley, of New Jersey.
Mr.
Bradley is nominated to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Justice Wayne,of Georgia, and is open to the objection of not being a
Southern man, which was so strongly urged
against Atty. Gen. Hoar.
Judge Strongis said
to have given an opinion, as a Pennsylvania
judge, on the legal tender act agreeing with the
judgment just given by the Supreme Court.
This will be an obstacle to his confirmation, and

as though

both nominations might be

THE FRANKING PRIVILEGE.
The petitions for the abolition of the franking
privilege are pouring in by basketfulls, and have
become quite annoying to senators and representatives by their multiplicity. As these petitions originated in the Post Office Department
here at Washington, blanks and circulars havin g
been printed and sent out free from the Department, several members of Congress have been
moved to inquire of the Postmaster General how
much it cost to print these blanks and circulars,
and to send them out and return them free, and
by what law and out of what fund this cost is
paid. These are rather embarrassing questions
for Mr. Creswell to answer.
The franking priv-

ilege will doubtless

be abolished, but it will be

ordered in such manner as to meet the case of
persons in like circumstances with a constituent
of Mr. Hill, of New Jersey.
Mr. Hill is a warm
advocate of the abolition of the franking privilege and recently received the following epistle

from one of his constituents: “Dear Sir: Please
send me a copy of the Agricuitural Report and
then abolish the franking privilege.” There are
a good many

such constituents,

ance will:he made for them,

Queen,

which referred almost solely to the .Irish
question. An appeal is made to the House
of Lords to meet the question squarely and
fairly, but with generosity ‘and justice, and
to seek to content tenants and give peace and
The indicaprosperity to the population.
tions are that Irish affairs will receive an
unusual share of attention.

Correspondence.

Washington

rejected.

ent office and pozition ? As the only Episcopal clergyman in your region; with several

thousand inhabitants, you believe you are

well.

it looks

marked

upon

omnipotent.

itors are

earth, and is manifesting itself in the east as

with these

journal has been suppressed, and all its ed-

shall be dé-

sired. The course of Empire may be taking its way westward, but itis circling the

the citizens into comparative
’51, he deprived them of their
checked their remonstrances at
of the bayonet. Rochefort's

sage was read

in your

the flesh, andthe pride of life, wrought

a hundred

and

And the narrow way up to the skies looked

you,

fired his

insurrection

had begun.
Streets were barricaded, armories were pillaged, and thus the rioters
were furnished with means of defense.

pres-

entail upon

in

cul

in the arrest

revolver and declared that an

principles

an

unbounded perspective of earthly splendor.
And riches, and power, and the lusts of
almost

Noir

of Rochefort and the circumstances attending
it. He was seized by a party of police as
he was on the point of entering a political
meeting. The meeting immediately broke
up amid scenes of the wildest confusion.

Yes; and then in the contrast, such labor
and sacrifices: and suffering, even unto
death, were to be endured for the Master.

chanter’s wand, and to his rapt eye rose

spells

caused

of Victor

This is the question with which a vigorous writerdn The Living Church plies the
judgment, the conscience and the common
sense of those High Church Episcopalians |
who are so earnestly and eonstantly prating over Apostolic succession and its kindred dogmes. It puts the ease thus:
Doyou ever reflect, my good brother,
upon the responsibilities which your church

his heart with

seriously

Several policemen were killed in endeavéring to make arrests, and for a time the

Paul.
—

were

matter.

Bible rock, and not the sapd of vain tradiInstead of shutting my ears to Chris- |
ery argument to that effect, that I might
escape so overwhelming a stewardship, of

Ameri-

wounded. Quite an exciting scene followed, and the authorities "are using every
effort to secure the culprit. The outrage
has been officially announced to our Government, and inquiry is to be made into the

ful ones in its favor, I would examine anew:

him in her wondrous beauty, and

—i—

was killed, and two others

its foundation, to be really gure that it was
tian logic, disproving my exclusive minis-

her

?

can residents of that city have been fired
upon by a Spaniard. One,Isaac Greenwall,

not quite demonstrable. Instead of hunting up texts to prove it, or twisting doubt-

tion.

in balancing

r

from ‘Havana, announcing that four

that, after all, the un-churching dogma was

calmly watching the girded runners, he
counted the cost and the toil. And then
did this poor world do its best to beguile
him from the struggle. Pleasure smiled on

1869.

There is some prospect that this bill may
become a law, in which case justice would

scales.

And

Tora:

enforce

be assisted very much

considering his kind advice and Christian
counsel, his prayers on my behalf, I might
well claim him as my spiritual father.

to

conditions on which any
to representation in Cenand provisions relative to
to be rigidly enforced.

sea-

instant

that I, through the grace of God, expressed

a desire to be ‘ on ‘the Lord's side.”

the fundamental
state is'admitted
gress. All laws
the franchise are

shown

them
With
they
might

meetings which were usually well attend- try, I would keep them wide open.for eved.

hereafter to be made, as well as

would

instructed them

The

introduction of railroads, of telegraph wires

His race for glory ended.

His one thing done!

- No.7: *

ot

voices in joyous welcome!
And, alas for
me! Ifelt homesick for glory as I saw

“ letters patent” to gather men unto his

these outsiders,

“A Good Man has Fallen.”

tain, is yours exclusively,
Itis yours, and
yours alone, amid all the Protestant commissioners around you, to dispense genuine
sacraments, or to treat with men authoritasouth of us in their mative forests among tively in the interests of their salvation.
the hilis? Could I be set free from my Such is your prerogative.
You stand up
work in Midnapore, to make my home for it. Yon are able in controversy on the
among these wild people, itavould be my subject.
You demolish your assailants.
delight tego from villageto village, pub- You feel comfortable. You rub your hands
lishing the glad tidings of salvation in their and congratulate yourself on doing manfulears.
Shall I be permitted to .do this? ly pro Ecclesia Dei, in this wicked generafet not one, who may chance to read my tion,
words, toss the paper away, saying, “That
That is all very wel, supposing the dogis she Board's Gusiness,—let them see to ma in question to be one merely for theoit” Every man, woman and child in our logical and ecclesiastical disputation. But
churehes has a ward to say here, even yes supposing you hold ‘it practically and in
or n9 ¢0 my questien.
How can a Chris-| earnest—i
lint you really look upon yourself
tian he neuiral on such a matter without! 49 the sole anthorized minister of Christ, in
being guilty? You can't.be neutral, for tlie, town and county of
,would it
| except you say yes and prove it, you cer- not then be well for you to ponder the load
tainly vote xo,
There jsghe issue in brief, of obligation attendant upon your favorite

dragged out in triumph by the villagers for Take it into your hearts, my dear Lreththe vultures and jackals to feast upon at ren, and weigh it well. Take 1t into your
thelr pase on the open plain. It is pretty closets, and pray over it earnestly. And
certain that the credit of killing these two may Heaven help both you aud us to the
brutes belongs to our native preachers, right answer! If we are to do amsything
Dala and Caleb, More game would doubt for tho Santals let us do it heartily and as
less have boen started hed not the coward- best we can. Let us go to them in (heir
ly beaters pasged over jost those bits of own homes, let us learn their own tongue;
flense jungle wharg thy boasts Jive. Anoth- lot us rpeak for Jesus' sake to their hearte,

Pastor,

fold.

her

or B

reported for your read-

ambng the ‘Santals,

The Wlorning Star.

The

been

ers by a local correspondent.
5
In the space now left me I might present you with some incidents of our tour

3 age on moneys sent for the Starts allowed
in dd0 a
4
We send no books out to be ‘sold ‘on commission, or otherwise, ‘with the privilege of returning
em.
y

and wight.

our faithfulness

wrote you last month about Bro. Skrefsrud,

dosighed for publicttion should be addressed te the

bank checks, or tirafts, if possible.

Truly great are our obligations to give the, It is yours to approach the wanderers, and
gospel to the poor Santals. May our zeal, them that are led astray. So did the great

I

Norwegian missionary among the Santals
LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
of Birbhum. He was with us, and so were
To! whom all letters on business, remittances of Bro.Thos. Bailey and native brethren Shem,
money, &c., should be sent, All commun’cations
rs.
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THE

CUBAN

and some allow-

QUESTION.

Cuban affairs have been agitated somewhat the
past week. Senators Howe, Carpenter and’ Mor-

ton have spoken in behalf of the Cubans and attempted to make out a case in their favor.
But,
despite the acknowledged ability of these senators, it seems impossible to excite a very deep
interest in the matter, and many seats were vacant during the delivery of the speeches.
The
absence of any regularly organized government

to which

an

appeal

for redress

of injuries to

American citizens might be made, the lack of
seaports into which captured vessels might be

carried, and of prize courts in which they might

~

be adjudicated upen, seem to be insmperable obJjections to the acknowledgment of Cuban belligerency at present.
THE

CENSUS

BILL,

dous visions of eternal gloom and’ eternal
The Senate are engaged in the consideration of
to subjects or citizens of foreign powers,
glory breaking round him, will he pause for
with liberty to reside therein, and certain the Census bill. The chief controversy is whethmortal toys?
;
waters are opened
to navigation, but in all er the census shall be taken substantially according to the laws of 1860, or accordingto the bill
Ah, no, no! As well tempt an angel these the Emperor still
retains eminent recently sent to the Senate by the House of
Repfrom his throne with a bahy's poor play- ‘domain, Consuls are to be
appointed by resentatives. It is conceded that it will cost
thing.
*“This one thing only he would the Emperor to United States ports,
more
to take the census under the House bill
who
belief-—something more than fighting for do!”
shall rank with consuls of Great Britain and than under the law of 1850, but it i claimed that
it, and nothing less than the care ofall the,
And methought I saw him at last as the ‘Russia. Certain liberties of conscience it would give a more complete and valuable eensouls within the wide circuit “of whatyou race was ended and the crown was won.
are guaranteed to Americans in China and
claim to bie your parish.
To be sure, all Like the angel standing in the sun, he stood to Chinese in America, and religious rites
THE WEATHER,
of them, but-your own little flock have their | colossal in outlineat the radiant goal. There are not to be interfered with. There is to
To-day, for the first time this winter,

respective pastors, They do not recognize
yop-as their pastor at all. No matter,
That does not relieve you of your duty toward thew, in yome good measure-at least.

was a halo round his head, and uncreated

glories fell on him as a garment! Then there
seemed y a flash, us of gates of pearl moving
to soft music, and the outburst of seraphio

be a reciprocal enjoyment of educational

had 8-day -of ‘winter landscape:

has fallen before, hut not till

we have

4 little snow

wight has
privileges in each country. Emigration is enough fallen to withstand the Inst
sun for a dey.
to be mutually encouraged, and facilities for The storm of yesterday left about inch
two i es of
traveling in China; so far as the absence of | snow on-the ground this morning]
~ W,

“a

R

+
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a

80
-

@ gmmuications,

ing turned

——n——

area of

It is estimated that dn

Cross.

Charing

this area, there

sixty thousand

are about

inside out.

sorrow.

count slackness.”

Nota

There we shall meet

who have

gone

In a letter

he

cankering

cares,

no

disappointed hopes.

have

attended

them,

and I want

compar-

which told of the love of Jesus, and to the

prayer of the preacher who
asked the
Lord ** to bind up the heart of that broken,
whoever

it might

be,

moral chloroform.

and are full of mourn--

that

;

|

Notes with Suggestions.

leave our homes

bearing manner.
The minisfer was quiet,
and soon after offered the member
his
aforesaid

wished

to

accept, and felt that
‘coals. of fire were being heaped upon his

head»

ni

HARDEST PART OF IT.

One in the church

.was uneasy and petulant

about the minis-

ter, and said hard things about him to one
of the deacons.
The deacon heard all, but

spoke nota word.

fallibler
BLESSINGS

held mainly in the winter, I did not expect
to have the opportunity of attending any of
them during my recent visit to London.
But I found that services were continued at
preached

particular case, could not

every

dence to effect such a

and

I referred a

In the summer,

open

different,

be given.

Cir-

change,

and

secure

all the valuable members of the original
organization. But it is better to do this,
than to let the church die. Sometimes,
members.
who have gone from the limits
of the church are dropped without labor;
but since the arrangement to return absent

the class of persons.for whom these services are established, crowd the streets or
go into the parks,

so

cumstances may arise when to disband and
reorganize may be the only thing that can be
done. Butitrequires great care and pru-

few weeks ago. Ispent a Sabbath evening
at each of these theaters, and took partin
the services at the former.

members

and

resident

members,

two

none

should be dropped in this manner.

air preaching

church

I attended, there were
many hundreds
. present, who listened attentively to the sermon, and on each occasion a large number

are glad

in good

‘with

other men, knows that, if he yields to this
inclination, he will on the Monday

be call-

ed Methodist, saint, parson, or something
of this kind.

But if he goes

toa

theater

fellowship with

that day,

so, with some prospect of success, invite
Bill or Joe to go with him next Sunday.
And the ministers who engage in these serv;

such laborsas they

may

consider that he has gone

adapt their sermons to their congre-

think

brethren

ing, the attention and reaching the hearts

sorry

bread cast upon the waters;

for, when per-

Night

in Heaven.

sons become seriously impressed, they are

No NIGHT SHALL BE IN HEAVEN,
No
fear, no gloom shall overshadow us. There

day at the regular places of worship.

all is peace and joy. Sighs shall be turned
to songs, prayers to praise. Just beyond,

likely to commence attendance earlier in the
But

many cases come to the knowledge of the
committee in which the results are very de-

cided in their character.

On one occasion,

i

One

ups

tr, I've heard

»

4

At the annual social meeting of the socihl

:

A

i

i

4

No NIGHT SHALL BE IN HEAVEN,
Eyes
shall no more keep their vigils, no more

a aching heads, no more throbbing brows.

butno man’s

words ever cut me up as this man's have

to-night.

fountains, its glittering towers and green
fields. And the Saviour is there.
‘‘ Their
hold the land that is very far off.”

he answered: * I

and spoke to him,

gleams the promised land with its crystal
eyes shall see the King in his beauty and be-

a man was seen leaving the Royal Amphi-

theater before the sermon was over.

=.

~ No

v

»

Not a

shall fall within

those

her

hundred!

nice, good native sis-

a bright era has seemed to dawn
and

station.

sisters

When the native

found

that

they

no

to

lose

cause.

The

Raja

is

his hold of the missionaries,

and now is very loving with the native
Christians. He will let them have as much
land as they want to cultivate, and they
have every prospect of thriving.
Jellasore, Dec. 4. On our way back to
Midnapore. We found dear sister Crawford

them.

of their hearers,

It is to be expected that these efforts
would partake largely of the character of

another

pleading their own

The form in which this should be done,
may vary with attending circumstances.
Ww.

gations, preaching truth very plainly, and
using numerous illustrations, thus attract

with

longer had the missionaries to encourage
them and plead their cause, they immediately sprang to their own feet, and are

necessary,

out from

of

upon this branch

but if he persists in leaving the church, and
withdraws or decldres himself independent
of the church, the church should, after

service, he escapes al this, and he can al-

ices

in

mendation. But if he
wishes to stand
alone, he must do it on his own responsibility, without the indorsement of the
church. If he is tried with any member
of the church, he should take the Scriptural
method to gain satisfaction; if dissatisfied
with the action of the church, he has a
remedy in a council, which he may ask at
any time. Until he has done this he has
no right to ask to be relieved from the vesponsibility of membership in the church;

There is one great advantage in connection with these services.
A man.-who is
disposed to attend a regular place of worin connection

standing and

the church, he is entitled to a letter of com-

ing the attention which they paid to the ser-

works

concentration of

from one church to another, either of the
same or another denominsition, and if he is

meeting. When at
my poeition on the
the preacher gave
of noting the size

vices. .

who

established,

interviews

ter at Midnapore, and hope she may be a
Zenana worker.
Twenty-two years ago I
first saw this town of Busta. It seems as
if ages had passed since then, so many vicissitudes have intervened.
Nov. 17.. After an absence of eighteen
years from Balasore, I see it again. When
we left B., the chapel was not finished;
now it is a staid looking meeting house, its
brown steeple seen through the trees for
some distance on all sides. ' The bell proclaims loudly and plainly that herein Balasore is a temple dedicated to Almighty
God. We went out eight miles to Metrapore. The Raja who holds M., has been so
grasping with the missionaries, that they
gave it all up and refused to pay. From

effort and mutual benefit, forbids it. If any
member desires to change his membership

and character of the audience, and of mark-

ship, and

was

sweet

and fifty girls. One of them was married
in church, yestérday, to Jacobus, one of the
men in the printing establishment.
We

Members sometimes wish to be disis more likely to reach them; but in the
winter they will leave
their miserable missed from the church and stand alone.
homes, go into these well lighted and We have no such practice advised in the
warm theaters and listen to the truths of Bible; we have no such usage in the dethe gospel. But on the evenings on which nomination. The very object for which the

remained to the prayer
the Brittania Theater,
stage by the side of
me a good opportunity

of idols. | ships

and

emptied

342

the prayer- meeting

was

on board the | we are not in them now.

chests

into

pearly

gates, np faltering step, no weary limbs
“ He maketh me to lie down in green pastures : he leadeth me beside still waters ”

trial

open.

It opened

itself. We had hard work to close it. The
meeting last week was preceded in the
same manner by fifteen minutes of prayer.
It "was characterized by the same warmth |
and freshness. We are astonished to find '
how short our hour is when we come to the |
meeting {rom our knees; when we bring to {
it, in our henrts, the spirit of God.
We
have no long speeches.
So far we have
had few exhortations and much true “experience. Shall we fall back again into the
old ruts? Perhaps. It is something that

have ‘been,

comfort for

and no doubt had been

And though we are not much giv-

it, as there is in the Romish church over
the true cross.

Errors in Teaching.
Bl

plain man to another.

el

And

these

did. but

follow the gros models they found in the
Gospels and
in the Prophets,
If we will
go through these books to get an idea of
the ancient preaching, I think we shall be
amazed at the way those preachers of the
old

time

and

they

contrived

to

bring

Everything serves their
never

beat

“ round

their

the

truth

purpose,

bush”

got
for the|to
to comeatit.
be a fine artButandpreaching
has takennow ilshasplace

The minister cannot make a good meeting.
‘Warm hearts are better than great thoughts.
Solemn faces do not make sacred hours.
Little leading makes much following.
Brevity is the soul of the prayer-meeting.

:

talk
about matters of the directest interest and in the directest way.
This is
true, too, about the Reformation.
All the
sermons then that went to -the heart of
the people from men lke Latimer were"
full of the plainest possible talk, as of one

Meanwhile, from | home.

I cull one or two prov-|

the | this brief experience

rejoiced in its destruction.
Busta, Nov. 12th.
The Q. M., the largBRIDGE OF SIGHS.
This is a bridge in
est ever
held in our mission, is over. the city of Venice, and leads from the
Twenty-six white people, counting the chil- place of judgment to the place of capital
dren, assembled in that oasis.
Tents, punishment.
Passing this bridge, the conbeds, bedding, furniture, eatables, all car- demned see the light of this world for the
ried on men’s heads, made therice-fields last time.
We hear some men say they are
and swamps quite lively. Important busi- passing the bridge of sighs.
Try the
ness was transacted which does not prop- bridge of faith. Dr. Young in his Night
erly come
into these little chronicles. Thoughts says this bridge is over death’s
When we came out we went to Gear sister dark valley to the next world.
F.
Crawford’s and spent two nights, and had

that specific directions, applicable to each

Sabbath evening, and the other was the
East London Theater, Whitechapel, which
is under the charge of Mr. Booth, to whose

mission in the east of London

this land

went

cloak, which

and

And there was “Elijah’s mantle,” which
could divide the flood and sweep such obstacles from the path of its possessor; and
talk over the spiritual condion of our if this could only fall upon some one's
church. I agreed with him that the prayer- shoulders now, imparting the spirit and ena gift it would
meeting was a fatal symptom if not a fatal dowments of its owner, what
disease. We asked the session to put it into be to the church and the world, both of
our hands. They were only too glad to do which so much need another reformer.
so. We spoke quietly to two other of the] The thought of them, if not the possession,
brethren to co-operate with us. We divided is good and wholesome, for they remind
among ourselves the praying and working us of services for which we should be
portons of the church, and visited every grateful, and of virtues to be imitated.
Then bring out the old cloak and throw
one, talked with him concerning the spiritLet it lie
val condition of the church, asked him to it over the fallen missionary.
come next week to the prayer-meeting, and there, just as we place the soldier's cap and
sword upon his coffin. Bury_.it with him,
to bring with him warm hearts.
* Come,”
if you will, for it seems as much a partof
we said, “if you come, from your closets.
him
and is almost as sugCome in the spirit of prayer.” Fifteen gestiveas ashis hisflesh,
form or his face. And when
minutes before the hour of meeting we four
met in the Bible-class room. One agreed that poor, worn-out body is re-created, this’
toact that night as leader. It was Deacon tattered garment may become ‘‘raiment
white and glistening,” such as his Master
S. He told the rest of ushis subject. Then wore
when he was transfigured, and such
we all knelt together and asked God's bless| as we expect the glorifisd to put on when
ing on our prayer-meeting.
From that
Dr. Buckingbrief and simple conference we went togeth- |i they become like Him —Rev.
erto the conference-room. Esch one agreed t ham.
ie,
to carry some offering with him—a word, H
7
N
.
N
a prayer, a hymn.
Each one agreed also
~
Extempore
Preaching.
to bring in speech but a single thought, and
in prayer buta single petition. The leader
himself should occupy but five minutes.
Robert Collyer says:
Our hearts were aglow.
We never had
such a prayer-meeting - in Wheat-hedge. | Itis evident that in the first Christian
Deacon S. did not have to . announce that ages what is nowa sermon was
only a

end of it.

PROVING A CURSE. Natural

1773, persons

and

in the attain-

own ituse.may Lgive
érbs formy
by | water. Such was the'spirit of resistance to | benefit
of whom
concernthem
:
fully\ laid | The up-country people may be known
by their oppression that the thousands of spectators

VOI
very

so various and circumstances

two of these theaters during last summer.
One was the Brittania Theater,
Hoxton,

where Mr. Alfred Gliddon

in

Dee.,

our spirits

would

melted the attendants into a sacred sympathy and joy. He says:
:
Two weeks ago, Deacon 8. canie to me to

THE REMEDY. I am asked how to be
calm and peaceable when one is abusive,
rough and yfijit in conversation. The answer is, kee' full of the love of Jesus.
No
room for hatred then. The remedy is in-

The

his companion

quite as much of a help to him in his work.
It was an old and well-worn garment, of
little ‘value in the market, and quite out of
fashion.
But it had covered as much
scholarship as some Oxford gowns, and
represented as much true faith and devotion to Christ's cause as any cardinals

quickened into a service that cheered and

The other felt that he

himself had the hardest

been

en to the worship of relics, we confess we
‘were touched to see this' simple article of
dress, so suggestive of the good missionary
and his services:
There have been some famoys garments
of this kind. There. was the. cloak which
A writer in the Christian Union tells how Paul left at Troas, and if we had it now,
as much strife
the prayer .meeting, which had become there would be almost
thin, cold, stupid and discouraging, was among our Protestant churches to possess

not
down. General
principles are all that their different dress, and often
could
be reasonably expected.
Trials are feet tied up with dirty rags.

8 had been | church discipline are

:
y 8 I > ew oethat th these serv

a foreigner

strikes

had

cloak.

horse, without expense, to ride a few miles,
when the member
travel.
He did not

and

darkness

COALS OF FIRE ON THE HEAD.
“A church | we become holier and purer
ments of our spiritual life.
member talked to a minister in an over-

bungalow was too small for usall,so we had

of

details

desolate,

| faint
; but out of all this

a

precept nor | Pilgrims is the great feature which always

the

But

example in Scripture.

;

good impressiond\made

the

They wish some sooth-

-

| among the rest of the fine arts. A sermon
{ ‘must be about so long, and so legical, and
so good, and be written down so that you
never have to wait for a word, or else it
won't do. And it js possible sometimes, I
feel sure, for a written sermon to be better
than one
preached right out of your heart
and mind.
There is a compactness and solidity to be attained in that-way you cannot

1st. It is common to suppose that al- come at otherwise. and I suppose men like
most anybody will answer for a Sunday Dr. Chalmers and Dr. Dewey would preach
school teacher. Social position is not better right along
from
the manuscript
enough noris it sufficient that it may be than from the mind ; and James Martineau
a means of grace tothe teacher. Aptness could no more preach without his manuto teach and training in ministers’ Bible- script than a bird could fly without wings,
«classes and teachers’ meetings are needful and one sermon like those he Preac es
requisites.
2d.
That
one
may teach would weigh more also in the solid gold
~ Preparing for Trouble.
without thorough ‘preparation.
Tnis re- of truth and genius than a hundred of the
——
Ba
sults in the barrel-organ style. The same pulpit-talks of some other. men. But the
Preparation for sorrow is not an un- tunes are ground out over and over again. popular heart still responds to the poi
worthy thing, and yet it is no special prepa- Pupils do not attend because there is noth- talk. Mr. Spurgeon has six thousand peoing toattendto. Even a horse knows his
ration for these things that we need, any rider, and children are quick to detect a ple to hear him, Mr. Martineau perhaps
I think the six thousand
more than for the ordinary facts and affairs poor teacher. We tire of what we do bad- seven score, and
know
what
they
are about. They do not
of life, or for the ordinary work we have to ly; and, like the spies of the olden time, want so' much the fine gold--of truth and
do. It was simply, I suppose, our fore- bring back a bad report of the land.
genius as the warm, quick presence of a
Two kinds of preparation are necessary : man,
fathers’ fidelity to their present duties that
and a man who may not do so much
1st. Intellectual. Have
specific
ideas, for their thought, but stil may do a great
enabled them to become founders of so distinct, definite
thoughts.
We eannot deal for their life.
mighty a Sate. I don't believe that the present clearly what is dim.and cloudy in
Pilgrims who lived upon these shores, who our own minds, 2d. Moral. Feel the truth
You may have good ink and
were the first pioneers to brush off the for- yourself.
The Deserter.
ests and Indians, and rhingled their prayers paper, buta bad pen spoils the whole.
Seek, above all that preparation that comes
———
with reports of muskets in their frontier of meditation and prayer, and communion
Not iong since, there came to my house
life—I don’t believe that they were con- with God, Place the standard high. If
had been in the army.
He was
sciously preparing for the great country
necessary, have fewer and better. teachers one who
poor, and wanted help. ** Why not apply
and
larger
classes.
8d.
Itis
common
io
and family of States which was to overspread
for a pension?” I asked; and I wrote for
this land. At least,they were simply doing teach over the heads of pupils: 1. In use him to Washington, presenting his claims.
of unintelligible or technical terms.
Sangtitheir duty, whether it was to hold a prayer- fication and adoption mean nothing to a But the answer came, ‘‘ The man of whom
meeting, fight the red skins, to build forts, child. “ Your procedure is antagonistic you write was once in the army, but deserted; he can drawno pension. The governor to overcome the banded . armies of the to the fundamental principles of eternal ment has no money for deserters.”
justice.”
Elegant,
no
doubt,
and
enriched
woods by their axes, Whatever they had
Arenot there many in the outward church
te do, they did with all their might. They by contributions from the Latin and Greck; very much like thisman? They have . enlist
but all Hebrew to a child. John Bright
Jesus, their
were faithful to their time, planting the and Charles H. Spurgcon owe much of ed in the service of the Lord
spirit of God over the decaying forest; and their remarkable power to their choice of names have gone on the roll, but they are
2d. not inthe ranks; they are not at their proper
if they were stern, and not always as ten- plain Saxon words of one syllable.
posts; they do not respond to the call;
In
jumping
to
conclusions,
we
may
be
able
der as we could wish, at least they were
they have run away; they are desertors.
to stride up three stairs at a time. Nettle- They do not like the sacrifice the Chrigtian
honest and conscientious, and it wasin that ton was a very successful teacher. He forthe preparation lay for the life that. has come: tified his positions’ patiently one by ore. soldier must make, nor the hard work he
must perform, so they
have
left the
since.
4th. We often underrate our pupils. The
rar ks.
:
Bible
was
meant
for
children.
As
currenSo, if you and I prepare by faithfulness,
But these mén are all known in the heavcy represents coin, so let our teaching repby nearness to God, by Christian living, by resent
the solid gold of God's Word. 5th. enly city ; their namesare registered, They
fidelity to daty, no matter what sudden Addressing the intellect only. We should can get no heavenly pension, no ‘bright and
| gloriors reward, in that city of the great
=

up

ollow | such
a course we have neither

At the funeral of Dr. Perkins, the mis-

may wrestle with us, may make us sad, may

felt the power of sin within.”
She said to the ‘‘ambrella” (just lined with gay-pink abilities, education, wealth, high social poment,
but who has since rendered much
herself: ¢ That's me;” and as soon as the calico) pitchéd~in front. The next morn- sitions are given by God. But ifnot imservice, has said: *‘It is a very shocking service was over, she went home to her ing we went ten miles to Maranghur to proved to his glory, they may prove a curse.
thing, no doubt, to save a drowning man
husband happy and joyful, but unable to breakfast, and last night ten miles more to They will not be truly. enjoyed, and the
in a grotesque way, and without regard to describe the great change which had taken Raneserai, where we slept, and this morn- misery and condemnation in the life to
the proprieties, but I would rather do it, if place in her.
The next Sunday herhus- ing we came eight miles. Mr. B. and come will be increased by the abuse .of
I could, than stand upon my dignity and band went with her, and they continued to Mary started both mornings on foot to such great mercies.
let him sink.”
attend these services. @ She has also shoot something to eat. To-day they got
A POWER. A writer in one of the periodicals
intimates that a great speech may
;
The last Annual Report of the Commit- united with a church of Christ.
four pigeons, which are to be kept for a
A man who used .to spend his Sundays late dinner. Now we are stopping ina be inspired in part by a cup of tea. We
tee shows that seven different theaters
were open during the season, for which the in gambling and dissipation, strolled into very little place, but the children are hav- have known that some political speeches
one of the theaters without any special pur- ing a general time playing on the end ver- have owed a portion of the power in their
committee paid a rent of £1,389. ($6,722);
the number of services held was 232, and pose; but from that evening gave up sin,- anda which is shady. A quantity of men delivery to inebriating liquors. But the
inspiration of truth, the justness of the
the aggregate attendance was 244,000, giv- gave himselfto Jesus, and to labor for the
and two doolis (litters) and two palankeens cause advocated, and a warm desire that
ing an average of 1,050. . Some of the most salvationof his companions, by bringing
are waiting to get us and our things across
the people may be benéfited by what is set
eminent ministers in the Episcopal estab- two or three of them each Sabbath to hear
the swamps -and rice fields to Santipore.
forth, are higher and better than that of the
the
word
of
God.
Can
any
one
doubt
lishment, and of evangelical dissenters, take
The gentlemen areto go on horseback. It excitement of tea and strong drink.
part in these services; and the ministers whether these services are approved of
is about six miles. We are to wait till
W. H.
who preach, the stewards who attend to God?
THE QUANTITY.
The United States imthe sun gets a little lower. Everything goes
take charge of the services, and the officers
port
about
thirty-six
million pounds of tea
on men’s heads. Everybody is to be there,
of the Society, all render gratuitous service.
annually.
If
it
is
a
needless luxury, it is
it seems,—that is, every one of the mission,
The Christian Church.
In addition to the preaching, 1,413,600
besides our very good friends, the Martins not the worst and most expensive of our
handbill tracts were distributed.
These
evils. But we prefer pure water.
Perplexing questions often arise in man- and some of the Cuttack brethren.
gave anotice of the services, with place
Just out hi
in dr we saw a poor - TEA PARTIES. There are some in our
and time, and also directed attention to aging the affairs of the church, especially in
pilgrim
who
had
lain
down right by the country, but in England on a larger scale.
some important Bible truths. A large num- its discipline. When a church has long negside
of
the
road
and
died.
The road was full The largest, however, that ever took place,
lected
discipline,
or
becomes
involved
in
ber of prayer meetings werelalso held at the
of
pilgrims,
and
no
one
seemed
to notice was in Boston harbor. The people of the
perplexing
difficulties, it has sometimes
close of the services, which
were attended
the
poor
one
whose
pilgrimage
had
closed Colonies refused to pay the tax of the Engby hundreds of persons;
gd city mission- been thought advisable to disband and reso
suddenly.
The
never-ceasing
stream
of lish government on tea, and onthe 13th of
organize;
i.
e.,
form
a
new
church.
For
s wereat hand to
watch for bopefal indi

is sometimes

people, a kind of sionary, the other day, his

Sorrow is the furnace in whick the gold is on that long horseback journey from thd
made pure; sorrow is the, storm by which Black Sea to Persia, and shut out the cols
the strength of the stout hull and the spars and the rain with it in his missionary tour
aloft are tired ; sorrow is the winnower by among the Koordish mountains, untilit was
identified, in the thoughts of all who knew
which the chaff is blown away from the him, with the man and his work. It was
corn, and only upon the harvest-floor the difficult to recall that tall and venerable
pure resuits of the farfmer’s culture is left. form, except as wrappedin this long blue
And it seemed more beSo sorrow, ifit comes to us, -and we are broadcloth cloak.
prepared by Christian living to meet it, coming to him than any bishop's robes

Home, Dec.” 9. Of all the boys I saw
|
while we were at Balasore, Joseph’ Fullonton seemed the very best. Indeed he is
now a young man, and it is hoped he will
‘be a preacher.
“8. PB,"

to Benapore, and stopped in the travelers
bungalow, R. S. Martin, Esq., Mrs. Mar-

tin and children being in company.

© «Heo lay like a warrior takin his rest,
‘With his martial cloak around him,”

ing finger laid upon their pain; they wish most of his missionary life of more thar
the aching and thobbing heart to be filled thirty years, was thrown across the foot of
withjoy. Thatis not God's way of comtort- his coffin. He had always worn it on his
to this country,
and must-have
ing; nor does religion prepare for this. visits
wrapped himself in it at sea, and slept in ie

head man of the village and one other Doan,
to-morrow.”

sorrow

thoughtto be, by some

erthat bright world over whose heavenly ing because their friends will never eat
portals is written, ** Neithér shall thgre be with them again. I expect to baptize the

atively few of other classes have attended,
and many have beer converted in connection with these services.
One of.the ministers who was at first afraid of the move-

sorrowful one,

% Preparation for

days ago,

You ought to spend two

with their husbands,

Every day draws the faithful Christian near-

he has been faith-

less to his destiny and to his God.

weeks under this very tree teaching these
Santal teachers’ wives. They are notup

No

about nine thousand who belong to the sus- to do it well; so I am iearning all I can,
pected class, and more than a hundred and that I may speak in a proper ‘manner-about apy more pain.”
No chilling blagts, no
fifty thousand belonging to the pauper class ; the love of Christ for men.
5
fading flowers, no falling leaf, but
hereis
A man who constantly attended the serv- the tree of Life, the golden streets, the
that is, they are very poor, and depend more
or less on the charitable contributions that ices at another of these places said to the beautiful river.
‘‘And I, John, saw ' the
they can obtain, or upon the legal provision manager: “Iam from Guernsey, sir. My Holy City, new Jerusalem, prepared asa
Very many of these | wife and family are there now:
I became
made for the poor.
bride adorned for her husband.”,
people have a settled antipathy to atten- reduced in circumstances, lost £6,000.
I
NO NIGHT SHALL BE IN HEAVEN.
Bat
danceat churches and. chapels, and most am
found; I trust Jesus has found me, | instead, there shall be bright, glorious day.
of the remainder would think that - their Those beautifal hymns (sheets distributed
They need no light of the sun,nor themoon,
clothing was of a character to render their at each service), I send to my wife and
for the glory of the Lamb is the light oft,
attendance impracticable.
family every Monday morning, and when and the streets of gold resound with the
About eleven years ago, some zealous I get tomy lodgings I write down as much joyous steps of saved ones who have washChristians inaugurated special services on of the sermon as I. can remember, and ed their robes and made them white, and
Sabbath evenings in theaters, for the ben- send that, too, to them.
My dear wife the heavenly arches echo with their songs
efit of such persons.
At that time, many
writes back, and from what she says, Ido of praise.
‘“‘And after these things I heard
earnest and devoted Christians were afraid trust and believe that she and my daugh- | a great voice of much people saying, Alleof the movement.
Some thought that it ter have begun to serye God.
Oh! sir, luia! Salvation and glory, and honor, and
wouldbe a desecration of sacred things to misfortune is hard to bear, .but God has power, unto the Lord our God.”
preach the gospel in such places; others given me more by coming to England than
“No night shall be in heaven, but endless noon;
feared that the novelty of the thing would man has taken from me.”,
:
No fast declining sun, no waning moon;
lead persons away from their regular places | A lithographic printer and his wife were
But there the Lamb shall yield perpetual light,
pastures green, and waters ever bright.”
of worship; and there were still others who
reckless and intemperate.
When he was 3
thought- that the effort would be useless, thrown out of employment, their- former
Mission Work.
and that this class of persons could not be friends did nothing for them, and in a fit of : 2
—
reached in this way. But those who com- desperation, the woman resolved to drown
JOURNAL OF EVERY DAY THINGS.
persevered; and herself and her two children.
While in
menced the movement
Dantoon, Nov. 3d,1869.
Three days on
God has abundantly blessed the efforts put this state of mind, she went past the Victoforth in these places. = Large numbers of ria Theater at the time of the services. She the road to Q. M. at Santipore. The first
the classes for whom ‘these services were
went in with others, listened to the hymn
day we came eleven miles in the morning
established

man,it is just because

says: “Our three little tents are under

one large tree.

:
IN HEAVEN.

from Mr. B., a few

The Missionary’s Cloak.

Ifa man has a great sorrow, and

does not come out of it a bettér and truer

now springing up and bearing fruit, charming to the eyes:and ravishing to the heart.

there is laid up for me a crown of righteous-

ness.”
NO NIGHT SHALL BE

dition.

have been been sowing all the time since, is

loved ones

before us, never more to

part: We shall see Jesus.
We shall receive the glorious crown. _‘ Henceforth

Saviouryand
him.
Helis
be, qualified
‘I must do

The seed which began to

be so wed so many years ago, and which we

None shall say, «1

am sick.”

read the

and

to pray.

criminal class,. something for my fellow men,

persons who belong to the

trouble nora

From that

Scriptures, gave himself to the
then sought to lead others to
educating himself that he may
to be more useful. He said:

from

miles

fifteen

him

time he commenced

The London Metropolitan Police District
includesan

NO NIGHT SHALL
BE IN HEAVEN,

ety at Freemason's Hall, a man who isa
‘sawyer by trade, addressed the meeting.
He said he was invited to attend the Amphitheater on an evening when Rev. Mr.
M'Cree preached, and that Mr. M.’s preach-

Preaching in Theaters.

———

"

misfortune, no matter what sudden triumph,

reach the

feelings,

sympathies,

conscience,

the confidence.
taste even.
Win
no matter what sudden proclamation of the and
fairly worn out with exces ive toil, and for time of death may startle you or break in Avoid the prauching style.
Use questions
freely; but not leading
the first time in eight years she has “‘given upon you, yoa will always be ready; and if
up”. and gone to bed; and we are expect- the Son of Man comes to you, you will be questions, or suchas admit of but only one
answer,’ No one can question properly
ing Mr. B. every minute to see her. He sale and pass on to heaven, You can rise, without knowing the lesson thoroughly.
is
it
though
and
age,
days
four
for
was sent
gird up your loins, and follow him, to bear The true power of the teacher consists
but 48 miles to Midaapore, it is a work of the cross or wear the crown. Here is one largely in knowing the lesson. Lastly, we
time in this country to move from one mi-take that is sometimes made in regard sometimes come to think that pains and
place to another. If Sister Crawford would to preparation for sorrow, There is no preparation will, of course, secure success.
oN keep a little journal of the sweet preparation for that that will keep our tears It is all of grace. Carry your work and
class one by one to the Throne of Grace.
things that are always taking place in her
bac® when the trouble comes. There is Having glvpn to your preparation the .corfamily, it would refresh many hearts at
no preparation that can take that strange ners of yout time, on Saturday night spread
‘home. Seventy-four of lier girls aré cons feeling from the throat and the heart when tout befora thie Lord.”
It is his work, not|
sistent members of the church, and almost the loved form lies prostrate in death. The yours. Then goto your classes as to semonthly ‘some lamb finds its way into the gospel dies not propose to remove this rious, important work, and remember God's
bles-ing alone secures guccess.—Rev. John
Saviour’s fold.
4
grief, though it proposes to prepare you for Hall, D, D.
The “‘set time” for favoring this mission sorrows, though it p-epares you to become
has evidently come. “God is” not slack wiser and stronger by reascn of them, to
Outside show may be purchased, but real
concerning his promises as tome men rise out of them to a higher and holier con- happiness is of home manufacture.
4

ing.

The mortal will soon be done ; then comes

the immortal ; but there will be no great and
everlasting
joy for them ; no * far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory;” no
crown ; no waving branch of palm ; no harp
of praise ; no song of victory and love; no
glad welcome of the King; no pension—
they are deserters. They put a hand to the
plough, bat looked back ; they are not fit
for the kingdom of heaven.
Are you one
of them? The master hath come and calleth
for thee. Come back.—Am. Messenger.
Prayer draws all the Christian

8 into

its focus, It draws Charity with her lovely
train ; Repentance with her holy sorrows;
Faith with her elevated eyes; Hope with

her grasped anchor; Benevolence with her
opened hands; Zeal looking far and wide to
bless ; and Humility looking at home.
— Hannah More.
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The Mountain Heart's-Hase,

tion.
til

By scattered rocks and turbid waters shifting,
By furrowed glade and dell,
Soa

To feverish men thy calm, sweet face uplifting,

Thou stayest them to tell

The delicate thought that cannot find expression,
For ruder speech too fair,
:

That, like thy petals, trembles in possession
And scatters on the air.
;

The miner pauses in his rugged labor,

And, leaning on his spade,
—
Laughingly calls unto his comrade neighbor

To see thy charms displayed;

But in his
eyes a mist unwonted rises,
And for a moment clear,
A sweet, home face his foolish thought surprises
And passes in a tear;—
Some boyish vision of his eastern village,

him read from

Kirkby Woodhouse does not join un11773.

grown

So that the

from seven

having “in

1770 ten ministers and 1015 members. The seven churches detached and - made

independent first one and then another of
their preaching stations, planted new interestsin new localities, and recéived from
time to time ghurches from the old body of
General Baptists. In thirty years (1800)

| the seven

charches

had

become

thirty-

«ight, and the number of members had increaged to 8403. The Midland and Yorkshire churches, being young and vigorous,
flourished most, but the old churches in

Lincolnshire and the South contributed by

men and means
Connection.

from Romans, about the natural corruption

Denomination has

churches,

to the prosperity of the
;
:
EE

The institutions of the body

ghow

an

an English Bible a chapter

of man, a doctrine of which I had never

taught by a band of 4,000 teachers; 60,000
ersons baptized und: brought into church

ellowship, hundreds of thousands gathered in our congregations to hear the word

before heard.

Tn fact

I was. quite

aston-

ished to hear of men being corrupt by na-

ture.

IR

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

=

I remember saying to Mr. Haldane,
“Now I see that doctrine in the Bible.”
of ‘salvation; a Mission established which “Yes,” he replied, “but do you see it in
has brought the gospel within the reachof your heart?” This wasa simple question,

AND

S.

six millions of De
ay begun to leav- but it came home to my conscience.
was
en a whole province with Christian life; the sword of the Spirit; and from thatIt time
£150,000 raised for College and Mission I saw that my heart was corrupted, and I
work, at least £100,000 for - Schools and knew from the word of God that I could be
£200,000 for Chapel property, and as much saved by grace alone.
as altogether for the support of the ministry ; in all, about one million of money freely offered to the service of the Lord. This

earnest desire

to meet new wants and ne-

+

He

finds a church at Gamston in

Nottinghamshire, is baptized, becomes acquainted with Mr. W. Thompson, of Boston, and joins the Lincolnshire Association.
On a visit to the midland counties for the
Pipose of collecting for his new chapel at
ircheliffe, he hears for the first time at
Loughborough ofthe Midland Churches,
and soon after introduces them to the Lincolnshire General Baptists,
A union is
proposed and found impracticable because
of the false doctrine held by many inthe
old body.
At length, under Mr. D. Taylor's leadership, a party of ministers and churches secedes from the old Assembly and unites
with the Midland Churches, the first meeting being at Church Lane Chapel, London,
on June 7, 1770; and so the New Connection of General Baptists was formed. But
the Connection is divided next year for convenience into a Northern and Southern Association’; “the Southern organization
falls
to pieces; the Northern loses Fliet; and
really, Boston, ‘Wadsworth or Biicheliffe,
and five Midland Churches, Barton, Mel-

helpers in the

»

A

What a precious

tion to his kingdom! - All this, too, has
been done, under God’s blessing, without
state-aid or the smiles of rank and fortune,

privilege

is

flourishing native churches, nearly a thousand members, a nominal Christian communily of about 4,000 souls, as many or-

phans under Christian training, and
a nobls band of native evangelists preaching

Christ in their own tongue, and diffusing
Christian light where fifty years ago all

was dense,unillumined, unrelieved heathen
darkness. About £100,000 have been contributed by churches at home, and £20 000
from other Societies and in India. Good
and faithful men have given their lives to
this work. The graves of Bampton, Lacey, Sutton, Cropper, Goadby, and those
noble women who labored with them-in the
ospel, consecrate for evermore that hea-

| then soil, and pledge us and our children to

continue in faith and self-sacrifice the work
of evangelizing Orissa.
tie
This then, in brief, is the story of a
century's labor forthe Lord; churches at

kovrae, Longford, Loughborough and Keg- ! home growing from seven to 157, members
o

—

on the immortality

SALVE

Br

of

the

soul,

the RH

ence of God, and similar topies..; &3to
the trinity, he did not believe it. fostead

of the Bible. he gave us quotations from
Seneca and Plato; Saint Seneca and Saint
Plato were the two saints whose writings
be held up to admirati n,
But the Lord sent one of his servauts to
Geneva, and I well remember the visit of
Robert Haldane. I hesrd o' h'm first as an
English or Scotch gentleman, who spoke
much about the B'ble, which seemed to be
A very strange thing to me and other stu-

dents, to whom it was a shut book.

I aft-

erward met Mr.Haldane at a private house,
along with some other friends, and heard

This -semi-monthly,
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Safe,

Efficient.
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School.
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Series.

little

or vo

pain;

leaves

kin, blood, stomach, bowels,

liver, kidneys,~of
chil.

ren, and in many difllculties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phybelans recommend and prescribe it; and no
son
#lJiv one uses this, will voluntarily return to the use
w any other cathartic.
ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
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Bunny Bkies,eeeeeees teaseracsracsrancesl

Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

is24

cents a year; and no more

on- 8 copies,

or any .number between one

and

8, when

sent to one address, than on a single one.

Pompeii and Herculaneum, .ceseeeecessss1,95
Postage on the dollar-and-a~half books, 16 cents
each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents

The postage is payable at the office of de-

the

with

begins

volume

The

livery.

first number in April.
Orders dre soliciteach; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.
:
is
«sParties designing to get new Sabbath School ed.
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us |- No percentige is allowed on money sent
their orders which will be immediately filled with Bs-for the Mrile.
Fan
our own publications, or will be filled with the
Sample copies will be sent free on applibooks of other publishers,and will be furnished to cation.
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.

MAINE

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

Address,

Remittances of money for our publica
tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk.
Otherwise they will be ot the risk of those

yt

:

sending them.

STATE

SEMINARY.

“BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
A. GIVEN, A. B.

MISS ADELIA M. SPEAR

C.A. MOOERS, A. B,

MRS. LURA D. GIVEN,

L. W, BALLARD,

The next

S80 enter 3
.A
new

1

°

Miss Lucy L, WHITE,
E. H, BESSE.
.
term will commence Jan. 27. Students
any time,
i
ard
Boarding-h

ae

gentlemen, will
be opened at that time. Shouldousethe fornumber
of boarders be sufficient, and the price of provisions allow
the maximum price of board will be reduced to $2.75
per week. The price

of board in clubs will doubtless
correspondingly lower. Arrangements have been
dollars per cord cheaper than students have been able
to furnish themselves.
A. GIVEN, Principal.
Lewiston, Me., Jan. 19, 1869,
44
made whereby wood can be furnished from one to two

E WANT
AGENTS
EVERYWHERE.
To
canvass for Henry J. Raymond and New York
Journalism, an Octavo volume of 500

fully illustrated and richly bound;
history full of deep interest to

Yavekick

pages,

being

all.

The

beanti-

a life and

author,

Mr.

What everv Horseman Wants.

Managing Editor of the New York Evening

Post,has in this

book revealed many scenes of stirri

interest never before shown to thie publié? Canvassers
for this work will derive great benefit from gratuitous

editorial advertising, Send for
and see our extra inducements.

8t2

descriptive circular

A. 8. Hale & Co., Publishers, Hartford, Ct.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
OBERLIN COLLEGE.
The claim of this Institution to first rank as a place
to obtain a thorough education in all departments of
Music is being sustained by a constantly increasing
patronage from all parts of the country,
None but first-class Teachers are employed;

all of

the Horse Embioesion of the day.
. Sold by the Drug sists and Store
keepers throughout the United States.
Depot 10 Park
Place,

New York,

44
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the present corps having been educated at the celebrated Conservatory at Leipzig, Germany.

FREE

" BRANCHES TAUGHT.
Piano Forte, Cultivation of the Voice, Organ, Har

BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON,

And Religious Publications,

SPRING

The

‘TERM

most Complete

“begins February 15, 1870,

Dr. A. L. SCOVILLis the inventor of several meaical preparatio..s which have become
very popular

: Address,

and have been liberally used.”

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
OBERLIN,

3m2

are “Hall's Balsam

Mill

& BLANCHARD.

Also,

SECOND-HAND

T Ww 0 Steam

Boilers

cach 4 x 20 feet, with two

diameter.

Flues

it to be a certain cure, and if every family would keep
it by them, ready to administer upon the first appearance of disease about the Lungs, there would be very
few cases of fatal consumption.
It causes the phlegm
and matter to raise, without irritating those delicate
organs (the Lungs), and, without producing constipation of the bowels.
It also gives strength to the system, stops the night-sweats, and changes all the mor-

bid secretions to a healthy state.
Yours respectfully,

A. L. SCOVILL,
Sold by all Medicine

SECOND-HAND

rn

»

Boiler

81-2 x20 feet, with two Flues 13 inches
in diameter.
Above Boilers in excellent condition. Ap
ply to

SWAMSCOT
16tf

SOUTH

MACHINE CO.,
NEWMARKETY.,

B

ch28t

Treatise.
The New

Treatise, just revised

of th& "General Conference,

by

$30

PAY

amount can be made.
Address SECOMB& CO.,
PITTSBURGH, PA,, or BOSTON, MASS, or ST,
LOUIS, MO.
CAUTION.
Des ire of wll A zents selling Machines

per week

A SALARY

OF

and expehses, or allow a large

commission,
to sell eur new wonderful inventions,
Address
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
Sm

with

Wa

urs. unl ss they

:

BATCHELOR'S
HAIR
DYE.
The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit
rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death,
It is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneous—
Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
the

danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor's Hair
Dye has thirty, years’ reputation to uphold its integri.

can

show

\

1

sold by other parties, and: hall prosecute all parties
under

this name

to

the full extent of the law, unless such Machines were
obtained from us or our Agents. Do not he ipod

upon by parties who copy our advertisement fd cir.
culars ard offer worthless Machines at a less price,
416

%

t

REMEMBER
LL. HARMON

still supplies Mimical Instruments

greatly to the ad.

vantage of purchasers,
*
Among the best terms offered is

a NEW

PORTABLE

MELODEON

of grand

OCTAVE

tone for #65;

same rents for £5 per quarter. aud rents pay for it.
Address REV. L. L. HARMON, Port:mouth, N. II,
Residence, 14 ‘Scheel Sireet.
tf

nd Cdl

L)

READ THIS!
AGENTS

per

This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck,
quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
most superior
manner.
Price only $18,
Fully warranted for five years,
We will
pay 81000 for any machine that will sew a
|stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic
=|
seam than ours.
It makes the ‘Elastic
Lock Stitel.”
Every second stitch can be cut, and
still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearin
it. We pay Agents from $75 to $200 yer month an
expenses, or a commission from which twice that

L.

The Reports of the Freewill Baptist
Benevolent Societies for the year 1869
are now out of press.
Upon application, they will be sent

$200

troduce the GENUINE IMPROVED COMMONSENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE

order

The Reports.

to

month, everywhere, male and female, to in-

either selling or using Machines

can-now be had

a

ANTED—-AGENTI—§75

under the same n
a Certificate of A
hold ourselves 1¢

ders are solicited.

AGENTS!

Daalers.

;

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Or-

E WILL

in curin

and I can truly say that it is by far the best expectorant remedy with which I am acquainted. For Coughs
and all the early stages of Lung complaints, I believe

15 inches

j

0 | F Steam

Balsam

the most deep-seated PULMONARY CONSUMPTION | §
have witnessed its effects on the young and the old,

Has been in

use about two months only.

“Liverwort

Gents :~I make the following
a perfect conviction and knowledge

ofthe benefits of Allen’s Lung

Stones 30 inches in diameter, manufactured
by HoLMES

his inventions

and

Megsrs. J. N. HARRIS & CO.,
statement from

Grist

Among

for the Lungs”

and Tar.” For the past six yeais a better Lung remedy has been offered to the piiblic. * Read the following letter from Dr, SCOVILL referring to it:
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It produces
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best
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All orders and remittances for the paper
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yet discovered,
and at once relieves

8 long’attended its use in many localities; and it
8 now offered to the general public with the convie:
tion that it ¢an never fail to accomplish all that is

olaimed for it,

the

to “Tue Myrrie,” Dover, N.H.

Rainy Day Series.
A

all the vital fanciiens without cans

injury to any ofthem.

by

tended for publication should be addressed

Bell.sceesses

to any address on the receipt of four
cents for each copy to pre-pay postage.
Cathartic remedy

published

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, wag

just

Sabrina Hackett, .

prayer.

Conversion of D’Aubigne.
The great historian of the Reformation
gives the following account of his being
convinced of his depraved condition :
When M. Monod and I attended the university at Geneva thero was a professor of
divinity who confined
x
. himself to lecturing
”

ay

3

work ; and now, by the good

hand of our God upon our brethren, Orissa
is penetrated by the word of life, widowburning and infanticide are suppressed,
social life is made purer, there are several

Books

Prayer Without Ceasing.

is surely reason for thankfulness to God.
and a stimulus to. new zeal and consecra-

"GRACE’'S

himself.

Superintendents.
of New Sunday School

very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class. All communications in

Dr. Clarke's RHEUMATIC ELIXIB,

i

Bi The Myrtle.

TO

published
by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale enlarged and much
improved about the
and delivery,
:
:
;
first of April. It is printed on Paper of a

Come to the mercy-seat,—that seit where
love and justice, holiness and pardon dicessities as they arise. There was at first
tillage
vinely sit; whence grace streams full on
a suspicion of learning and a prejudice
against an educated’ ministry. But in 1796 by men of the working and middle classes; the sin-sick soul. Let no hour pass withOne moment only, for the pick, uplifting,
an institution for training young men for all this, too, hag been done, by God's help, out a visit .to this throne of grace. It is!
Through root and fiber cleaves,
the ministry: was projected, and at an Asso~: without the aid of men -of extraordinary but a thought-step, “an npward glancing
And on the muddy current, slowly drifting,
gilts of genius and eloquence, or world- of the eye,” a léap of the soul from its earthciatioh, at Kegworthin 1797, £174, 17s. 6d.
‘Are swept thy bruised leaves.
;
~was raised, and subscriptions to the amount extended fame,—without a Wesley,a White- ly duties, and you are there. While putAnd yet, O poet, in thy howiely fashion,
of £16 a year were promised. In 1798 an field, a Chalmers, a Hall, a Spurgeon ; but ting that needle through the cloth, or washThy work thou dost fulfill,
“Academy” was opened in Mile End Road, not without men of earnest spirit and ing that cup, or selling that ‘parcel, or
For on the turbid current of his passion
strong faith, of robust intellect and great driving that nail, you can go to the merLondon, under the presidency of Mr. Dan
Thy face is shining still.
Taylor. In 1813 it was removed to Wis- force of character,—men in whose hearts cy-seat. Thread every fiber of life with
the fire of the Holy Spirit enkindled glow- these pearls. Leaven every lump with
beach, and Mr. J. Jarrom became Tutor.
life. Look up; leap up; fly
an Education Society was start- ing love to the Saviour and ardent zeal for this sacred
A Century’s Christian Labor. edMeanwhile
at Loughborough, under the care of Mr. the conversion of souls. Unto God be all up; be with Christ;be in Christ. How
&
>
Oe
the praise! May he in his mercy grant sweet to catch the eye and smile of God.
| Thomas Stevenson, and this in 1837 be¢ame
The following document is sent us by the sole denominational institution. It has that with our enlarged opportunities .and It is your pivilege always. Are you alour General Baptist brethren in England, ‘since been located in London, . with the greater resources, we may not be less faith- ways enjoying it P—Zion’s Herald:
ful and zealous than our fathers; and that
John Stevenson, M. A., at Leicester,
It is a sort of Centenary paper,and has both Rev.
the Future as it nears the brightness of the
with the Rev. J. Wallis,and at Nottingham
a retrospective and prospective 180k. It ‘and Chilwell, with the Revs. Dr. Underwood millenninm morning may outshine in its
is an interesting summary of the work un- and W. R. Stevenson, M. AI, as its Tu- glory and surpass in its consecration to God
A CERTAIN CURE FCR
dertaken and done by our brethren beyond tors. Now, premises have been purchased at Snyising that appears in the story of the
ast,
the Atlantic during the hundred years that Chilwell and secured to the denomination
RHEUMATISM and NEURALGIA.
free of debt. The income of the institution,at
have elapsed since the denomination was first very small,is about £600 a year ; nearly
THIS Standard Medicine has been emfounded. It fis instructive and cheering in 200 men have been educated ; and the sum
Cheerful Religion.
|
ployed
for more than twenty years with
many of its statements, and our readers raised from first to last for current exPn
the
most
wonderful success. It has often
will find themselves amply repaid for a care- penses and the purchise of the present
Let men be taught there is as much reful perusal. The letter of Bro. Goadby re- premises amounts to nearly £25,000.
ligion in the good, robust, rejoicing, en- cured the worst cases of Neuralgia in
The publications of the New Connection thusiastic singing of God’s praise, as in the from two to four hours, Rheumatic Fever
specting the centenary meeting to be held have
uot been numerous. Our fathers
next June, will be found elsewhere:
: found in men and women, brought to re- sedate and doleful style that is usually in three or four days, and many cases of
styled the most devotional; let them know
The year of grace 1870 is the Hundredth pentance and the new life, the living epis- that the earnest prayer need not be a Chronic Rheumatism that for years had
Anniversary of the New Connection of tles, the undying literature in which they drawling jeremiad ; let them feel that good defied the skill of the physician and the
General Baptists. The occasion snggests most rejoiced.
Several hymn books, a few gospel preaching $nay be in a sprightly deas appropriate a review of the history of volumes of sermons and essays, one Or two livery of pleasant truths, more than in a power of medicine have been ‘cured by
biographies, two histories, the’ Magazine, { whining recitation of inanities; let them from one to six bottles of the RuEUthe denomination, and a survey of the work
that, by the grace of God, has been done.
the Reports of Societies, and the Minutes believe that Christianity is a live thing, MATIC ELIXIR.
:
In the middle of the last century a wave of the Associations make up the whole of that it isin sympathy with the active, reof new impulse was passing over the land. the literature of the denomination. Per- joicing spirit of our humanity, and it will Read the following from Mr. Z. Frank,
The hearts of men were stirrett to their in- haps Dan Taylor's ‘Principles of the Chris- be better commended to their acceptance.
Poland, Me.
:
most depths by the preaching of Wesley tian Religion ;” Mr. Jarrom’s “Discourses
Seriousness ought always to character“This is to certify that for the last few
and Whitefield. In nearer or remoter-con- on the Ninh of ‘Romans;” and Mr.J. G. ize the Christian. But seriousness does not
nection with this revival of spiritual life, Pike's ‘‘Persuasives to Early Piety” have consist in sullenness, moroseness, or even years I have sold Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic
three distinct and separate circumstances been most useful and are most widely in the sobriety that drives away smiles and Elixir very extensively, and have known
contributed in 1770 to form a new com-. known.
the taste for rational pleasures.
He is it to cure some of the worst cases of Rheumunity of Baptists.
(1). The glow of a
The “Itinerant Fund” for assisting weak most
sericus
who brings an earnest, matism and Neuralgia I have éver seen,
genuine piety still lingered, and the light churches and founding new stations was healthy, rejoicing nature to the performof an orthodox faith still shone amid de- started in 1811. It established the interests ance of his duty. Men are most beautiful- and have never known it fail in any case.
clining zeal and purity in the old General at Staleybridge, Lineholme, and Mansfield ; ly serious when truthful smiles are playing My wife who has been subject to LumbaBaptist churches. Unable to find rest or and aided Wendover~and Burton.on-Trent, on their, lips, and when their whole coun- go for years had one of her most painful
satisfaction where lax discipline and hereti- raising in all about £500. The Home Mis- tenances are lighted up with a benignant attacks last fall. T immediately gave her
cal belief prevailed, an element was wait- sion Societies, under their various managethe Rheumatic Elixir, and in three days
oy.
ing to go forth from the old assembly and ment since 1821, have planted or aided
It ought, therefore, to be the effort of.
ally itself ir close affinity with more con- churches at Bradford, Macclesfield, Coven- professing Christians to pass through the she was well, though in a previous attack
genial fellowship and more earnest life. try, Stoke-on-Trent, Leeds, Sheffield, Lin- world so happily as to light it up and fill it she was confined to her bed three weeks.
(2). The midland counties already con- coln, Peterborough, and elsewhere, and at- with joy. They ought to singin the midst I know the case of a lady who for many
tained a number of churches unconsciously tempted to found churches at Stamford, of judgments, and to sing loudly and cheer- years was subject to Rheumatic Fever,
prepared in the’ providence of God for such ‘Northampton, Preston, and Manchester. ily and constantly amid their marvelous which used to confine-her to her bed six
union.
In 1745, after severe persecution,
About £8000 have been contributed. The benefits. We pass to a kingdom, out of or eight weeks at a time. About three
a society wds formed at Barton in Leices- zeal of individual churches has originated
sadness and sorrow, where there will be no years ago she had a very severe attack,
tershire, through the labors of David Tay- interests in Derby, Nottingham, and other sorrow nor sighing. Passing to that place,
lor, of-Donington Park, a servant of the places.
It is in Heme Mission effort the let us cultivate the spirit that is to distin- when she tried Dr. Clarke’s Rheumatic
Countess of Huntingdon, of John Taylor, Connection has been weakest. It is pro- guish us ‘when we arrive there, and show Elixir and was cured by less than two
My advice to all who are sufferof Markfield, who had heard the gospel posed to strengthen this useful and import- that we do really begin our heaven on the bottles.
from the lips of his friend, and of Joseph aut means of extending our Lord's King- earth.— United Presbyterian.
ing from Rheumatism or Neuralgia is try
Donisthorpe, of Normanton-on-the-Heath,
dom by a Centenary Fund of at least £5000.
(farke’s Rheumatic Elixir without delay.
to whom God in a marvelous manner had It is hoped the liberality of the Connection
Z. FRANK.”
revealed the
way
of salvation.
The in its Centenary Celebration will greatly
Knowledge
not
Sufficient.
From J. S. Colwell.
. Church at first consisted of seven members, exceed that modest sum, and that the new
—
and five of them were preachers. It speed- century will be inaugurated with renewe
‘Mapleville, R. I., Nov. 24, 1869.
ily increased, and in the year in which it effort and larger and bolder enterprise for
Prof. Seelye in his Election Sermon thu
“T have sold Dr. Clarke's Rheumatic
was formed, a meeting-house was built, the Lord.
1
forcibly puts a great truth:
Elixir eighteen months, and have known
But the Society had no name, and the brethThe Foreign Missionary Society was
Among all who have sought to render it to cure some very severe cases of Rheuren knew not how to describe themselves.
formed at Boston in 1816, but had been
_ They meant to think and act for them- talked about since 1802. Mr. John Grego- men moral by teaching them morality, no matism and Neuralgia that had been unselves, and for this reason agreed to be ry Pike, a stranger to the Connection, but one is greater than Socrates. It was his der treatment of physicians without beneknown as Independents. They were very afterwards minister at Derby, re-introduced prime doctrine that virtue is teachable, fit; and have never known it to fail in
zealous, preaching in private houses or in the subject at-the Association at Quorndon and day by day for thirty years, with un- any case.
J. S. COLWELL.”
the open air, wherever and as often as they in 1809, and did not suffer it to rest until a wearied patience, he went through the
streets,
and
shops,
and
schools,
and
publie
Mrs.
Kingley,
419
Atwell’s Avenue,
were able. John Grimley, of Donington Society was formed.
Dan Taylor was
near Hugglescote, and Francis Smith, of Chairman of the Committee in 1816, and assemblies, teaching and discoursing upon Providence, after two months severe sufMelbourne, were brought into the Society ; died in the same year. In 1821, Messrs. his favorite theme. His whole practical fering with-Rhenmatism, was cured by a
and under the Act of Toleration, for their Bampton and Peggs went out to India with 4 aim seems to have been to make men moral single bottle of Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir.
better security in life and person, with Jo Mr. Whrd,of Serampore. They were di- by giving them clear notions of morality:
Price $1.00 per bottle; six bottles for
seph Donisthorpe, John Whyatt, Samuel
rected to settle either in the Punjaub, in As- Does any one doubt that his instructions
:
Deacon, and John Aldridge they registered sam, or in one of the islands of the Eastern must have convinced the intellect of those $5.00."
themselves as Dissenting Ministers at the Archipelago, but first to consult Dr. Carey. to whom they were given? What matchWHOLESALE AGENTS.
Quarter Sessions at Leicester. They visit Orissa was unanimously recommended as a less clearness and subtlety and convincing
John F. Henry, New York; Goodwin
Hinckley, Swannington, Castle Donington, suitable sphere, being an English province, power do these instructions still possess!
Diseworth, Kegworth, Kirkby Woodhouse, near Calcutta, of immense
population, And yet we have no evidence that they pro- & Co., Boston ; Baleh & Son and Chamand in 1753 go to Loughborough.
At without any missionary, and the seat of the duced the least effect upon the social life of bers & Colder, Providence, R. I.; H. H.
length the Bartoa Society has 160 members worship of Juggernath, to whose shrine Athens, or -the moral conduct of a single
in full communion, and extends its infl - hundreds of thousands of pilgrims from all one of his disciples. The intellectual ef- Hay, Portland, Me. ; Burnhams & Van
ence and labors into four midland coun- parts of India came every year to worship. fect of the teaching of Sicrates was pro- Shaack, Chicago, Ill, and retail by drugdigious. It has reached to our time, andties. - All this time the brethren were ad- Hither the two brethren turned their steps.
vancing in the knowledge of God's Word It was a bold and brave yulenikiag. must penetrate all coming ages. Bat it gists and medicine dealers generally.
does not appear that a single person has
cowd 1tf
as well as in numders. At first they bap- Two men, with God's word in their hands
tized their children by immersion, thinking and God's grace in their hearts, enter a ever been changed in his moral bent, so as
that the Scriptural mode; then they abanprovince as large as England and Wales, to become more virtuous or less vicious by
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS.
doned infant baptism altogethgr, finding no containing several millions ofidolaters, and itall. Itis a very narrow reading of history,
and
a
very
shallow
acquaintance
with
SORE
THROAT,
INFLUENZA,
WnooriNG
CouGH,
New Testament warrant for it, and dedi- seek, under a burning sun, and against
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronchitis, Difficulty of
cated their children to God by a public deep-seated ‘prejudice, to grapple with an the heart, which has not yef taught us that
Breathing, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs,
something more than knowledge is neces.
and every affection of the Throat, Lungs
ceremony ; finally they abandoned this cus- ancient and hoary superstition, and win
"and Chest
tom for the same reason and became Bap- souls to the Lord! Ina yearoretwo, rein- sary in order to virtue, that something othAre
speedily and permanecutly cured by the use of
er than light is reed ful in order to life.
tists, having, however, no other guidance
forcements arrive.
Charles Lacey, Amos
that old and reliable remedy,
than the Word of God. The Society as it Sutton, Joshua Cropper join Mr. Bampton,
Wistar's
Balsam
increased was divided into five separate and Mr. Peggs returns disabled; but for
An Incident.
churches, Barton, Melbourne, Kegworth, five years no fruit appears, not a single
OF WILD CHERRY.
Loughborough,
Kirkby Woodhousa.
In Oriya is converted to Christ. Yet the faith
rt
twenty-five years (1770) they numbered of the mission band fails not, their courage
This well-known preparation does not dry up a
I never realized the actual presence of
Cough and leave the cause behind, as in the case with
950 members, and had ten ordained pastors, does not falter, and the Society at home
Christ more fully than one evening a num- most
medicines, but it loos2ns and cleanses the Lungs
seven ruling elders and twenty-four dea- freely and cheerfully supplies all necessary ber of years ago, at a small neighborhood and
allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the
cons. They do not seem to have been funds. In due time success comes. From prayer meeting. The meeting had been “Gotaplaint.
aware that their doctrine and chureh-order
the ranks of thoughtful, intelligent and rather dull, when an old gentleman rose,
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
corresponded with that of any . existing “high-caste men, prepared by a religious en- and touching the back of’ an empty chair
denomination. They were General Bap- thusiast, first Gunga Dhor, and’then others at his side, said, ‘I always like to have By a timely resort to this standard Zemedy: as is
tists, but they did not know it, and some
throw .up caste and bécome Chiistians, one empty chair in the room, for I think proved by hundreds of testimonials rectived by the
circurastance was wanting to bring them The work goes on from that tims uninter- that the Lord Jesus may te sitting there proprictors,
Prepared by SETH W.FOWLE & SON, Bostox,
into union with the remnant of the old ruptedly.
The
first converts: become invisible to my bodily eyes.”
and gold by dealers generally,
.
body still faithful to the principles of the preachers, a chapel is already built on the
This
is
all
that
I
perfectly
recollect
of
his
founders. (3). This was afforded under the site of a heathen temple, churches are
providence of God through a young preach- gathered in different localities, schools are remarks, but I shall never forget the warm
thrill that passed through-my heart at the
Works like magic on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
er from Yorkshire.
Dan Taylor,like themopened, asylums founded, the printing |
Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Chupped Hands,
selves, had become a General Baptist with- press is set up, tracts and Bibles are cir- thought that Christ might be really pres- Chilblains,
Itis prompt in action, soothes the
ent with us. So little spiritual are we, pain, taker &e.
out knowing it.
out the soreness; and reduces the most
Being refused baptism by culated ; Christian villages are built, a colthat
we
often
need
the
aid
of
material
angry
looking
swellings
and icflammations; thus atParticular Baptist ministers because he was lege for native pastors is established, a naimages .to. make us realize the simplest fording relief and a eompglete cure,
not a Calvinist,he went in search of brethren tive
SETH W. FOwILE & BON, Proprietors, Boston.
missionary
society
is originated;
:
who were said to hold the same fiith as American Freewill Baptists are enlisted as truths. —Am. Mes.
Of uneventful toil,
‘Where golden harvests followed quiet
Sry ye a peaceful soil ;...
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Worning Star,

meating all their nature 8 with a new inspi-

Liberalism in France,

ration,

dum]

:

16, 1870.

Denominationalism,

=

|

—

:

xn

a

differs widely, we do most surely practically recognize the yaliday of our pedobaptist
brother's ordination. I do not wish to be
understood as condemning
the practice of
such pulpit fellowship as I have alluded to;
I only say that it is inconsistent. And as
longas we allow it, let us be consistently
inconsistent, and allow the right of our open
communion brethren to pursue the same

;
i

oad,

~—Unléss our offensive
and dniomsive dosh

N

as itwas sung
hd ,in this way a large
number were enabled to patticipite in the

There are rich experiences in reserve for
service, - A prayer is then offered, followed.
¥ Weare no devotees of sects, as such. Unthose who follow on to know the Lord.’
by brief, pithy addresses, each occupying
avoidable they may be; a less evil than
Conversion is merely the beginning; the
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1870.
adead, blind, servile, conscienceless church,
about ten minutes. The meetings | not
next greatlight which enters the heart is strations in its favor. Louis Napoleon but an evil still, which mature, earnest
prolonged beyond three quarters of an
notthe ending; the gradual growth is not is silently execrated by thousands. The Christian development will cure.
hour. The spedkers were mostly ChrisBut
GEORGE T. DAY,
} EDITORS.
‘| all; curtain after curtain of the temple of Bonaparte name does not shield him: from while they exist we may use them for good
GEORGE H. BALL,
tian laymen, and represented nearly every
love will be withdrawn as they approach ‘censure. His policy is criticised with both and not for evil.
5
line of conduct in reference to the sup- Protestant denomination. The audiences
them, through toil, suffering, faith or brave bitterness and audacity.
a= All communications designed for publication
He gets little adin every instance were well behaved, and
A sect should never be created ‘wh en, in per.
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters endeavor, and their eyes will look farther
miration for his astuteness. He is simply
paid excellent attention to what was said.
fidelity to conscience, it can be avoided, and |
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
and still farther into the holy of holies, and endured by multitudes who were once
They were largely composed of those who
addressed to the Publisher.
should
be
merged
as
soon
as
it
is
honestly
.
Current
Topics.
gather strength and peace and joy from the ready to glorify him.
His identification possible. There was a reason for the divis“are-rarely, if ever, found in our churches.
3
—
new revelation,
with France is both a grief and a shame to
In Tompkin’s Square the entire assembly
ion
of
the
Presbyterian
church,
and"
when
——Tur FAMILY. One of the most unfor‘many who hailed his return from exile with
A Large Premium.
evidently belonged to this class of the
almost
a mad joy, and accepted his coup that reason had passed away, reunion was tunate and reprehensible features of the populatio
n.
Enthusiasm
in
the
Pulpit.
a
duty.
As
Baptists,
we
are
shut
out
of
all
To any person who willsendus a year's
movement in behalf of Woman's Rights, is
" | d'etat with a measure of satisfaction. He
———
Pedobaptist
churches,
because
we
ean
not
that which appears in the disposition of
has had his day of popularity, and his day
subscription in advanee for his own paper,
It is something when a man carries a
honestly say, “I baptize thee,” when we more oi'less of the platform orators to dis- ——A TEMPRERANCE REMINISCENCE. The
tobpther, with a year’s subscription in ad-’ settled conviction of duty to the pulpit. It of power hastens to its end. He has been
‘beginning of ‘the. temperance movement
sprinkle a little water on the candidate, and
vance from a new subscriber, we will send makes his speech tesolute even when” it forced to resign a portion of his preroga- cannot accept the baptism of babes. How- parage the family, to speak of marriage some- in New York dates back to 1829.
The
times
with
a
sneer,
to
contemn
motherhood,
a copy of Mr. Kennedy’s volume,—¢* Close “is modest. It disposes. of that species of tives to the people, and what he has sur- ever much we may wish to live and labor and even to protest against the devotion clergy had become. deeply impressed with
|
xgndered
he
can
never win back.
hesitation that cheats the preacher . of powthe evils of intemperance, and a day was
with them, we are excluded by the creed
Communion, or open
Communion?
An
The killing of Victor Noir ‘came very and custom which require us to confess of a woman to the care of her infant child; set apart for its discussion in the ‘several
er, leaves his hearers to sleep, and turns
as
being
beneath
her
dignity.
Not
all
who
Experience and an Argument,”— and will
the sanctuary service ‘into a mere piece of near producing one of those terrible explo- ‘what we do not believe, and do what the
are prominent in this mpvement take such churches. , The Legislature was in session at
also send
a copy of the same work to the Sunday
decorum. Without a settled faith sions that are known in Paris as revolutions. Lord has not gppointed, and we can not a position,
but there is not a little speech Albany,and some Christian members moved
- new subscriber. Or, ifit is preferred, we in his function, a man is likely to stammer The arrest of Rochefort has been followed honestly do either. We are excluded, also,
whose
drift
is in this direction. Whatever that it adjourn and listen to the arguments
will send any unbound volume of the with his message. The preacher can never by barricades in the streets, by conflicts be- from the Close Baptists, because we can not takes away the sanctityof the home does no of the clergy; butthe proposition met with .
Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from the second win a true success in the absence of a tween the police and the people, and by honestly exclude from the Lord's table those ordinary mischief, and the levity with ridicule. But before the day arrived, the
hostile demonstrations that might at any whom Christ invites ; and we are met with
to the fifteenth inclusive, on the same strong conviction. Not fine words, but.a
which marriage is dealt with is wholly at news came that the Hon. Mr. Cross, a very
hour have flamed out in a revolutionary
vital
faith
makes
the
pulpit
effective.
this
alternative,
either
to
-exclude
Christ's
The
war with Scripture and philosophy. Jere- distinguished and influential member of
. terms. The postage,—which is twelve
preacher must feel that he is really sent frenzy. Thus far, the people have main- disciples, Christ’s * little ones,” and thus in my Taylor thus exalts the family life, in Congtess-from New York, had died a horricents,—must be paid by those who order the
to bear adivine message to men, or else tained an unusual self-control, and the gov- our judgment exclude Christ himself, or one of his striking paragraphs that so often ble death by delirium tremens. This event
books.
his tone will be half an ‘apology and his ernment has been prudent and conciliatory be excluded ourselves. Of course we must overflow with the wealth of his marvelous produceda great sensation at Albany, and
beyond expectation and precedent. Dead- be excluded, and remain so as long as the
words will lack the true unction.
With
rhetoric :
| the motion to adjourn was renewed and carthis high and ever-present sense of duty, ly weapons have been openly carried and door Mfellowship is shut against us, or the
ried by one majority.
:
Mrriage-has
in
it
less
of
beauty,
,
but
Perfect Love. ;
| there will be, more or. less, the emphasis of freely flourished, but neither party seems yoke of intolerance is held over us.
. The ministers spoke plainly and argued
more of safety, thasi*the single life; it hath
conviction and the power that wins its way. quite willing to open the carnival of blood
As grievousas these exclusions are, lack of not more ease, but less danger; it is more strongly for reform. =A public meeting was
Paul prays that God would-keep the
by exploding gun-powder and scattering conscience,
or the bondage of conscience is merry and more sad ; it is fuller of sorrows called “to organize a temperance society, at
But there is something even better than
¢¢ gouls and bodies” of his people ¢¢ perbullets. Should the conflict once fairly be- still worse.
Tosubscribe
A
this:
to a creed which we and fuller of joys; it lies under more bur- which Chancellor Walworth presided.
Itis
enthusias
m.
It
is
that
downfect;” exhorts the saints to,‘ perfect holigin, it would be serious, and there is redon’t believe ; to practicerites which in our dens, but is supported by all the strengths society was organized, and the cause of tempness,” and to strive to be ‘filled with all the right earnestness which purpose solidifies, flection mingling with the hottest impulses
erance has since then never ceased to be adjudgment God has not ordained; to be sifullness of God.” The Scriptures assure us and hopeanimates, and faith makes joy- of ' Frenchmen.
They
shout,
threaten, lent when a sense of duty prompts us to of love and charity ; and those burdens are vocated and pushed in the Empire State.
delightful.
Marriage
is
the
mother
of
the
ful,"and
love
lights
up
with
splendor.
Paul
“that very high and blessed attainments are.
prophesy, mutter and sing the Marseillaise, speak, is fearfully depraving.
There is -world, and preserves kingdoms, and fills Twoof the noblest men, through whose enpossible, and that it is the privilegeand du- felt it. It came outin his words now and but they know that it will be a serious thing
nothing
worse
for
the
health
of
the soul; cities and churches, and heaven itself. Ce- ergy that first movement was inaugurated,
then.
It
no
doubt
beamed
in
his
face, if they undertake to drive out Louis Bonaty of every Christian to possess the spirit
nothing niore stultifyng and withering to libacy, like the fly in the heart of an apple, still survive, the venerable E. C. Delevan of
flashed in his eye, trembled in his voice,
‘and betransformed into the image of Christ.
parte as they drove out Louis Philippe. And
the. noblest elements of a Christian life, dwells in perpetual
sweetness, -but sits Albany, and the Hon. Judge Skinnerof BufThe ideal of the ‘‘new life,” as set forth in and went with him everywhere like an at- so the demonstrations have been threatenthan
this.
One
had
much
better
be
excludmosphere.
Here
is
the
key
to’
it,
alone,
and.
is
confined,
ard
dies in singular- falo, who have both stood true to the cause
and
the ing rather than desperate, impulsive rather
the gospel, and that which is seen in actual
ed from every Christian sect, be poor, de-. ity ; but marriage, like the useful bee, builds througly all vicissitudes and discouragenatural
expressio
n
ofit:
¢
I
thank
Christ
experience, are wide apaft. Yet in theory,
than well-planned, and irsegular rather than spised, persecuted, than to submit to, such
a house, and gathers sweetness from every ments.
all Christians endorse the Scriptural
jdeal, Jesus our Lord, who hath enabled me, for directed by men of standing and influence.
degradation.
Conscience,
soul-liberty, flower, and labors and unites into societies
that
he
counted
me
faithful,
putting
me
inthough they practice at a ‘poo!
ng rate.”
MEETING'OF THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.
But they prove the depth and extent of the self respect, fidelity to convictions, are
That is it.
It was an disquiet.
Some, however, in every generation, have tothe ministry.”
They show that the volcanic worth infinitely more than all the emolu- and republics, and sends out colonies, and In accordance with the notice recently pubfeeds the world with delicacies, and obeys
proved in their own experience, that the honor to preach. He accepted the service, fires are raging below the calm that society
ments that the most powerful sect can con- their king, and keeps order, and exercises lished, a special meeting of the Education:
ideal may be made practical and personal. not as a hardship, a burden, a sacrifice of wears. Paris is close by the crater of a
Society‘is to be held at Portsmouth on the
fer. Thereare those in every denomination
They have incorporated the fruits of the good things possessed by other men, a go- moral Vesuvius, and nobody may tell how who are suffering intolerably in this respect, many virtues, and promotes the interest of 17th inst. The Committee appointed todemankind, and is that state of good te which ‘cide upon a location for the Theological
Spirit into their own heart-life, and found ing into exile, a cross that must somehow soon the gay capital will be scorched and
while there are others who have no conGod
hath designed the present constitution School will make areport,the whole question
the life of faith to be more precious than ru- be borne, seeing that it could not be safely desolated.
:
science in the case. They are like a eertain
of the world.
bies, the promises ‘‘ sweeter than honey or laid off. He welcomed the work, gloried |- But there will not probably be any seriof Theological Education among us is
in it, drew out of it his highest joys, gath- ous outbreak at present. Louis Napoleon Pedobaptist preacher, who once applied to
the honey-comb.”
likely to be carefully considered, and imus
for
a
field
of
labor.
We
asked
if
he
had
But thenumber is larger who have made ered up in it his chief distinctions. He was is too watchful. He keeps plenty of bayonets changed his belief, and was in conscience ——SOCIABILITY.
An ability to carry zest’ portant steps will probably be taken on that
subject.
A full attendanee: of members
mo progress since they were born. They not reluctant. He never whined. He nev- and cannon ‘at his call. The troops will compelled
.to accept Baptist views of the and sunshine and moral elevation into a
er paraded his hard service. He never de- probably obey his orders,even if he bids
are babes still; weak, helpless; weaker
and friends generally is expected.
them gospel.. He replied: ‘If there is a good social circle, is a rare one, and the eminent
and smaller than at the hour of théir birth. manded that the outward emoluments of clear the streets with grape ard canister. opening for me, where I can preach and colloquical talent is something that should
Tae Book oF WersHIP.
A brother
Physical babes, thirty or forty years old, his office should be ofthe amplest sort. He And the people know that he will withhold be well supported, I should say, yes; but if never be buried in a napkin. Conversation
are curiosities,and are exhibited for money. found the glory in the work itself, and in that order till the provocation has become not, I wish farther consideration.” The mo- is often more influential than oratory, and sendsusan article towehing thi# work, laywhat came ofit. He thought of the Mas- serious and plain, and then that
ing special emphasis upon the fact that it is
it will be tive of our visitor is more
But spiritual babes, old, withered, puny,
common than his he who refuses to use his power in the way lacking in bymns especislly adapted to parter whose servant and mouth-piece he was, executed with something of his uncle's
are no curiosities. They are too numerous
reso- frank confession. Many agree with him
in of promoting the true enjoyment of those tienlar subj
, such as baptism, &3.
He
for that; neither are they interesting. Paul gratefully, and wondered that he should be lution and promptness. The odds against spirit but not in avowal.
who are met in the daily intercourse of life,
chosen. He thought of the truth he had to them are too great. Open violence: is suirebukes them sharply, and blames them for
7 is correet in bis criticism ; but that fact was
There is always danger of passing from cheats both himself and them.
distinctly stated in the netices of the book
their failure to grow.
“Ye are babes;” I ‘tell, and found himself kindled by its influ- cide. The leaders will find a prison when devotion ‘to principle, to love of the name
Hawthorne, in‘his diary; males record
that ‘first appeared in the: Slar. It is just
have to ¢‘ feed you with milk,” teach you ence. He remembered how he had been they go out seeking for followers to storm or denomination which represents it. Men
of a day wherein he resolved to speak to no
what its name suggests;—A ‘Book:or WoRthe ¢ first principles,” when you ¢‘ ought to made a new man by that same truth, and so the Tuileries, and the liberal ideas that are
human soul. He went to the village, got
often
hold
fast
to
a
party
name,
though
evSHIP, —its hymns being'intended
for devobe able to teach others.”
That ¢‘ ought” is spoke it with a mew confidence as he met steadily leavening French life will lose ery principle which first gave
it life and val- his mail at the post-office, retmrned, and tional rather than doctrinal purposes. It is
significant. It asserts duty,implies neglect, others who were still wearing the chains of their power to convince the thougtfal, when ue has been abandoned. Some men
triumphantly
reeords
the
fact
that
hespoke
would
charges with guilt,andis just as applicable his old bondage. He saw men and wom- once they are seen riding the whirlwind of die for the name Methodist, Baptist, Lu- tono man. Is it any wonder that, with all adaptéd alilteto all evangelical ‘denominations, and, nea Book of Worship, is superior
en springing into a fresh experience as he revolution and clamoring for a taste of royto-day as. was when first spoken.
theran, &c., who have so little love for the | his genius, Hawthorne was an unhappy to anything else of its cost thay has yet
One reason why sv W80Y fail to grow, is preached, and so he found new motives to al blood.
To hurry on a desperate con- doctrines which those names represent, that man?.
How mueh wiser and better the opbeen issued.
2
go on in the saving work. He recalled the flict is the very way to make liberal institathat they suppose the new birth 1nCIuves
they would never mourn their loss so long | Posite course! Think of” how muoh happrophetic
words
in
which
its
victories
piness you convey to others by kindly notionsa terror, and to bring in a defeat | 45 the name remained.
Tap General BAPTIST CENTENARY. We
all attainable good.
That was the goal
tice and a cheerfuli conversation.
upon which they fixed their eyes; in it they throughout the world had been foretold, where patient prudence is likely to winIn aa |. “Such are simply sectarians ; if, by chance,
Mi. Think invite special attemtion both to the: letter of
and rejoiced that he was bearing abroad trinmph. Till France has learned to kéep | that element were taken from them, they how much sunshine gach sociability lets Bro. Geadby, and to the Centenary Record
expected to receive every possible endowment, and to be delivered from all sinful- the forces that were to be hailed as supreme. clear of spasms, and become able to wait | would have nothing left; religious truth | Pack into yourownsoul! Who doesnot feel to whichhe refers. Both documents will
for receiving a be found in this week's issme. The suggesness. Their chief aspiration was to be sav- He thought of the end of his eaithly work, for to-morrow to do the needed- work, she | and love are very slight ingredients in their more cheerful and contented
An
a
ed,

and

down

when

once

secure,

content.

The

“ zew

great and

they

settled

birth”

is

precious event, but it is only

a
the

beginningof life. The tender infant becomes
a full-grown . man by culture and growth
only. Any view of regeneration which indulges neglect of this culture, is erroneous.
It does not do everything in a moment for
the renovation and perfection of human nature; and religious “teachers should never
convey the idea that it Jdoes.

of the waiting ‘ well done” of his Lord, and

will suffer from a chronic réétiveness that | characters.

of the satisfaction

makes wholesome government

approval would yield him.

to sin is

taught that bondage

theend

of life,

instruction
Some are

thusiasm that
one reads the
his labors and
The reason

Athens,

the

Others

to

expect

of the

old

love

which

repeated. visita-

The school of Christ

is like other

The pupils rise by

schools.

Afler weeks, months of toil, with

no marked signs of growth, the mind suddenly springs into a higher lifé,puts on new

excellences, develops new forces, exhibits |
new wealth and power of character. And
So the
this is repeated again and. again.

Christian passes through these stages of elevation ; again and again he is lifted to a
higher plane, drawn into a cloger fellowship
with

God,

endowed

with

richer

graces,

filled with deeper, stronger and more ferventlove. Ifyou call the ‘new birth” sanc-

tification, or the second

great blessing

from

the presence of

sanctification, then we may look for repeated sanctifications,all through life; for these
of refreshing

" "the Lord will com e just as often as we are
prepared
for them.

by the

ears,

indulge no extravagant speech.
It may be
calm, considerate, charitable, patient. And
yet, if it be genuine, it will make itself felt

censorious

tions of divine grace.
stages.

and setting Ephesus

serve all real proprieties. It may be at
one with gentleness and courtesy. It may

fill8d their souls, because they refuse to go
forward to still higher attainments.
The fact is, those whe follow the Spirit,
may and ought

obey

dis-

i

1t is marvelous how rich and frequent the
of love ares in the case
visitation

of some

faithfal ones. Their Christian journey is
b marked by ‘‘mountain-top” experiences ’
© + Beulah” revelations.
By stages, they

popular

record of

French

revolutions,

and are

in-

to

eased, that his end can not be far off. They

instead

of asking

that

see reasons for thinking that his

ideas will

everything be done for them. Needy fields
will attract them through their needs. “be dethroned by the same blow of Provi.
They will care far more for usefulness than dence that sends him to his grave. A govfor reputation. They will forego compli- ernment whose foundations are laid in
ments if they can be sure of doing good. peace, they perceive is likely to be far more
They will cheerfully wait for honors till they stable than one suddenly hewn out by the
have earned them,and the species of honor sword. They remember the terrible exthat is prized more than any other is, that perimentof 89 and that of ’48, and so put
which comes from the smile of God and down their turbulence, send abroad their

the gratitude of saved men and women.
We do not forget that the ministry has

Denominational News: and Notes.

well-defined ideas, and wait.

Itis a cheer-

forlorn.

‘ Inquirer” plies me with the question:
‘In what ‘section of the country do the
Baptists recognize the validity of pedobapist

ordination?” I answer, in every section,
where Baptist ministers exchange pulpits
with their pedobaptist neighbors—i. e.,
they do, if Baptist, logic is logic.
The argument has always been—invite
a pedobaptist to your communion table, and
you thereby recognize him as a fit comanu-

nicant. - Certainly, then, by a parity of
reasoning, if you invite a pedobaptist minister into your

pulpit,

you

recogrize

him

as a true minister of Jesus Christ. I know
Inquirer” will reply, as has always been
replied :—** True, but preaching is only
exhortation. Any Christian has a zight to
do that—ard I would invite a layman into
my pulpit if he wished, simply as a disciple
of Christ, to preach to the people.” In other words, the apostolic ceremony of setting

And what he gives is but a. tithe

of what he

Having been eriticised for that state-

and a | ment in the EKzamaner & Chronicle, he thus
does something more than merely to defend
himself:

dynasty acceptable. They long for relief.
They believe it is both a cowardice, a sin
and a publie mischief to uphold the Napoleonic system. They sigh for a speedy deliverance. But they look over the sorry

structed. They put down their impatience.
They remember that the Emperor is growing old, that he is feeble, that he is dis-

something,

We have heretofore referred to the state-

| ment of Rev. A. J. Gordon, a Baptist pastor
| in Boston, made in the Baptist Quarterly,
| ¢ hat it was wholly inconsistent for Baptists
to exchange pulpits with Pedobaptist minis-

| ters, and then turn round and refuse to acleon, who see through the shallow hypocri- | knowledge their right to a place at the Lord’s

as something peculiar and powerful.
The men who possess it will not demand
the easiest places. They will be in earnest
do

Clearly Put:

supper.

aid “in supplying
a tion of Bio. 6. respecting

hearty shake of the hand? Who does not the Bazar with: some artioles -of American
make himself the bappier by these- little manufacture, and so expressing: practical
expressions of - fellow-feelings and good- sympathy with our brethrenin their benevwill? Silence and a stiff, . unbending re- olent undertaking, is a fitting one,and ought
serve are essentially selfish and essentially to meet a pvomapt, hearty.and generous
vulgar. The generous and polite man has response. Let us send them- a: God-speed
a pleasant recognition and cheerful word that hae-something init besides complimentfor all he meets.
He scatters sumbeams ary breath.
Pleasant words are good,
wherever he goes. He paves the path of but helpful deeds are far better:
others with smiles. He makes society.seem
genial and the world delightful to these
who else would: find them cold, selfish. and

name or party, will cheerfully follow
t he truth under whatever name.
¢

alive a repub-

meant to make a despotism

often

lose

can

That enthusiasm need not always be boisterous, -spasmodic or lawless.
It may ob-

error, that the * new birth” brings all possible blessings. Those who attain one rich
anointing, under such instruction,advance
no farther, linger upon this “mount of gloand

keep

the souls

«« perfect love,” is a repetition

and pharisaical,

Till she

she cannot

sy of the state papers and speeches that are

The notion that there is one
only, subsequent to conver-

complacent,

perial manager.

is contagious even yet, as |e.
0
words in which he speaks of
One of the most hopeful features presenthis experiences.
ed by the liberalists of France to-day is this
for that enthusiasm still ex- | discretion that appeals to the truth instead
ists, and the need of it has not been out- of to the mob, and waits for Providence ingrown.
It has the same relation to the stead of dashing headlong against peril.
preacher’s success that it had when Paul | There are multitudes who are sick of im-{
was stirring Jerusalem, and surprising perialism, who haveno faith in Louis Napo-

sion, one act of sanctification, one leap into

ry,” become

And so, thank- | and will never outgrow the need of an im- |
this minis-

But those who love truth more | Polite bow, a genial * good-morning,”

impossible, | t han

and filling the Cesarean palace with alarm.

which pant for the fullness of God.
ders progress.

and

try, he turned again to his work with an en- | cretion,

get up a theory of sanctification which hinrich baptism

end

inevitable to

discourage

and

an

ing God thathe had a part in

"hom those wha hnuger for a higher life
are often hindered by wrong
concerning the work of grace.

that such

|

receives.

Be

sociable,

wherever you go, and wrap your
words in tones that are sweet and

that is genial.

then,

lightest
2. spirit

{

—Daviv: LivinesroNe.
The
Tribune
fittingly says of this eminent man, a new report ofiwhose death
African coast:

reaches

us

from:

the

:

Dr. David Livingstone is reported to have
been burned in Afriea as a wizard, for such
was the character he Jong bore theve. We
could, in some respects, have better spared
Afriea than Livingstone.
His was a eourage of the most exalted order, for it stood

the tests of lomeliest isolation “and:
solitude, and

absolute

self-exile

wildest
from

the

Speoiat Message from England.

" Mg. Epwor:
the Star;

I send: for. publication in

if you

think well: to-publish it, a

brief abstract of our Desominational History for a. hundred years. Our Centenary is
next Juney and the Association will be at
Leicester,

on

the

20th, of: thatmonth, and

the three. following days. Wie fully expect
the pleasure of welcoming Des.Graham and
Ball. It will be a great oceasion, and we
pray for a great blessing wibh it.
I wish to say. in explanation of that passage that speaks of a.Ceatenary Fuad of
£5,000, what the mecuey is to be all raised
by June, 1871.

I de.not know

whether it

would be proper to ask aid in America, but
a few

dollars for

the Fuad,

and a fow arti-

company of the civilized and the humane. cles-for the Bazaaz; ov “Ladies Fain” to be
He wasa new Greatheart in the. strangest held nt Leicester during the Centenary AsPilgrim’ Progress which these latter days seeiation, would be acceptable.
have krown.
Heroic piety sustained him,
@ar Connection, young as it is, is olderliving and dying, jn all that sublime mission than the United States. In 1770; you were
which one unaided but not uninspired man eolonies of the mother country, and the exundertook for the dake of God: and his fel- jeitement about the Stamp Ach, the duties.
lows. Fo be burnt as a wizard was not the imposed on téa and other things, was pre-..

apart men to the gospel ministry by the
ing sign. When France moves under the laying on of hands, you do mot deem a
pressure of strong conviction, and keeps a pre-requisite to preaching—which very libhoth toil and trial; nor that those who
true
and steady aim, and has learned that eral construction is matched exactly by
preach are only men; nor that a faithful
mankind would have imagined ‘paring the way forthe war. of Independ-.
our open-communion brother, thus:
*‘ The fate which
service in the pulpy may lead through calm persistence is better than a teriihle Lord's supper—why, that is only eating a for such a benefactor as Litingstone; but it, lence. Now, you are a great free Repub-.
paths that are difficult to travel; nor that dash of valor, then she is likely to bring little bread and drinking a draught of wine crowned with sacred fire and recommended; lic, and Bapsists of the faith of the New,
Sarely, to Heaven the life-long sagrifice of a man, Connection, of General Buptists have se.
the preacher is often peculiarly seositive, some definite thing to pass. And that is in remembrance of Jesus Christ.
any Christian has a right to do that, wheth- whom the world will claim among its mar flourished in your midst, that they are
both from organizatien and experienae. what seems likelyto show itself.
One other thing is needed, even yet more er he has received the pre-requisite of bap- yrs.
three tims the number of the original, body
to the privations and the frictions that atOr peithups *‘ Inquirer” may
imperatively.
That is, a vital Christian tism or not.” popular
—
tach to the pastorate. But surely,—unless
in the old country. We are looking for
answer to this objec |.
take the other
Christ's words are misleading, and the faith,in place of the imposing religion of tion, viz :—** In exchanging pulpits with an
help from India for the Bazaar; could the,
OrsN
Air
MEgEINGS.
The
resalt
of
record in the Acts is the story of fanatics, sentiment snd ceremony, that couples friv- unbapized mioister, 1 fcllowship him only holding open air meetings in the eity of West join with the East in coatributing
His other minthe matter of preaching.
and the letters of Paul are the outcome of oliry and skepticism with devoutness and in
isterial
function,
that
of
administering
the New York, during the last season, seems 4 something to our Centenary Fund in this
evangenuine,
Leta
excessive and dangerous impulse, and our sonorous confessions.
ordinances,
I
do
not
express
myself
upon.
to have been very encouraging, and meas- way,it would be most ugreeable and signifiwhole theory of the ministry is without ra- gelical protestantism take the place of the Indeed, while I hold that he must be baptia- ures are being devised to hold them more cant. It would make us feel, fog the moment,
tional foundation, there is such a thing as showy but meaningless ritual that the ed and re-ordained before be is qualified to frecly during the entuing summer. The that wo are not an English but a cosmopolihed to the admini-ter the ordinances, my exchange of
tan denomination.
I am sare Drs. Graham
enthusiasm in the pulpit, that ought to he Romish church has bequeat
hich practice has been quite common in London
upon the pulpits does not compromise me.”
saddled
ly
especial
and
world,
the
And
and
Ball
would
take
charge of either monthe rule rather than the exception.
and
other
cities
of
England,
The
method
means. that of a minister's two offices, of
joy that Paul felt over the fact that he was French people, and we should, at vo dis- preaching and administering the sacraments, of procedure is thus described :
or goods on behalf of the Centenary
ey
{rom the other,
]
‘a preacher of tho gospel, ought to animate tant day, find in Paris, along with her ex- you can separate the one
A good singer, with several to help him, Fund.
our pastors that are in the field, and bring quisite art and her exhilarating literature and cut a piece of fellowship that sball just starts a familiar tune, and immediately a
It
ocours
to
me,
just
now,
that I have not
accesdions to the ranks of the minis- a government that combined stability with cover the first, and not touch the second.

try from the young men whose hearts the

| grace of God has entered.

When the gos-

pel is properly prized, it will
‘preached, When well-trained
im. ily thank God for a place in
burn within them with a new ferver,; perthey will speak in a tone that
parting'to their characters a new glow

be faithfully
men heartthe pulpit,
is effectual.

freedom, and a church that lifted godliness
above beauty.

will come.

proaches.

And we

believe

It may be delayed,

that day

but it ap-

France will yet learn to blend

to crowd begins to gather. The leader then
the stops up n a bench or chair and reads an
two sacramental duiies of baptism and the appropriate passage from the Bible, making
Lord's supper, he can join with the
0baptists in celebruting the latter without comments and closing’ with an earnest

Very well, then let us own up honestly
our open communion brother, that of

depth with show, seriousness with senti- touching the question of their having or not
having t1u'y received the former,
ment, and law with liberty.

appeal.

After this a few

verses are sung.

At'one meeting the leader readsepqh verse
£

No

£

\

rendered af account of the dollars kindly

intrusted to me in answer to my appeal in
1861, on behalf of Coventry new Chapel
Fund.

1 received 95

dollars

from

New

York, and about 40 from other

sources.

My took says, $13°,00 in all.
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June | Church of the Ascension, Dr. Cotton Smith recVt. church, commencing on Friday,
New
Wa'ker, No Parma; N
:
"No
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for
absence
less.than
four weeks. No
Clerk.
prayer at Coventry, amid the memorials of | has beén carried to the rear. The church has | 3d,
Davis,
.
H
H.
“W.
. % W W Nutting, Northfield Cen. Vt
at 2, P. M.
tor, amounted to more than $8,000.
It is bescholar admitted for less than half a term. resolutions, testifying to his faithfulness
monasteries and public buildings of the passed
EXPRESS.
J.
D.
WEEKS, Sec.
lieved
that
this:
ia
the
largest
collection
ever
and voting to Continue his salary three months
Canaan, Feb. 1, 1870.
Englandof the Tudors and Plantagenets.
"Rev OH Kimball, No Berwick, Me
made in any Episcopal church in this country.
Q. M.—Held its winter session with
Mzrgs
from the date of his leaving.
The church has
‘J Marriner, Haverhill, Mass
Owing
church, December 3—5.
The contributions of the parish for the past
Any sums intrusted to Drs. Graham and had a gain of about 40 during Bro. Herrick’s pas- the non
ion
HAMPTON ACADEMY.
to the inclemency of the weather, the delegat
year
amounted
to
about
$41,000.
s
Com.
Ball for the Centenary Fund would be torule.
sea_FORM OF BEQUESTS
TO THE F. W. B, HOME MISSION
|
and attendance were not large; but a ood
HE SPRING TERM will commence Monday,
BOCIETY.
The English Congregational churches are dis
The
Jews son was enjoyed, and several pract cal serthankfully received,and the ladies of Leices- | COMMENDABLE GENEROSITY.
Feb. 21, under the diréetion of
delivered. Rev. T. E. Peden was re- cussing favorably the expediency of adopting the
All Legaciesto this Society should be made in the folter who will undertake the management once acknowledged their obligations to orie who mons were
REV. D, W. C, DURGIN, A. M., Principal, - ..
lowing form
.
as corresponding messenger from Athens

Some clouds ‘have

ceived
A committee, consisting of:Revs. S. H.
_M.
arrett, L. C. Chase and Bro. W. Coughenour,
was appointed to eorrespond and confer with
‘some good minister with reference to preaching
s.
in this Q. M., und supplying destitute churche
AthRev. S. Church was ‘appointed delegate to
B.
R.
Bro.
ensQ. M. Voted that the license of
Next session
Carr be renewed till next Q. M.
comwith the Cheshire church,
to be held
8. H. BARRETT, Clerk.
mencing, March 4.

had ¢ builded them a synagogue.”
And we as a
acknowledge our obligreatly rejoice if some of their fair Ameri- church would publicly Hazard, for his generous
gations to Mr. Rowland
can cousins would send a box of articles for | ald. When the church edifice was repaired, he
sale,of American produce and manufacture, aided us largely,—I think some twenty-five hunYankee ‘‘notions,” or Indian bead work, dred dollars,—and for ‘the past three years has
or, better still, the work of their own skill- given us two hundred dollars a year to aid in’
the gospel, besides other smaller faful fingers and well-cultivated taste. The supporting
are the more praiseworhenefactions
His
vors,
and
nal,
internatio
Bazaar would thus be
because he is a member of another denomithy,
both hemispheres find representation in it. nation, and a resident of another town, twelve
1 am, Mr. Editor, your humble, obedient miles distant. And what he has done for us is
but a small part of what he has done for benevoservant,

of the Centenary Bazaar, would, I am sure,

THOMAS GOADBY.

Mr. Hazard has the prayers
God bless the
of our people.

CAROLINA MILLS, R. I.

Revivals, &ec.

of ; the |. Rev. A. P. Phinney

A : fuller account
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WHEELOCK,

Sours

of his: Danville friends,
a party
fromtheir
by's visit him
good wishes and $43,20, both
who left

months ago I commenced laboring with the
8. Wheelock church, and found them living

under somewhat discouraging circumstances. Yet prayer was being made to the
Great Husbandman to water the drooping
vineof hisown planting. Deliverance came.

The result

is encouraged.

The church

the

to

added

is, that fifteen have been

and otherwise, and we
in the opening spring,
snch as shall be saved’
and paid for an instru

church by baptism
are - hoping that
more will be added
We have purchased

intended, as they stated, to assist him in his efforts to become more fully prepared for a minisBro. C. thinks that th:nks are
ter of the gospel.
express the gratitude which he
idle words to
feels, but, nevertheless, he expresses them most
CoM.
sincerely.
sincere
tender
wife
and
Kimball
Rev. H. S.

thanks to the citizens of Sutton, N.

H., for a re=

cent donation of $148,50.
The Pine St. Free
COMMUNION SERVICE.
Baptist church, Lewiston, Me., have just received a very elegant and valuable Communion

Service, the gift of Deacon H. K. Snow,

of Ha-

verhill, Mass.
The church ‘and pastor express
many thanks to Dea. Snow, for his very timely
3
i

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,
GENERAL.

.
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418 Messrs. S. D. & H. W. SMITH

Prices,

became the prop-

Dover,N.H,

Music may be said to have

in every American household.

coming a nation of singers

rapid growth of

musical

America

and Players,

knowledge

and

be-

With

the

taste,

the

growing popularity of American Organs manufactured by Messrs. 8. D. & H. W. Smith of Boston,

equal pate—a fact which affords peculiar
to every

well wisher of the

well calculated

to make a musical

keeps

gratification

divine art.

home

"86.16
Treasurer.

Nothing is so

" And of the Celebrated

Nassau, N.Y.

In Summer Hill, Jan. 20, by W. R. Stone, Mr. Geo.
V. Swift and Miss Alice M. Bingham. At the par son-

ace in Gilbert’s Mills, Jan. 29, by the

same,

Mr. Jas.

lic to these magnificent Instruments.

Having

longest

experience

with the aid of the

Notices.

of any House in

r=

N

BEST MUSICAL TALENT,

eae.

AVS PERSIAN

stforHOM

rd

SK

the

Perfetly appointed Manufactory

Harrie& Stone, both of McLean, N,

truly and

Special

desire to call the special attention of the musical pub-

New England, owning a large and

supremely happy, as one of these magnificent instru-

It is believed at Rome that Dr. Dollinger is
the “Janus” whose famous book has been for-

-

AMERICAN ORGAN,

In Hoag’s Corners, Feb. 2, by Rev. I. B. Coleman,
Mr. Isaac N. Tifft and Miss Mary F. Larkin, both of

ments. Itisajoy to the eye as well as to the r
d
The Messrs. Smith have brought
musical sense.
of
degree
highest
their celebrated instruments to the
perfection, and in Europe as well as in our own counry they have an immense sale, a circumatance which
tends to show that3 their great popularity rests solely

brother.

CONSERVATORY ORGAN,

L

W. Ginn and Miss

Lieii

:
MANUFACTURERS OF ZHE

In Lincoln, Vt., Dec. 15. by Rev. M. L. Bentley, Mr.
Alson Sargent and Miss Helen Hill, both of L.

a home

is fast

Ue

Marisd

$1 and 50 cents.

THE ORGAN.

erty of Rev. Dr. Turner recently, without the
knowledge or. approval of those who furnished
the moneyto found it. Dr. T. got a bill through
the Senate, vesting the whole property and control in himself and associates; but the protest of
Baptists, who have a right to speak, will be
likely to block the wheels of the enterprising

6.60
300
1.5% |

C. O. LIBBY,

TRIED, TESTED AND APPROVED, for forty years—
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam. Get the genuine.

The National Theological Institute and University at Washington, where colored Baptist

ministers are educated, nearly

in that time, re, | .
has,

which

tide of emigration

duced the population 18 per cent.
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‘estant, that numbers as many members to-day as | River
Brother C. W. Griffin was agreeably surpris- | 000 0 biication in the Morning Star.
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it did fifteen years ago. This is owing to the
H. S. KIMBALL, Clerk.
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ouncil, on the pretext of age and infirmity; but

insiruction

BEONCHIASTHMA,
CONSUMPTION,
CUREThoFORobject
6:93 || SURE eto.
the
in sending
of the advertiser
10

of Bor: Sargent, H Farr, Mr Ketcliel&, Purinton, M I
Weare Q In full fel el ion bas been omit. | The cardinal, archbishops of Lyons,
archbishops | er, M Gove, C Haywood “Dr Higher, § Mayo 25
| ved from the Register by an act of the N. H. | deaux, and of Chambery, andto bothepresent
been in progress nearly six weeks, conduct- | Rey. B. 8. Moody and wife gratefully acknowl-8.1Y.
at the | = each; Kate Bentley 10, Lincoln, Vi.’ per J Tuckdecline
Aix,
of
and
Auch
°f
|
M, gontraly. to ous wages. Hisrotore ray the
Hao each 7 mw Mise 2 each,
About fifty | edge a donation of $133 from their friends at
ed by Rev. W. H. Edger.
have become converted, and several have

thorough

TO CONSUMPTIVES.
THR. Advertiser, having been restored to, health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having
suffered several years with a severe. lung affection,
and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to
make known to his fellow-snifferers the means of cure,

815

¥

received. The meetings have | at Parish, Jan. 19.

been

has

of

Hampton, N. H., Jan. 24, 1870.
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Judith, Kelotel Lamy H hectu, Al Hawkige,
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antages

the

young gentlemen and ladies seeking an education.
© WM.'P. MERRILL, Sec. of Trustees.

To all who desire 1t, he will seid
a copy of the pren of charge), with the directions for
used (free
3,00 | sériptio
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8. CURTIS, Treas.

oh. Me, per 8.8.
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equal toleration.

BR

Thig Institution (one of the oldest in the.8tate), situated by the sea side,in the ancient and_beautiful
town of Hampton, is in a Joarisiag condition, and
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society | member and pastor of the Elm St. Sureh) » Map.

with competent assistants.
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P.S. Bequests to the F. W. Baptist Education Society
same form, only Education Society
the
in
made
be
should
should be inserted-in the place of Home Mission Society.

exempts
that the

;

Miss 8. JENNIE CHASE, Preceptress,

Howe

Concord, N. H.”

;

The government of New Granada
churches from
taxation. A petition

Baptist

us, who at the request of the said A.B, and in his presence, and in thé presence of each: other, have hereunto
subscribed our names as witnesses.”

‘French Protestants.

Ris:

of the Freewill

(A. B,),as his last will and testament, in the Jreschioe of

shall put “them in the position

A meeting of Baptist, Episcopal and Presbyterian missionaries in Canada appointed a committee to consider the feasibility of a union of all

resolutions were

2. and

Hons

shall act as Treasurer

Mission Society, incorporated by the Legislature of New
Hampshire, to be applied under the direction of the Executive Cominittee of that Society to its charitable uses
and purposes.”
ea
The Will
should be attested by three witnesses, {in
some statafthree are required,in others only two), Who
should write against their names. their places of resideuce (ifin cities, the street and number). The following
form of attestation will answer for eyery state in the unjon: “Signed, sealed, Rublished and declared by the said

of Free Churches.

:

$11,66.

issions,

i

Olle OE

Donations,

—

able,

The National Reformed Churches in the South
of France lately held a meeting at Nismes, when
a committee was appointed to consider the best
basis of re-organization when a disruption of

church and state

and

“I BEQUEATH to my Executor. (or Executors) the sum
of
dollars in trust, to.pay
the same in
days
after my decease to the person
who,when the same is pay-

Union.

WEARE, N. H., Q. M.—Held its last session
A deep religious
with the Manchester church.
The
interest characterized the entire meeting.
presence of Revs. Prescott, Fullerton, Brooks,
preachpungent
the
| Cotton and Sutherland, with
ing of Rev. A. Caverno and M. A. Quimby,in conand good wishes nection
with the spirited F'. M. discourse of Rev.
faithful steward.
C. O. Libby, added much to the interest ofthe
A concert by the members of Elm St.
J. N. RicH.
occasion.
Bro. C. B.
8. S. afforded a profitable variety.
Tewksbury received license to preach one year.

lent causes.

Derby, England, Jan. 18.

system of ecclesiastical councils in vogue among
their American brethren.
Resolutions in their
favor have passed at the meetings of the Lincolnshire and of the Nottinghamshire Congregational
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in deing good, is found in White Pine Compound.—
* Best Workmen in the Country,
J. S. BURGESS.
ing the cold winter days, has added to its
gaid, but can hardly be true, that an archbishop
instruction

This, together with the Christian

of

the

young

God's

cause.

teachers, is preparing

its

minds for great usefulness

in

To God be all the glory.

B. S. Mooby.

HunTINGTON Q.

M., Vr.

The

last ses-

sion of this Q. M. was held at Underhill
Conter.
As the result, a glorious reviva)

of religion

followed.

About

converted, and twenty

thirty were

reclaimed.

A

ma-

jority of the converts are heads of families
and the business men of the village. The
meetings were protracted about four weeks,
during which time Rev. M. S. Bentley, of
Lincoln, was present, preaching the word

to

good

acceptance

thisQ. M., for which work he has an excellent gift. To-day, Bro. B. and the writer,

by request, go to East Cambridge to hold a
series,of meetings. During the winter, a
good work of grace -has been in progress
with our churches in* Lincoln and Starksboro. At both places sinners have been
constantly coming into the Kingdom. - To
God be all the praise.
D. H. ApAms.
Y.

This

Q.

M.,

at iis

Sept. session, voted to adopt, for its government, the rules and usages prescribed
in the Treatise,
with

a

chose

committee was

and

The new church edifice, erected by the Freewill Baptists and community, at Hadley, New
York, was dedicated to the service of God, on
Thursday, Jan. 20, 1870.
The Revs. Geo. T.
Day, John H. Loveless, Henry
Belden, David

Hyde and

A.

T. Stevens,

the latter from Ver-

mont, participated in the exercises.
Though
we
have but a handful of brethren in Hadley, they
are of the right stamp to raise an army to fight
the battles of the Lord.
Now that they have a
beautiful house,we earnestly pray that they may
goon have a large church.
i

;

W. H. H. Davis.

Quarterly. Meetings.

in

accordance

there-

Committee.

Mission

employ

to

instructed

WHEELOCK
Q. M., VT.—Held its Jan. session
at Sheffield Hollow commencing on the 25th. A
good delegation was present, and Conference
business was promptly disposed of and with good
feeling.
Churches generally reported, and while
some are tried very much, others are enjoying
prosperity.
A collection was taken for our mission societies of $50.
The social meetings were
in spirit and well attended.
As some proof
of progress in this Q. M., two churches have
heen gathered since the Oct. session, one at St.
Johnsbury, a good location, and one at E. Haven.

The

Conference adopted

the following

QM
d the
their Giveoii
ction, an ; 0 QM.

resolu-

on:
Whereas, Two churches within the limits of
this Q. M., the one at East Haven and the other
at St. Johnsbury, have been admitted to this
body, therefore
¢ Resolved, That we recognize the good hand of
our God upon this association of churches .in
these accessions, as indications of progress and
prosper, and that we welcome these promisng churches with joy and satisfaction.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

Next session at West Bethel.

This | sions, $7,00.

E. D. MARSHALL, Clerk.

an

We. noticed in one of our exchanges

ment as applied to consumption.

He

began

his

The Evangelical Catholic Union is the name
given to the new organization of Episcopal cler-

the war, in arranging

church in Harrisburg, about the last of Nov.,
continuing four weeks, during which time
the church was greatly revived, backsliders
were reclaimed, and fifteen souls, or more,

were
converted. After spending a few
days at Three Mile Bay, where several
persons were awakened or converted, Bro.
Randlett went to Depauville, and has since
beén at atk at that place and in its vicinity. There, too, the blessing of God has
rested upon his labors, and sinners have

sought

salvation through Christ.

At all

Mr. Smith. Agent for the Maine Central [nstitute. Good work was done for Christ, and Bro.
Smith received several pledges of help to the Institute.
Com.
TAMA Q.M.—Held its Dec. session with the
York church.
Owing to high water and almost
impassable roads the northern
and western
churches were not represented.
We were favored with the labora of Professor Sanborn, of
Wilton Seminary, and Eld. Reeve, of the Wapsipinicon Q. M. Their preaching was pointed,
plain and practical.
The next session will be
eld with the York church, at which time their
new house will be dedicated,
The collection for
Home Missions was $16,00.
E.T. Turrs, Clerk.

holding ministerial intercourse with ministers
of other denominations ; of extemporary prayer;
of preaching when and where they please, without liturgic worship; and also t9 provide a

Quite all the money

raised

required

nearly

for the sup-

port of the missionary, so that there will
be but-little, if anything, for the Q. M. to
raise. Itis expected that Bro. Randlett
will spend some time at I’hiladelphia, at
which
place our friends have recently
bought one-half of a meeting-house, and
-established themselves
in the village.

They have heretofore held their meetings in
a school-house at some distance from this
place. The next session of our Q. M. is to
be held there on the 19th inst., and we hope
to find them in the midst of a glorious revi-

val.

Ifwe assemble with

hearts, our

hopes
;

may

prayer in

be realized.
G. C. WATERMAN.

JOHN

or

TYLER, Clerk.

MONROE . M.~Held its Dec.
dall. . The, session

was

pleasant

session in Kenand

we

trust

profitable. The following, vat was passed, viz, :
That the Monroe Q. M. favor Bro. Henry
Crouse’s
year. -»

improving

A

WINONA
term with

his gift publicly
A. Z, MrrougLL,

for one
Clerk.

vo

& HOUSTON Q. M.~Held its Dec.
the Pickwick church,
Most of the

churches were represented.

"The sociul meetings

were well attended, and a good degree of interest
was manifested.
The business of the Conference was done. in a harmonious and Christian

manufacture of what

the

1 USED EVERYTHING.TO NO PURPOSE, until I found
the Lozenges; in less than a month I was eured, and

have only to resort to them when costiveness RETURNS, and always find instant relief. S.0.NEAL.
For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temple, Boston, by E.

HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
gists. Mailed for 60 cents.

LEBANON

The absence of Professor

HE

Park

lect often results in an incurable Lung

nary as might have been expected.
class has 21 students, though it had
junior year.. Many of the friends
and other seminaries would be glad

tem of instruction

p

month

{but that God
they

7

that if they would

and repent, God

sins

had

were to accept

i

?

the

and Rev. S. H. Tyng,

a packed audience.
next door;

but his

BOLD

No.

6md4

1tis one of the few proprietary medicines extensively
used by physicians in the treatment of coughs and

consumption, and has the reputation of being

MAN,

has moved to the
that of others

In the first week of December, 147,418 persons
were receiving parochial relief in the workhouse
and unions of London, in the proportion of 36,-

637 indoor paupers

to 110.831

tal number

an increase of 5,727 upon thie

The to-

:

The Wesleyans report 345,626 members, 20,
696 probationers, and 1,608 preachers in Great
Britain, In Ireland there are 19,659 members
and 174 preachers.
In their foreign missions are
(6 802 members, 5,903 probationers, and
202
preachers.
Including the British Empire and

| quarter of the full number of adherents of Meth. |
odism in the United States.
Methodism claims
.in the world 2,438,033 members and about 14,
000,000 adherents.
One-third of the 300,000 inhabitants of Cincinnati are Germans.
They have 11 German Boman Catholic churches, 2 large German Reformed Congregations, 3 German Methodist, 1
Baptist, 2 Presbyterian, 2 United Brethren, 2
Evangelical Association,
2 Independent, 3 Rutionalistic, and 2 Lutheran churches,
of Chicago Theological Semina-

The following preamble and resolutions ry shows 40 students, of whom T are in the special course. Since Mr. Merriman has declined
Whereas, Rev, Ira Ellingwood has been guilty the professorship of ecclesinstical history, the
of immoral and unchristian conduct, which, in
a Christian | trustees have offered Mr. Merriman his choice of
our judgment, was not becoming

.

Notices

dl

3

Il A

ppoIn

cloth.

i]

hand of fellowship.

Bl

Strect,

PY

Instruments.

A splendid and. intrinsically
valuable Instroment.—
The reeds are made and voiced in the most perfect
manner.
The bellows and action are all that could

pa derired, and the purchaser is sure of the best Organ of its class. equal in all respects to the work of
any -other house, whether he obtains the smallest
size, or tre larger and more complet: Instrument
with additional reeds, couplers, and ampler mechan-

jcal powers.

Boston,

all

other

DEBILITY,

diseases arising

HYPO.
from

the

The American Organ,
however, is the peculiar and exclusive achievement of
this House; differing from all other
construction, and surpassing all in

NEW
New

HAMPTON

Hampton

INSTITUTION.

Institution.

of the

It is desirable

school, who

amount due

and

that all

are indebted, will in

send immediately

E. H. PRESCOTT,

to the

Treasurer.

ROOT RIVER Q. M: wi'l hold its next session at the
Jefferson Prairie school-house, 8 miles east ot Spring
Valley, Fillmore Co., Minnesota, commencing Friday

before first Sabbath in March text, ut 2 o'clock, P. M.
Q M’s whe have corresponded withgys are requested
to send us messengers at that time, and other brethren, who oan, are reque:ted to make it an opportuni.

ty for visiting us.

ELLSWORTH Q.

CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk,

M. will hold

its next session with

the Orland and Dedham church, at the Burrill school
house, commencing March 18,
:
E. HARDING, Clerk.

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its March ecasion with

the Vienna church. Ministers’
preceding at.3 o'clock, pr. M.

conterence

Tuesday

G. W. GouLb, Clerk,

£1on with
March 10.

the

Money

H. A. COREY, Clerk,

MONROE Q. M. (N. Y.) will hold its next session
A. L. MITCHELL, Clerk,
\

Office Addresses,

explained, and many matters of the

what

most

is tully

paid, on application, warranting

every case.
Cash Prices

and interesting character are introduced, to which no.
allusion even can be found in any other works in our
anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to th: lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published. ;

:

VALUABLE Books.—We have received the valuable
medical 'works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes. These books
are of a>tual merit,
intellizent family.
abom'nable trash,
and purchased to

Cash
$155,

$200,

and should find a place in every
They ave not the cheap order of
published by irresponsible-parties
gratify coarse tastes, but are writ-

oe

DR. HAYES

is one of the most learned and

popular

physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these

invaluable

to be nis aim to induce men and

productions.

It seems

women to avoid

the

cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

he tells them Just how and when to do it.—Farmington Chronicle,
Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.

of the day.— The Medical and Surgical

“A. P. Tracy, 18 Polk 8t., Charlestown, Mass,
—

Letters Received.
WA Avicramals Andrews—W Amnzeen—T
—H Brewer—0 BaileyMrs J ABuawell— Vary

reseriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—
'oos Republican, Lancaster, N,
H., Sept. 7, 18069.

:
Rickgord
I
|
Bridges

Journal,

that

all these

$325,

$375

iii,

various styles,

the same charac-

ed to exhibit

the

testimonials

they

have received

(unsonght) from the PRINCIPAL MUSICAL
AUTHORITIKS, establishing the character of their In.

struments beyond all question or cavil.

WAREROOMS:

Tremont

Waltham

St. opp:

8t,

BOSTON.
hl

BESTWEEKLY

INAMER®ICA

(accord-

ing to the jectimony of both Press and People) is
MOORE'S RURAL N
- YORKER, the Largest,
Best and Cheapest Illustrated Newspaper published. .
Treats ably of all Rural Affairs, Science, Arts, Domestic Economy, &o., and is also an entertaining Literary and Family
Paper, with ardent admirers in evory State, Canada, &e. Ouly $8 a year. Back numbers from Jan. 1 still supplied, or you can begin now.
The five Jan, numbers ¢eut, as speciment, for 25 cts.,
or a single one free.
Address

b. D.T. Mooi,
FE

41 Park Row, New York.

CS

STSONGS

OF

SR—————

_GLADNESS."
oho

"Dhis

Musio

ek alse popular in Sunday

by

J. B: Gould;

a7

i

Schools of all emomg

N.B.—Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confl- patios, $2) and $30 per 100 copies,
Spocimen. GARRIGUES & COu
dence on ail diseases requiring skill and experience, | OF

- eowlyds

$300,

cility for expression.
Each Ivstrument is pertect to
the extent of its capacity.
Full examination of the qualities clsimeéd i3 earnestly folicited. The manufacturers also would be pleas-

In Tur
'

Address “Tug PxAnovy MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or

Organs,

$285,

$925, = $1000,

teristic sweetness and evenness of tone, and the same fa-

RA

DR HAYES, No. { Bulfinoh street, Boston.

$275,

$700,

Organs.

$175.

of American

$250,.

$623, ©

Let it be remembered

July,

Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

Prices
$225,

$150,

have the same thorough werkmanship,

Price of SCIENCK OF LIFE, 81.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00.
key mo booo, full gilt, $5.00. - Postage paid.

$125,

in.

though differing in power and in elegance of exterior,

Ld

a

er

pee

satistaction

A&% Send for a Circular, and in ordering, be careful
to mention the number of the style wanted.

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of emi.

SARL

full

of Conservatory

$100,

important

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians

Rev, Ii Harding, Ellsworth, Me.
*
M, Atwood. Bo. Strafford, Vt.
“J. Reeve, Tipton, Cedar Co., Inwa,

EMA a fd TE

4

The Messrs. Smith offer to send by express any of
their Instruments; for full description of which they
refer to their Illustrated Circulars, to be had, post

POrtant subjects presented are treated with delicacy.
Q. M. will hold its next ses. | ability
and care, and as an appendix, many useful
Creek church, commencing

with the Shelby Center church, March 4-6,

Toss

NOTE!

-

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

EITHER SE® car require to know, but

and

EXPRESSION.

OF

PHYSIOLOGY

J

VARIETY,

SWEETNESS

10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAVINGS.
4
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra:

pre hh Lr

Eh
WINONA & HousToN

DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.

in

SONORITY,

in

285 pages, bound

HYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND

The fifth annual installment is now due from those
who subscribed to the ten years’ fund in aid of the

close the

Price only One Dollar,

instruments

VOLUME,

This is indeed a book for every

HERRSH
DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY

The Soclety-for Systematic Benevolence held | W Fox D> § Frost—E Futior—1r 8 FarahamJ G Grimes

APRN. fo TIA

Second-Class

Conservatory Organ,

THE

PHYSICAL
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A Book for Every Woman,
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our | minister fn the ¥. Baptist denomination, there- | the two chairs of History and New Testament | Furnham (h--M W Burlingame
*
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ES of mature years.
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Treasurer.

Exegesis,

Bulfinch

NERVOUS

CHONDRIA,

a very

man.

Jr., made addresses before

were passed:

th
ithd
QM
ol : 4.1. That
the
raw
M, we w
Q.
at asa
esoived, 1.
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unerring

They manufacture several styles of the

WOMANHOOD,
BY

the

the

TION.
A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY,
PREMATURE
DECLINE IN

spirit.

fore

to

100,00 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA.-

It is prepared by Rev. Walter Clarke, of Minot, Me.,
who was formerly a medical practitioner in England,

duced by the missions that have been carried on
in Water Street.

The catalogue

applying

and such is

fection of their system, that they have no imperfect
an

will

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

We call the attention of our readers to Clarke’s European Cough Remedy advertised in another column.

:

outdoor.

mediate supervition;

or EXCESS
or the INDISCRETIONS
forsake | reliable cure of diseases of the lungs and bronchial | ERRORSOF YOUTH,

pardon.

and

The circumstances enumerated above will be
enough to show that they do not claim what their
work will not substantiate. *
Every portion of the labor is done under their jm-

Incidentals, 1.57,
Musical Inst. 10.00.

AND
PUBLISHED

TROCHES.

EVERYWHERE.

Re—

(Opposite Revere House,)

the friends

showed

BRONCHIAL

:

like him in that locality has beep greatly re-

figures of last year.

MANHOOD

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te
OBTAIN the true

thestu-

Py

business

school, by

’rincipal, or the Secretary of the Trustees.

Tuition, 5.50.
Extra branches, ,75 each.

forgiven them, and

Kit Burns

of the

work,

7”

ble to produce

VERY BEST REED INSTRUMENTS.

for this pur-

0. E. BAKER,

would forgive them; | tubes.

already

eo by a friend

Shey flatter themselves that they are
the
:

Commences its SPRING TERM, Feb. 28.

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

BROWN’S

TUESDAY,

Missionary

clear and strengthen the voice.

dents of Union Theological Seminary are addressed by leading clergymen.
Last month Dr.
Tyng spoke.
He attributed his success to the
fact that he had never sought for eloquence, nor
for literary reputation; but had simply and constantly preached the fullness of the Saviour’s
love, repeating fhis theme over and over again.

their

commences

Foreign

‘Best Materials Obfainable,

WILTON SEMINARY.

CONSUMPTIVE

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

adopted by which the differ-

the third Monday of each

CATARRH,

TERM

his tuition paid from a fund given

will most mmvariably give instant relief.
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

The middle
but 13 in its
of Andover
to see a sys-

ent studies should be pursued simultaneously
through the entire year’s .course, and by which a
department exceptionally strong might support
one that was weakened by the absence of the incumbent or by his less popular character.

On

SPRING

is preparing for the

haye

has not dimin-

ACADEMY,

Feb. 16. Send for circulars to
3t3
JNO. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec.
Any indigent student attending this Institution,who

Requires immediate attention, asneg

of students at Andover Semi-

ished the number

A.

possessing ample Capital, and a Stock of the

and hy all Drug:
2m7

WEST LEBANON, ME.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

suppose they mean separation.

SPAXFORD Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
these places, Bro. R has labored with the
the Fabius church,
The churches were not gen:
pastors of the churches as a helper, and a etally represented,although the congregation was
good
on
the
Sabbath,
and
the gospel was
large proportion of those converted have
preached in the spirit. Next session with the
already been baptized and added to the Dryden church, N.Y., February 26th and 27th, | missions, they number 557,995 members, 40,619
church. The friends among whom this | Conference, Friday previous, at 6 o'clock. P. M. | probationers, and 3,157 preachers, beicg abouta

ork has been done have

for

THE WORST PILES CURED.
I wish to
spread abroad the great benefit I'-have derived from
the use of DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES. Ihave suffered years from the worst Piles.

was called Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders for
the use of the Cavalry horses, no doubt the Union
would have been restored long ago.— Exchange.

gymen who desire large freedom in their office.
Their “articles” propose to secure the liberty of

SEBEC Q. M.—Held its winter session with the | Kit Burn’s dog-pit has been leased for three
voted to as-|s, Dover church, Jan. 14—16. The attendance | yearsby Rev. Wm. H. Boole, a Methodist cler-

labors: with the

in

skill

scientific

If Congress had applied as much

the arrangement of its ¢ Recanstruction Policy” at the
close, as the War. Department did in the beginning of

meetings was | gyyan of this city, and was dedicated last Sabof the corresponding
spirit were
limited, but the There
sume the responsibility of his support, | Was
warm and earnest.
The services of Rev. Asa Randlett were messengers from several Q. M’s, including Rev. bath as a refuge for fallen women. Bishop Janes

secured.

the

by the use of Joknson’s Anodyne Liniment. We refer
t+ this at this time as tending to corroborate the
statement we made last week in relation to this Lini-

to be selected to

the honor

had

this week

statement of Dea. John Hodgkins,of South Jefferson,
Me., whose son was cured of incipient consumption

preach in English during Epiphany.

now

:

:

AJ

at Dr. Dolmuch incensed
is very
Pope
against infallibility, and relinger’s protest
fuses to receive an address opposing the ‘docFather Hecker was
trine signed by 187 bishops.

OTISFIELD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church at West Paris. Collection for Mis- | He did not tell men

4
evangelist to labor during the winter under
:

+

the Emperor’s opinion on the matter of infallibility. The last telegraphic mews is that the

one of 6 who

are

Complaints

Kidney

and

Lung

either removed, or the patient is greatly benefited by
itsuse. Try it.

means of securing unity of actifn, if the time
should come for “decisive action,’—by which we

and redering the

most efficient aid in the progress of the
work. Bro. Bentley has resigned the pastoral care of the church in Lincoln, to
take effect the first of next April. For the
present he will labor as an Evangelist in

JEFFERSON, N.

Dedication.

Colds,

Coughs,

has been dispatched from Rome to Paris to learn

of good books.

worth

library fifty dollars

Send 25. cents

008 ih Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Ingathered close to her woman's hand,
Basking in light are the soulless things,
‘While out in the cold are the children shut;—

God’s beautiful doves with snowy wings;
Their souls shall gather the grime and dust,
In city alley and darksome den.
O hands that fondle the household pets,
The child at the window doth envy them!

at the surface,

and when

it becomes

cold

enough to freeze, it expands still more, and

the ice being

lighter than the. water,

re-

mains at the surface; and protects the wa"| ter below
from
freezing to any great
depth.”
i
:
~
Walter, who had been attentively think:

O sad eyes lifted in street and lane,
O clear soul windows where angels plead
But none respondeth ; there are no hands

Gentle and tender their cry to heed.

ing over the matter, said:

O childless woman! you will not see
The little feet on the downward grade,

Of just such children with pure white brows,
door

are

®

Now

I see how it would be if Arthur

had his way.

If the ice were heavier than

the water, it would keep on sinking as fast
as it froze, and we could not skate until

the

work,

I may not lay

it

aside;

those

boys

need a restraining hand. The powers they
possess may easily be turned to evil; no
servant could take proper care of them.
Horace, too, will be home from college dur-

ing the nine weeks of vacation,
need a home.

and will

‘No ! much as I desire to go,

I can not see my way clear. I believe if
God thinks it best that I should recover my
health, he will raise up the means.”
Mrs. Lyman was more disappointed than
she cared

to acknowledge,

but she was

a

‘With one child drawn to your love’s embrace ;
One child ihgathered from want and sin,

whole pond was frozen solid.”
‘| religions woman, and tried to resign hertt Yes, and if it did freeze solid,” said self to inevitable circumstances. She had
Arthur, ¢ all the perch and pickerel would no other relation near her than the niece,
be killed. . I think, upon the whole, that I who would. accompany
her abroad if she

One heart fed sweetly with bread oflove,
One soul to shine as a star for aye,

power ; and the bursting of water-pipes and

From little children whose angels stand

Beholding ever the Father’s face!

You'd share the watch of the angels pure

Incrown of joy you might wear

such things by freezing is a small matter

above:

compared with the good which comes from
this expansion of water in freezing.”
¢¢ There are many silent agents at work,
boys, for our good, which we hardly notice, and one of these is the force exerted
by the change of water into ice. When the
water in a cask freezes and bursts the hoops,
or the water in the bottle becomes solid and

The mother love in your soul will yearn,
You can not smother the secret cry,

And so you lavish on soulless things
The holy love that our souls ally
Te Christ, for he gathered the children in,
He loved them best, and His gentlé touch

Lay on the white brows he loved to bless;
Aye! and His kingdom is of such!
‘We weep o’er poem and picture sweet,
Of Magdala with her flowing hair,

breaks it into fragments, then the
shows itself in such a manner as to

Our hearts are burdened with sighs to see

The clear plate glass, in the window there,
Shows many a picture but not one face
Of childish beauty ; alas for homes
Where dumb pets crowd to the children’s
place.
The bird swings down at a finger’s beck,
The ringdove coos in a soft low tone,
The spaniel leaps up at the slightest call,—
There is not a thing in the world so lone
As the unloved child with its tender heart,
And untold longings and pleading eyes;

For just such souls that are famishing
tempter lies.
so far to-night,
open wold,
that should sweetly

yearn

into unseen crevices and pores of the rocks,
and then,as it freezes, throws off small parti-

cles that makeup a good part of the soil
upon which the plants grow. The work is
very slow, but it is continually going
on.”

. “How much does the water’ expand

becoming ice?” asked Walter.
¢ This
piece is scarcely bigger than the inside of
the bottle in which it froze.”
“It occupies about one-eleventh more
space as ice than it did as water, which
is sufficient to cause it to float, but as it is so

near the weight of an equal bulk of water,
it only showsa small part of its thickness
above the surface. Those huge masses of

three hundred feet high above the water.
Even then only a small portion of the mass
is visible, as only one-seventh projects
above the surface. There are other curious
things about ice, and snow, which is only

Che Family Circle,

a form of ice, but our time has

About

in

floating ice, called ice-bergs, which come
from the far north, are sometimes two or

To gather you all from the bitter cold.

Talks

force
strike

the attention. .But the freezing of the minutest drop exercises irresistible force, and
it is by this power that the rocks are being
crumbled into coil. Water finds its way

On the full round cheek the painted tear;
But out in the cold are pinched white cheeks
‘Where tears are frozen from day to day,
O childless woman with heart unmoved,
From such sweet pleaders you turn away.

The secret snare of the
O white lambs wandering
With little feet on the
There are hearts enough

could not better the matter even if 1 had the

expired

for

this morning.”—4m. Ag.

Ice.

half-frozen feet, Walter said:
‘‘ Uncle, show us an experiment.”

Cheerful
“ Papa,”

“You and Arthur are old enough to
make experiments for yourselves, and you
will learh much more from them than if you
merely see them done.”
‘ But,” said Arthur, ‘ the curiously shap-

said

Annie

Clifford,

as

she

stood tapping the window pane, after tea,
“I think I have heard you preach from
that text, ‘Take no thought for the morrow ;’
yet here you. are actually worrying yourself sick over future troubles,

which,

after

all, may be of the imagination.”

you keep all locked up out of our reach, and

¢¢ I wish I could think so, Annie,” answered the minister, wearily,‘ but troubles seem

plosions, and what mother
calls horrid
smells; but I like them,—without these,—

come, let us have some beautiful experiments.”
““ You boysare much like many older
people, who think that apparatus makes a
chemist. One of our professors used to
either blind or deafen the class by his bright
lights and noises, or else make the room so
unpleasant as to keep us all coughing.
There was a great deal of display, and very
little instruction. Some of the most interesting phenomena can be shown by the use
of very simple means.
You are too tired

for experiments to-night, but we

will pre-

pare for one. In my closet is an empty
ink-bottle.
Get this, fill it with water, cork

it, and sect it outside

on the window-sill.

The stronger the bottle,

the better for our

experiment.”
The next morning,

after

breakfast,

the

boys were told to go and bring the boitle;
they soon came with long faces.
“Uncle,” said Waiter,

‘‘the

bottle was

not strong erfough; the water all turned
to ice, and the bottle is broken from top to
bottom; why didn’t we get a stronger
one Pp”

“ Had the bottle been of iron it would

have broken just the same, but the experiment has succeeded. The waterin frecziog
expanded, took up more room asice than it

did as water, and in go doing, exercised
wllcient force to break a heavy stone bot0.

to thicken around us. There is no flour in
the barrel, and no money in the purse.
Only this morning I gave drunken, Jem
Manning’s aged mother the last dime I had,

and now I have not money

enough to

buy

a quire of paper for my next sermon.”

¢* But the money is owing® you, papa,”
said Annie, ‘‘and I have plenty of foolscap,
and I think we will worry through, if
mother only gets well.”
:
“ Worry through,” echoed her father;
‘¢ yes, that is just it; it has been nothing
but ¢ worry through’ the world ever since I
came into it, and now

thathope fails, here’s

another mouth to feed, the nurse
doctor's bills; company, the

to

school you

pay,
de-

pended on getting,set aside, and the rent of
this leaky old parsonage raised ten per cent.,
and poor Eleanor going without the. comforts of life. How often have I preached to
my peop’e about the goodness of God, and
here at the darkest chapter of my life I sit
down and despair. 1 can at least put some
heart in my sermon, and comfort others
wlio need it, if not myself.”
the

glass.

In

his present mood it irritated hey father, who

asked, sharply,

sil ne

Eo

nid

Arthur, *“that
you

were going to show us somethin in
g tersigts, SAE

Mr. Clifford preach.

clouds,

the girl ‘quietly.

“I

certainly,”

answered

am’ looking

them to the bright blue sky,

and

beyond
thinking

how calm and peaceful it is—not like earth
its

cares and

but

vexations,

like

voice called her, and she left the room

to her mother.
‘went up stairs

and

The minister

thought of these two patient, gentle womse

en, how they saved and denicd themselves
po pl
v

In his heroic efforts to discharge
acceptably,

but she had heard Mr. Clifford, and liked
hin, and not, feeling as strong as usual,
went to his church,

which was near.

His text was that
“Let not your hearts

beautiful adjuration,
be troubled, ye be-

lieve in God, believe also in me;”

and put-

ting self out of the way altogether, he
preached such a grand, impassioned view
of God's word, as only a man can who has
walked through the gospel by-ways and

brushed off its dew on his own

soul; and

his hearers, lifted up on the waves of heavenly consolation, looked right down into
the depths out of which he had just come,
and saw, for the first time, that their pastor

was a man of equal needs with themselves.
The next night Mr. Clifford received a
brief note from Mrs. Lyman, inviting him
to call immediately.
¢¢ Another

sin-sick'

soul,”

he

thought,

and went.

But the consolation came’to him. She
had thought her way out of all difficulties,
and now offered her house and servants for
a year, rent free, and a good. salary to Mr.
as

teacher

#

her

boys.

This

luxurious house,

stocked

with all the nec-

essaries of living, besides a carriage to ride
to and frc—just the thing Eleanor needed
to get her strength back. It was a very
broad streak of sunshine that now lit up the
minister's

sky.

When it was settled that he should take
the house and become tutor to the boys—
whose bright, jubilant natures held enough
electrical force to clear

any

mosphere—Mr, Clifford

talked

over with his pale,

thankful

household

at:

the matter

wife,

noticed

the wee baby for the first time without a
sigh, and then turned to Anaie, quiet, reticent,

patience-crowncd

Apnie.

he

.over-worked

his duty

himself

and

meet.

promising young

Bright,

hopeful

and

men gre daily leaving

their father’s farms and rushing into the
cities, pleading for situations. This, too,
when every one of them might be the lord
of his own estate in five years from the day
he reaches his manhood.
After the man has chosen independently
his occupation for life, he must know at once

that the law of success is persistent

indus-

try.

Carissimi, a famous composer of music,
being praised for the ease and grace of his
melodies,

exclaimed,

‘“ Ah!

with

It must have been with the picture of a
real home, fresh before ‘the mind's eye, that

T. K. Beecher penned the following :
All really useful and happy hemes have
a heart-center toward which every member
gravitates, drawn by attractions resistless

The house-band that sur-

rounds, strengthens and protects, is usual:
ly the husband and father. The househeart is usually the" wife and mother. More
than several times have we known the
weak, the sick, the needy one of the
family to become the house-heart,
to
from

which

the "activities

of

every

‘member were in steady circulation. For
her room the best in the house was chosen.
The stately—parlor-gave up its best chair
and picture. To that room came the first
flower, the first berries, the first fruit of or-

chard and vineyard. The newspaper came
into that room first of all. There the father
“reported” when returning, and left his
good-bye when going. Thither the young
girl, dressed for a party came in to be ad-

mired in the household heart.
sons have

come

Thither the

thrice a day fresh with the

last excitement, and stories from the street.
For her, the concert, the lecture: and the

sermon have been listened to and a story
of them
brought heme. Her need has
wrought a gentleness and unity through
the whole family. Her tranquil judgment
has

tempered. hasty

speeches

the way of impartial thought.

and

taught

Around her

chair or couchor bed,as around an
thrice consecrated, have come the

wife,

‘“ Annie must

be

a minister's

wife;

altar
daily,

worshipers, with scripture, song and prayer.
And so, through years of chastened enjoyment and trembling hope, this family has
found training in a life of unity, purity and
love. The house has had a heart. The
passers by said * afflicted.” But the dwellers knew that the affliction was working
ou! fruits most peaceable and rewards eter-

stinging
them,

and

neitles

so closely

plunging

with

as

brave

still

for a

good

while,

persever-

ing her serious eyes to mine.
-*“Not a hen! why, darling! what do you
mean
:
Ste brought me her book, and I saw at

traest and

‘ My ton John,” said an old Methodist
preacher, * never marry a woman that has
more money than you have. When 1 mara crown,
has cast

up that odd sixpence at me ever since.”

aglance what had disturbed the quiet of

her mind.

The

picture

of a

mother hen

frightened atthe appearance of a fox was

on the open page.

* Poor thing!

How scared she is!” said

the child, tenderly.
upp?’

ed

“Will

the fox eat her
‘
¥18

““Unless she can escape him,” I answer“Oh, I'm glad that I'm nota

hen

a

faint

You know

gratifying

how

Lord

to be

suggestions and

Oh, my

I

care

Don’t let him get in among the

will hurt, and it may be destroy them.”—
Children's Hour.

Literary Review.

#.
Nap

Ay,
~F

Robinson

has a real rival in

Miss Mitford.
Her numerous letters, collected
in these two goodly volumes, are brimming over
with wholesome vivacity,~with charming and
piquant gossip about herself and friends, and
most of the literary celebrities of her time,—
with playful and serious eriticism,—with pen:
and-ink portraits sketched in outline and then
left to be filled out by facts or by imagination,~
with shrewd comments upon men, women and
manners in general,—with bits of quiet: satire
nd gushes of honest sympathy,~which, in the
ygregate, yield a vast amount of interesting information and most, attractive reading.
No autobiography was ever more fully written, without
a purpose and a consciousness of the service,

Miss Mitford

has

written

hers

in ~thesé

pleasant, varied and spicy letters to her friends;
and few collections of letters equal these in a sort
of charming naivete and amiable abandon, or fu
the attractive revelations which they make of the
literary world of Great Britain in which the
writer was so fully at home. They will both reward a continuous reading and help to fill up
many leisure hours or half hours with agreeable

literary pastime.

pin,

Tie POETICAL WORKS OF ALFRED TENNYSON,

Poet Laureate.
With numerous Illustrations.
Same Publishers, ete. 1870.
Super-royal octavo. pp. 232,
:

These

Publishers

have

put Tennyson

into a

form at.once elegant, accessible and cheap.
All
his published poems are here gathered into a
single golden and not ungraceful
sheaf,—not
omitting his last product, The Holy Grail. . The
volume is well printed, tastefully bound, fairly
illustrated, and sells at a price that silences compliint on the part of purchasers and challenge
s
rivalry, Tennyson's poetry needs no prajse, and
the work of criticism can well be spared.

Essays; designed
litical Economy,
defend the policy
try, as a system
the elevation of
Boston: Fields,
Pp. 884. Sold by

The readers

to elucidate the Science of Powhile serving to explain and
of protection to Home Indusof National Co-operation for
Labor.
By Horace Greeley,
Osgood & Co.
1870. 12mo.
E. J. Lane.

of the New York

Tribune

will

readily recognize these Essays as substantially
the same that have appeared in the columns
of
that journal during the past year.
They have
been revised, though only so far as to make certain points more obvious, to answer an objection,
or to supply an added illustration of some principle that seemed to require a fuller exhibition,
Mr. Greeley appears as the advocate of Protec-

tion in opposition

to the system of Free Trade.

He pleads for henest labor, and insists that it
be
allowed to win its proper rewards.
He firmly
believes that his views are correct; that a praetical application of them would. be sure to result
in the truest prosperity; that,so far as they have
been applied in the past, we have thriven, and
that no small share of our financial depressions
and disasters have been the natural fruit of our

failure to perceive

or respect their claims.

Mr.

Greeley writes from a large knowledge, he has
been a close student of political economy, his ci-

tations of facts to illustrate
are frequent and skillfully
reader is forced to dissent
must still confess that Mr,

and-prove his points
made. Even when a
from his opinions, he
G. is a busy and suelogician,

A

more careful revision, that should extend to style

a8 well as to thought, would greatly improve
a
book which, even as it is, deserves and will se-

cure a wide and careful reading,
statesmen and the common people,

both from

The same Publishers issue the works of Geo.

Eliot, heretofore appearing in six volumes, in
what they call an Illustrated Library Edition, in

two volumes, 12mo. size, and have thus reached

the climax of excellence combined with economy.
There is no no danger that any rival House wl

offer to the public anything else in which abound.

ing merit will be afforded forso little’ money.
A

tents.

Phila.:

Claxton,

ger.

Remsen

and

-

ol
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Haffelfin-

:

PLYMOUTH PULPIT;—a weekly publication of
Sermons preached by Henry Ward Beecher,is
the only authorized edition of this famous
preacher’s discourses now given to the public.
They are issued in a neat pamphlet, paged and
ready for birfling into a permanent volume.
Of
the sermons it is needful to say little, for they are
more or less known and read by men and women
from every circle of life. They gain in direct-

er’s years both solidify his thought and chasten
his
$3.

language.
Single copy, 10 cts.
New York: J. B, Ford & Co.

Per annum,
.

{Harper & Brotherssend us No. 332 of their Select Library, in paper covers. Its title is KrrTY,
and Mr. B, Edwards is_the
very marked qualities, but
readers.
:

author.
It has no
will probably find
2

ne

made up according to a different plan.

That it is

more taking and will probably secure a larger
patronage than before the change in form, is unquestionable; though, for ourselves, we were
thoroughly satisfied with the previous form and
preferred the letterpress to the cuts. But it must
be conceded that the publication is now one of
the most admirable things of its kind ever issu-

ed.

Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

THE SUNDAY AT Home.
Supplied by F. E.
Grafton, Mentreal, Canada.
Goop HeartH.
A Journal of Physical and
Mental Culture.
Boston: Alexander Moore.—
Good, practical, scientific, plain and full of valuable common-sense, as usual.
THE BIBLE IN THE SCHOOLS.
A carefully digested summary of the Views and Resasonings of
New York: Biall parties to the Controversy.
ble House.,~The number of the Christian World
for Feb., and valuable as a resume of the public
utterances on this subject.
THE SCRIPTURALNESS

AND

EXPEDIENCY

OF

THE SYSTEM OF MODERN EVANGELISM.
By
Rev. W.W. Davenport.
Boston: Nichols and
Noyes.
Pamphlet. pp. 81l.—Mr. Davenport

strikes decidedly
against the employment
of
evangelists, or revivalists, to labor, according to
the usual methods, in connection with churches
having regular pastors, as being anti-Seriptural

and inexpedient.

His argument deserves

atten-

tion, though it may not perhaps convince many
readers who have adopted the opposite theory.

Fair Play.
to

It a woman is a mother, God gives her
certwin-affections and cares springing from
them, which you may be very sure she will
not forget, and to which, as she is a ** true
woman,” she will be fondly faithful.
But

does it occur to you

that, if a man

father,he also has thereby

is a

loves and cares

which are-only remotely connected with
his shop? Yet, while the father and the

mother, who together are the head of the
family,

have

thus

certain

‘special

duties

growing out of that relation, they are also
members of the state. And remark, it is
not the family that is the member of the
state, but the adult members of the family.

If the father dies, the

mother succeeds to

the

responsibilities,

property,

every kind.

to

the

of

The state taxes her, and tries

ber, and sends her to j1il or to the gallows,

-upon occasion. Now if she be competent
to own property, and if it be right t) tax
her, can it be very

wrong

that she

should

have a voice in the law that taxes her ?
Dear Madame,

the moment that the com-

mon consent of the civilized world lifted
you from your position in the Greek household, you began
you have

ever

the journey upon
since

constantly

which

traveled,

and which will end in a perfect equality of
opportunity with men, Perhaps you will
not be a doctor, nor a lawyer,

tor, nor a President.

nor a Sena-

Perhaps you will cot

care to vote, nor to speak in public, nor to
singin public, nor to act in public. But
suppose that Jenny Lind or Mrs. Moulton

were forbiddento sing in public becauco

‘they were women;
De Stael,

and

suppose

Mrs.

that Madame

Somerville,

and

Mra.

S:owe had been silenced because they wero
not men; suppose that Mis. Siddcns and

Rachel had been frowned down as women,
would anything have

been gained?

Dear

Madame, in this country five sixths of us
Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
come of Anglo Saxon stock, as it is called ;
Tae SUNDAY MAGAZINE for Feb. appears in and the thing that we will at Jast turely
good time, and filled with the usual varied and: have is fuir play.-- Harper's Magazine
.

3

PB

it exhibits-an excellence in keeping with its con-

ess of *‘ Our Village,” &ec. Told by herself in
Letters to her Friends.
Edited by the Rev. A.
G. K. L’Estrange.
In two No
“New
York: Harper & Bros. 1870. 12 mo. pp. 378, # EVERY SATURDAY is a splendid illustrated
Weekly, the chief rival of Harper's, though
865.—~Sold by E. J. Lane.
:

than

bd

information,

find of great value, and

gentle and loving things of your soul, or he _nessypith and vigor of expression, as the preach-

Crabbe

bed

Boston:

such as would help many of them up from copyists to projectors.
In all its mechanical features

And this same

child, take

carefully compiled

such as builders would

have seen 4 great many people——children
even—who appeared to me more like foxes
than lambs ; more like hawks than doves, |
they were so full of anger and cruelty toward each other.

Oliphant.

: “~ THE ARCHITECTURAL “REVIEW is full, as always, of models, drawings, facts, figures, ‘hints,

“Yes. The evil and cruel feelings, represented by foxes in nature, had destroyed
all thekind and compassionate feelings in
his heart, and made him inwardly as cun-

thing is happening now, and every day.

taste, and making up,

and fruitful brain of Mrs.
Littell & Gay.

fox?

ning and cruel as a fox,

healthy

brary.
It is now reproducing two specially entertaining serials,—one from the pen of Charles
Lever, the other comes out from the vigorous

how

our

every

by means of its successive volumes, a choice li-

“Oh, yes! I remember.
And it was
because he was cruel that he was called a

Henry

PA

selections are, in the main, most happily made,

:

cessful fact-gatherer and a plausible

to disarm

best leaven in the world.— Meth. Protestant.

ried your mother, she had half
and I bad two shillings, and she

sitting very

holding a picture-book in her hand.
“Glad of what?” I asked.

“That I'm not a hen,” she answered, 1ift-

a globe of silver brightness. I don't believe in mock heroics, but do tiink a happy,
hopeful, consistent spirit is. the

“I'm
glad of one thing!” She spoke
out suddenly, a sigh of velief following the
sentence. It was my little Helen. She had
been

said,

THE LIFE OF MARY RUSSELL MITFORD, author-

—4 We

and

she

years old and under;’ and

what

Heart of the Home.

because unfelt.

epitomizing for us, by means of its sifting work
among the foreign periodicals, the most important utterances of every school of thinkers.
Its

hem, and in all the coasts thereof, from two

difficulty is this ease acquired !”

The

!

LITTELL’S LIVING AGE keeps right on its way,

half-wondering

‘was; how he ¢sent forth and
children that were in Bethle-

of thefox!

con-

treatise.

BN

called him ‘that fox.”

day,” said” Mr. Clifford to bis

she would be invaluable.”
It was only the other day that Horace
Lyman told her the same thing.
They are happy people who can always

“Oh, I understand!”

houseful of helpless children.

year

admirably

nis,

smile playing about her lips. ‘By foxes
you mean naughty feelings.”
| ‘‘Yes, foxes are cruel and. cunning.
cruel Herod
slew all the

the

most

an extended

T. Elwood Zell,

expression in my little girl's face.

utter destitution.
:
In seventeen years,the sweet, joyous and
beautiful girl had become a broken-hearted,
care-worn, poverty-stricken widow, with a

‘“ What shall I have for my text on next | nal.
The heart, ceased to beat. The room
Sunday, daughter; ¢ Joy cometh with the
was
empty.
The errands and the services
morning P”
:
¢ No,” said Annie, gently, “It it be, of love ended. And the stricken ones stood
¢ Who, by taking thought,can add one cubit together, and with voices low and earnest
to his stature,’ and expound it for the benefit vowed and prayed. By the memory of the
of that class who are always worrying.” past, by the ache and emptiness of this
‘“ Annie,” said her father, tenderly, ¢‘ who hour, and by -the hope of the future, we
vow a holy living in the Lord; and we begave you such perfect trust in everythiag,
and taught you to look always on the bright seech Him that in his house of many homes,
we may have one, and may she be the heart
side P7
;
of it. Amen. Blessed are they that mourn.
‘You, papa,” answered his daughter;
‘ but I taught myself to separate precept
from practice.”
Take Care of the Fox.

“Some

There was a half-scared,

They hurt and destroy.

or

of its articles

the substancé of

That it will be a standard work of reference for
many years to come, is morally certain, Phila. :

:

“Yes, my darling. And you are in as
much danger from them as the bird you so

died, leaving his widow and -six girls in

The number of young men employed as
salesmen and clerks in our city stores and
offices who ever attain a competency is very
small indeed. You would scarcely believe
that not ten in a hundred do more than barely support themselves, and make both ends

many

dense

se

pitied just now,”

and.

then.another, but ¢ failure” was written on
them all. He, however, finally obtained
a sitadtion ; the labor was great, the. compensation small; it was that or starvation.

and

ER

blundered about, first trying one thing

:

800th page, and takes us to

SN

x

but

stallment reaches the

the word Eger. This is one of the few publica.’
tions that not only make the early promise good,
but exhibit a value really beyond anticipationas
the work goes on. It bears critical examination,

:
exclaimed, a tre-

side of me?”

1t was not the church

the old minister had been a life-long friend ;

Are
Ne

“ What kind? - Where are they P”
Helen

Dr.

. ZELL’S POPULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA, and Universal Dictionary, is being pressed toward completion at'a very enterprising rate. The last in-

w

‘¢ Inside of you.”
“Oh, mother!”

by

the Atlantic, is a proper testimony to its worth.

couldn't help wondering what she meant.”
“She didn’t, of course, mean live foxes

6 Yes.”

It is edited

I publication has been received on both sides of

and

when his money was gone, he could get
no employment, simply because he did not
know how to do anything. For a while he

she was in the habit of going to. That
was six miles off, just a pleasant ride, and

ance into their dark cloud, find its conter

** What are you studying, Annie?”
“Not the

with

mejity and Jao't even worth wast.

of her

All this time Annie stood at the window,
look on the bright side; who grasp their
rapping out anidle tune on

“Is that all?" asked the boys, who were heaven, full of rest and peace, only we
evidently disappointed ; ** that is no sort of must go through earth to go fo it.” A weak
an exp

welfare

offer included a great deal;—fresh, pure air,
cows and clover, a great otchard, and a

Torts,

ed glasses, and the acids, and the chemicals

we can’t make any bright lights, great ex-

went, and she felt that the

two boys, aged ten and twelve, was of the
highest importance. They had strong, resolute natures, which might be trained to
the greatest usefulness, or, perverted into
channels of wrong, be productive of the
greatest misery. Her eldest boy, too, a
young man of gréat promise, must not be
left without the shield of a home. She
had old and faithful servants who would
attend to their physical wants, but there
their capabilities ended.
On Sunday, Mrs. Lyman went to hear

Clifford,

*°

The boys had come in from skating one
cold night, and as they were warming their

now;

vitality.

bead AR ONAN

A hungered for love, are the souls that look
From out of the watching eyes I know.

I remember

intenser

a

But what if the woman’s heart were stirred
‘With tender thoughts for the childréh there,
' ' 'A-wandering lonely thro’ frost and snow?

“Oh, yes.

an

Macleod, whose ability,
skill, tact and experience
render him: one of thé best men for such an un
dertaking, and the marked favor with which this

es.’ ”

*‘ Foxes in-

of refinement, of noble impulses;

and

* What did she say, mamma ?»
‘She said, ‘Take care of the little fox-

mor of surprise in her voice.

tion,

G0oD WORDS, issued by the same House, is a
work of higher literary merit, of more vigor

here, yesterday.”

AROS

* And drooping faee that is lit with smiles;

foxes when she was

ORR ol

The snowy hind, and the swinging bird,

Why do. you say that, mamma?
And,
anyhow, a fox wouldn't
hurt a little
girl,”
:
2h
;
“I heard Mrs. Claire say something about

WR

Beautiful picture, mayhap you say.

one single‘’room, subsisting on water, fat
bacon and corn bread. The husband had
cultivated in no wise his capacity for any
business. He was a gentleman of educa-

matter of general interest and effectiveness. But
itis a publication of large and genuine worth,
after all, and deserves the widest circulation
which" it has ever attained. Phila.: J.B. Lippincott & Co..

SR

. The little dove that doth nestle there.

:

There are no foxes. about here.

the latter part of which they lived in a log- that run about in the woods.”
who was sadly out of health. The doctors
cabin on the banks of the Ohio River, near - “I knew she didn’t mean them.
had just held a discussion, and declared she
Blennerhasset’s Island, a whole family in there any. other kinds of foxes P"

able mood, we shall see. Most substances
contract as they cool, and se does water, un- must go to Europe. Total change of air
til it gets downto near the freezing point’ and scene might restore her health, but that
(39 degrees), when it stops contracting and was her only chance.
begliis to expand. Now, what is the effect
** The thing is impossible,” she was sayupon the pond where you skate in winter, ing, on the same evening, to her niece who
and fish in summer? When cold weather lived with her and was comfortably on in
comes, the water at the surface cools, and,
her thirties. ‘How can I leave those two
as it contracts, it becomes
heavier and
great boys, just at the age they need so
sinks, and the lighter and- warmer water much care, to be absent a year? It would
from below takes its place, and this keeps be the ruin of them.”
going on until all the water in the pond is
¢ Better to dothat than leave them forcooled down to 39 degrees.
After this, the ever,” replied her niece.
surface water, instead of growing heavier,
“That would be of God’s ordaining,”
expands, and becoms lighter, and remains
said the widow.
¢ While I can do my

With low quick bark if she fondle long

her hushand’s fortune and his life, daring

“Me?

ak

‘¢ A greatideal;and if you are in a teach-

dence,” owned by a wealthy widow lady,

hen,” I said.

TE

Stop, Uncle,” said. the boy, quite over

He had no

without the least loss to the morality and religion of the work, and with a decided gain in the

‘“ Maybe you are in as much danger as the

Alas

;

er played cards nor drank wine.

‘occupation, no calling, no trade. He lived
study, and prepared to write his Sunday
on his money, the interest of which would
morning sermon,
have supported‘a family handsomely.
I
There were other people in the world
never saw the bride again until a. few days
who had their troubles, as well as the Rev. ago. Seventeen years had passed away,
Mr. Clifford. Just across the town from and with them her beauty and: her youth,
the dim old parsonage was a beautiful. resi-

tures, and the amount of zest might be increased

her.

A

woh

his pet; ‘* what has the expansion of the
water to do with skating and fishing P”

=~ ~~

your

His

in his

over

ea

‘

‘With others there, for he claims her ear

from

present..

highness does not want any more skating,

The beautiful eyes adown on him:

spurned

at

or any more fishing.”

A spaniel leaps up with a mute caress,
And touches the hand as if to turn.

made :

as

himself

run

be

ing, and not expand,

A ringdove coos on a lady’s hand,
She fondles the pet in her gentle hold.

The wretches

gown, and put it on, settled

direct that water should contract in freez-

Flut’ring his small wings with gleam of gold,

.I think perhaps he is slow to'learn
To share the touch of the lady’s hand

One of his first acts would be to

And I saw alittle shiver

ad

nature.

Might many a pleasant picture frame.
Now a canary doth swing and poise,

high-toned matter,
There is a good deal that
suggests a rehash of old sermons snd parish lec

:

er

Only a moment, and then a change,

The great bow-window across the street

fal!"

a

STOUT.

I love the pictures that come and go,

frightened or killed by a fox! It isso dread-

A

aeiry *

ADELAIDE

Occupation for Young Men,

a

BY

suffer-

ing had weakened the perceptions of one,
re
and preternaturally sharpened these of the _- Seventeen years ago there was a fair girl,
mischief.”
other. He thought of the row of little
+ Arthur-is-a very pleasant boy, excepting" graves between Annie, the eldest, and this so pure, so lovely, so refined, that she still
rises to my mind as almost akin to angels.
when he is in a dissatisfied mood, and then last new baby that-was “scarcely needed,
.She was wooed and won by a handsome
nothing is better for him than a little ridi- and, somehow, heaven seemed a long way
young man of considerable wealth. He
cule. ‘How wonderful is it to see such off, and earth very, very near and real.
sported a fine team, delighted in hunting,
wisdom in youth, and what a pity, Sir Ar- How was helpto come?
He did not know,
and kept a fine pack of hounds. . He neiththur the Little could not amend the laws of He took down his old, worn-out dressing-

Pew,

a

and never complained, how toil and

than water, so much the worse, as it is always bur resting water-pipes, and doing other

..

SR

3

|

ry

Evenif ice does take up more room

oral TA

ing.

Te

lotus flowers.

—lr —

She laid her crucifix on her chair.

The

perquisite,

individually

We were there at the hour

a pot-bellied

wooden

rocession of priests,

fish,

while

wearing soiled robes

but was ordered instantly to lay it down.
f red, yellow, and
green silk, files in and
The lawn veil was lifted
carefully off, not forms round the idols, and after
perform-

to disturb the hair, and was hung. upon the
rail.

The black robe

was

next

removed.

Below it was a petticoat of crimson velvet.

The black jacket followed, and”

under the

- jacket was a body of crimson satin.
One
of her ladies handed hera pair of crimson

ing sundry things,
several times,

bowing

to

and kissing the ground, bow

bound. her eyes with.
a
handkerchief.
¢ Adieu,’she said, smiling for the last time
and waving her hand to them; ‘Adieu, an

sprouting from his back ; another is changing into an ass, etc.
ere we saw the temple of horrors.
The devils have a grist-mill in which they
grind up the wicked; one sinner has been

scaffold with the’ black figures ail around
her,

blood-red from head to foot.

Her reasons for adopting so extraordinary a costume must be left to conjecture.
It is only certain that it must have been
carefully studied,

and that the

pictorial ef-

fect must have been appalling.

The women, whose firmness had hitherto borne the tiial, began now to give way,

spasmodic sobs bursting from them which
they could not check. ‘Ne criez vous pas,’
she said, * j'ai promis pour vous.’
Struggling

bravely,

they crossed

their

again and again, she crossing. them in turn
and bidding them pray for her.
Then she
knelton the cushion,
Barbary Mowbray

revoir.’ They stepped back from off the
scaffold and left her alone. On her knees
she repeated tLe

Psalm,

¢In

te,

Domine,

confido, ‘In thee, O Lord, have I put my
trust.’ Her shoulders being exposed, two
scars

became

visible,

one on

either side,

and the Earls being now a little behind her,
Kent pointed to them with his white wand
and looked enquiringly at his companion.
Shrewsbury whispered that they were the
remains of two abscesses from which she
had suffered while living with him at Shefeld.

a

When

the “psalm

was finished, she

for the block, and laying down
muttered: ‘‘ In manus, Domine

felt

her head
tuas, com-

mendo animam meam.”
The hard. wood
seemed to hurt her, for she placed her
hands under her neck.
The executioners
gently removed them, lest they should
eaden the blow, and then one of them
holding her slightly,

ax and

struck.

wying even for the

the Tower.

the

other raised

The scene

had

practised

His arm wandered.

fell on the knot

of the

the

been too
and

fectively.
The head hung by a shred of
skin, which he divided without withdraw-

ing the ax; and at once a metamorphosis
was witnessed, strange as was ever wrought
by wand of fabled enchanter, = The coif
fell off and the false plaits.
The labored
illusion vanished. The lady who had knelt
before the block was in the maturity of)
grace and loveliness. The excutioner,when
usual,

to

show it to

the crowd, exposed the withered features
of a grizzled, wrinkled old woman.
‘“ So perish all enemies of the Queen,”
said the Dean of Peterborough.
A loud
Amen rose over the hall.
*‘ Such end,”

said the Earl of Kent, rising and standing
over the body,‘ to the Queen’s and the gospel’s enemies.”

Orders had been given

that everything

which she had worn should be immediately

destroyed, that no relics should be carried
off to work imaginary miracles. Sentinels

stood ‘at the doors, who allowed no one to
pass out without permission ; and after the

rst pause, the Karls still keeping their
places, the body was stripped. It then apeared that a favorite lapdog had followed
ts mistress unperceived, and was concealed under

her clothes;

when

discovered it

gave a short cry, and seated itself between
the head and the neck, from which the
blood was still flowing.
It was carried
away and carefully washed,
and then
beads, Paternoster,handkerchief—each particle of dress which the blood had touched
with the cloth on the block and on the
scaffold, was burnt in the hall fire in the
presence of the crowd. The scaffold itself
was next removed;- a brief account of the
execution was drawn up, with which Henry Talbot, Lord
. sent to London,

dismissed.

Shrewsbury’s
son, was
and then every one was

Silence settled down

eringay, and the

last

scene

of

on

Foth-

the

life of

Mary Stuart, in which tragedy and
melodrama were so strangely intermingled, was
over.
A spectator, who was one of her warmest
admirers, describes her bearing as infinitely transcending the power of the most accomplished actor to represent.
The as=ociation of the stage was, perhaps, unconsciously suggested by what was in fact,

notwithstanding the tremendous
reality
with which it closed, the most brilliant acting

throughout.

The

plain

gray

dress

would have sufficed, had she cared only to
go through with simplicity the part which
was assigned her.
She intended to produce
a dramatic sensation, and she succeeded.
The self- possession was faultless, the cour-

age splendid.

ture

Never did any human crea-

meet death more

bravely;

yet,

in the

midst of the admiration and pity which - can
not be refused her, itis not to be forgotten
that she was leaving the world with a lie
upon her lips. She was a bad woman, disguised ia the livery of a martyr,and if in any
sense at all she was suffering for her religion, it was because she had shown her-

self capable of those detestable crimes
which in the sixteenth century appeared
to be the proper fruits of it.—Froude.

Chinese

changing

to "hoofs,

foremost,

a

tail

ngs and saying

their prayers is a melan-

The

Executioner

It seems

that the

of Paris.

famous

Samsons, who

have been from father to son for many generations the executioners in the Department
-of the Seine, including Paris, have died out,
and that a German, or a man of German

borigin, by the name of Heidenreich, now
occupies the position, which is regarded by
all Europeans in general the most horrible business in the world. The recollection. of the butcheries which, in the name

of the law, or what during the revolution
was called the law, were
executioner, surrounded

performed by the
the name of the

executioner of Paris with a peculiar horror. He was regarded as the man of blood,
by Ereiotence.
he present

executioner

of

Paris, Hei-

denreich, is very often interviewed by the
journalists of the French capital. They
describe” him, uniformly, as a well-informed man, whose utterances inspire much
sympathy.
A short time ago, fouror five
French journalists called on Heidenreich,
who lives.in the vicinity of Engheim, about

visited several

of

les. The one of five hundred gods is very
atge; the gods are large, and in rows
around the interfor of the temple. The
priests were at prayers
another two ladies, with

at ono alter; at
very small fect,

were making their offerings, and burning
joss-sticks before some of the gods. The
people seem to have their favorite god or
gods. The interior of the temple is grand.

functions of his father. He showed them
the ax, which he keeps in a special wardrobe; and they close: their

account with the

remark, that they left Heidenreich with
sentiments of the highest respect.”
Heidenreich
age, tall, well

is a man of forty years of
built, and of a very deter-

mined character. At certain intervals a messenger

brings to his

house a small

bag of

ly through

the

instrument

in

pulleys, leaves the terrible

charge

of one of his

assist-

ants, and proceeds to the prison. The director of the prison conducts him in person
to

the

cell

of

the

culprit.

Heidenreich

ed, and when he ascertains
the presence of his vietim,

that he isin
he lays his

asks the name of the man who is designathand upon his shoulder and says: ‘Thou
belongest to me.” The executioner then
gives a receipt to the director of the prison,
and from this

moment the

culprit is called

the patient, whom nobody is permitted to
touch” except the executioner.
He ties
the hands of the patient behind his back,
puts a short chain on his feet, which permits the culprit to make very short steps,

and

connects

the

rope of the exact

chain to the

hands by a

length required.

We pass the rest—it has been so often
described. After the executionis accomplished, our Parisian interviewers say that
Heidenreich returns home with his heart
broken,

his

and

the symptoms

countenance.

He

of despair

cleans

the

ax

on

as

soon as he can, hides it in his wardrobe,
and then attempts to find comfort in sweet

Eyes.
—

—

There is a wonderful
animals in respect to the
eyes,

In

ways

placed

animals,

nb

diversity among
number of their

birds,

reptiles,

fishes they are limited to two, and
on

the

it

head.

The

and

are al-

greater

part of the surface of the head of the housefly is covered by an aggregation of about
ten thousand eyes; and in the dragon fly
they number nearly fifty thousand, and ma
be easily seen by the use of a magnialone, In spiders and scorpians there are
getierally eight or ten of them, in one or
more clusters, on the dorsal aspect of that
part of the body which i formed by the
union of the head and thorax. The star-

doorways, you see a large, hideous-looking

In the sea-urchin, which is: homologically
nothing but a star-fish with the ends of its
rays drawn close together, the five eyes are

idol. There are various other images, all
of them grotesque in shape and app
ance.’
Passing on, we came to the temple itself;

fish or five-fingers,

familiar to every

one

who has spent any time on our sea-coast,

has an eye on the tip of each ray or arm.

gathered in a circle arouad what is consid-

it is nearly ninety feet in length, seventy ered the hinder portion of the body.
feet wide, and about fifty high. Init are |. The scallop has numerous eyes on the
the three great gods. The great idol, the edge of the mantle extending from one

center of the three, is the one in which all
good will at lat centre; the one t> his
right is an advocate or intercessor with the

end of the animal to the other, and forming
a

senfféircle,

Some

marine

worms

them in clusters not only on the head,

have

but’

|

EpArAIM

an

had been

|

the interior, and many of them are either
veterans at the business, or they are in just

the condition to become

victims.

Happen-

ing not long since into a prominent store,
we found that the book-keeper was under
police . survillance, he having just been

such defalcations which never get to the ears
of the public, is very great.
When a clerk,
book-keeper, or other young man: holding

a position of trust,

goes

house as a spectetor,

into a gambling

he is more than

half

gone. The robbing of his employer is only
a question of time. The one radical step

taken, he will take another.
There
are
scores of persons serving in these relations

of trust,

who

now,

one

not

frequent

gambling houses

of whom

would

be trusted,

CHANDLER,

of 8.

Wheelock,

died Jan. 17th, of disease of the heart,

aged

Vt.,

72

years. Sister C. experienced religion in 1843.
She lived respected and died lamented.
She
waited patiently for the summons and departed
finally to “that city which
hath foundation,
whose builder and maker is God.”
B. 8. Moopy.

house, he will be more

infatuated

his own money,

and

try

Having

he will become

lost

still further’

infatuated, and will
money.
It he loses
young man who goes
bling den, goes there
He will do it none the

stake his employer's
he is ruined. The
to look on in a gamtorob his employer.
less certainly that he

is not

any

conscious

of

such

purpose.

There must be a law of restraint strong
enough to keep him away from such dens
and cause him to detest the whole business,

or failing in this, he will fall an

easy

prey

The Pacific.

If any one desires to know how strange
and picturesque a night journey may be,

even

to

making

up for

a

considerable

amount of discomfort, let him come by the
night train from Naples to Aucona, and do
the omnibus ride between San Spirito and

Starsa, which breaks the journey, and he
will have his desire gratified to the full.
The company ought to advertise it as a
‘*gpecial attraction.” You
get to San
Spirito at ope, and then passengers and

but I mean

every

word

of it.

kept coming off the torches, and fallisg in
the road for the ’buses to drive over, which

they did, in the regular course of things,
without a momoant’s hesitation.
We struggled in this fashion

down gullies,

and

into

bled over strange temporary
es; and

above

us,

on

up hills and

bottoms,
the

and

rum-

timber bridghills,

or

under-

and mind-weakening of all the

es that can afilict our poor human

diseas-

nature;

When you have the
LUMBAGO,

3

Life of Marks,

single, 1,00

,20

Treatise,

single,

,04

do .
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do .
do
The Book of Worship,

Lessons for every
the Year, (
de
0

You will take a table-spoonful and three

do
do
Communionist,
0
‘| Choralist,

‘Wholsale Agents—Geo.
Burr & Co.,
Gilman &

At

$37.50,

Nov.

York.

DIRECTORY

neath us, through the skeleton beams, were
parties of people working by torches, or

clustered round the mouths of the tunnel
shafts, or winding up the hillsides in files
with lanterns; or there were great fires by
the roadside that sent our gigantic shadows far out into the

by them.

distance

as

we

went

of their class.

ALWAYS

Now and then, at a steeper pitch

than usual, the brakes were put on, and
then came a great cloud of dust, which, if

disagreeable, at any rate lighted up splendidly.
And the workmen's hut-villages
kept risingas it- were out of the ground,
and the telegraph poles suddenly started
into being as our red light fell on them.
The line of vehicles stretched for move than

half a mile, and as the road doubled and
wound about we often seemed to be run-

ning over and into one

another;

and what

with the very dark night, and the * lightning

now and then revealing the line of hili-tops
around, and

the confusion

of distance

in

the gloom and the glare, and the curious
transmigration of shapes and shadows, and
the noises, and the strange hour—altogether it was a most singular experience. Aud
what is more, with all its oddness and picturesquenéss, the service is well performed ;
and the inconvenience, though great, not

so great as one might expect,— Pall Mall
Gazelle.

he

while

ts

BOOK

of relating, thaton first leavingan humble

lodging to join his ship, as a midshipman,
his landlady resented him with a Bible and
a guinea, say pg, “ God bless you and prosper you, my lad; and as Jong as you live,
never suffer yourself to be laughed out of
your money or your prayers.” The young
sailor earefully followed this advice through
life, and had reason to rejoice that he did
go;

while

thousanes

gretted that they have
course.

have

unvailingly

re-

pursued a different

a

ADIKS, send 50 cents and obtain & box of that
4 nicely perfumed INITIAL STATIONERY.
Ad.
dress, CHAR, C, WEEKS, 164 Cambridge et., Boston.
Agents wanted.
a
35

A

TL TY”

Oya

o

schools.

HAIR RESTORER

Will Restore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.
20. Sa As
Y LoBALSAM TM, another
ati
air ; clear
iranspar.
without sediment, It is very simple Onaga ents
wonderful
results, Its great superiority and ec
as a Hair Dressing over kigh cost French Pomades
“shnoviitaend 2 all not only in this country
but in
Europe’
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum s.
nol
be used one with the ether. BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

1y9

AND

JOB

TYPE

NEWSPAPER
.

FACES.

b
CHAS. A. DANA, EDITOR.
The cheapest, smartest, and best New York newspaper.
Everybody likes it. Three editions: DAILY, $6; SkaiWEEKLY, $2: and WeEkLY, $1 ayear. ALL THE NEWS

Address orders to

JOHN

K.

ROGERS,

at half-price. Full reports of markets, agriculture, Farmers

Agent,

and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in eve:
eekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of val
nes to every subscriber; inducements to canlants and

55 Weater Street, Boston.

VOID
QUACKS.—A
victim of early
indisores
tion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,

&c., having tried

in vain

every

advertized

remedy,

has discovereda simiyle means of self-cure, which
he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of

a stamp to pay postage.
Address
78 Nassau St., New
York,

ONSUMEP
TION
We havea positive remedy for it and all disorders of the throat and lungs, and

Is curable!

CA
offer immediate and permanent
testimonials !

A

given

J. H. REEVF
1y24

relief in all instances.

See

$1,000 will

*=3

by us for any case in which we do not afford positive
enefit. All who would be

CURTID

oan receive a sample of our medicine free.
Address,
SAYRE & CO.. 210 Bro any, Now York.

Mass,

1y48

dy Co

For Family use—simple,cheap, reliable. Knits everything.
ABENTS WANTED.
Ircular and sample stocking FREE.
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO,, Bath, Me.

i!

SwWaAMSCOT

oy176 Broadway, New York,

AEN

Company,

Whistles ; Locomotive,

lar, Flue and

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn's
Patent Kxpausion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

A VALUABLE GIFT,—30 pages. Dr. 8. 8,
FITCH'S “DOMESTIC
¥YAMILY
PHYSICIAN?
describes all Diseases and there Remedies. Sent by
mail, free, Address DR 8. s. FITCH,
New York:
714 Broadway
om17

STATIONARY
AND

Stem

Shafting, Turning

EEERERREERLEY

Engines,
1

Lathes,

,

the time or for the spare motuents.

profitable.
Persons c feither sex cosily
ever
and a proportional sum by

Mil

to.the

Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron

tl

HAMPTON

SpriNG: TERM
under the direction of

buses.

Business new, light
carr
dev

Bpys and girls earn nearly

well satie led, we willsend

and

fiom
«10 $1 per
their whole time

as much

Thate!l who see this notice Sug send their address,
business, we make this unparalleled off: To auch

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
Gas Works,
(ch. toSep. 12, 69)
NEW

ad

TO THE WORKING CLASS. ~Weare now prepared to!
nish ull classes with constant cnployment ut Romo, MeWholuol

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw

York.

TUBE for common air, the best of all remedies. Send
three cent stamp for circular, to 227 Grand st., N. Y.
Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop Jam:
d Harper &
ad of principal rig:
Brothers, New York.
Can be
Sm
gists.

Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s

Portable

Send for Circulars to
O. R. BRIGGS & CO.

184 Washington St., New

Bronchitis, Asthma, Enlarged Tonsils, Logs of Voice
Narrow Chest, use Dr. J. M. Howr’s INHALING

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

>

BEVERYWHERE.—

For Incipient Consumption,

and

Tubu-

Marine,

No risk.

Sm4e

7 Gas Fittings of sil kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam

12647

WANTED

BROWNS PATENT DOUBLE CONE VENTILATING
DAMPER
gives the most heat with the least tunel, No

OF

Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam

TS

express charges.

as men.

afd tesithe
a8 are not

21 to poy for the t-onble of writing.

y a veluable rama,

end 0 copy of The

vrhiieh will do to commence

Ivople's Literary Co

one of che arrest oid best ily rowspapers publish
yantfee! y mail, Rages if
yon want permanent,

INSTITUTION.

il

Vork, uddiess By CALLEN &'CO., Augusta, Mabie.

begins Feb. 8, 1870,

Smdd
On

:
«ff. OW. Principal,

00 IN 3 MONTHS AT TOME, $10 will
Rev. A,B. Wesiveey,
0
urchase an outfit,samples worth $50,and
WITH EIGHT ASSISTANTS.
the deed o he a whole township for the two bert Agri
cultural Patents ever isaned, Particulars free. we d-|° Thera are three departments—Classical, English,
dress J, AHEARN, Baltimore, Md.
and Commereial, a1 in moet successful operation. A
large patronage constantly increasing bespeaks the
8. M. PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper Advertis. well earned popularityof the pretent hoprd of in.
ng Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
a Circular. \ . Apply early\ to the Principal
Suction yr au
New York, are authorized to contract for advertisin
EB. C.LrWIS, Sec'y Trustees,
ed
82
New Hampton, N. H,, Jan. 4, 1870,
the Star,

|

DISCOUNT

MRS.S. A. ALLENS

+

1

LIBERAL

GRAY HAIR

METAL,

MANUFACTURERS

A. SARGENT.

1

From these pri-

f

And lately for its unrivalled

Plain and Galvanized

x

The late Admiral Colpnys used to be fond

other books

Nature's Crown. ¢

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.

day

with

England.

And its large varieties of

SALLY 8., widow of Mozes Merrill. died in Ash-

One daughter and other relatives,

Prices,

You Must Cultivate it

NOTED FOR ITH

Machine

land, January 11, aged 80 years.
Her religions
experience
and fellowship with the church date
from 1818. Inearfy life she gave her heart to God
and laid the foundation for
a useful life and a
bappy old age. 8he received great aid from the
weekly visits of the Morning Star for the last 25

years,

;

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,

Boston

lasted, fulfilling promptly all the duties of the
Christian,
He was a good man, and lived for
Heaven.
In every prayer or social meeting he
never failed to bear a public testimony for Jesus.
His sickness was short. ‘The Saviour seemed to
take him through the gate without pain,
He
went to his rest at night in his usual health, "At
2 o'clock,A. M., the angel came, and after 42
hours he peacefully fell asleep in Jesus.
He
leaves an aged wile and. sovoralghiren. Funeral sermon by the writers
~~ JOHN M, ADDER.

large circle of friends, mourn in hope.

A

to Sunday

exem-

his

9

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON
SEWING
MACHINES.
The best machine in the world. Stitch
-alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington
street,

Con.

worked

864

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

27th, aged 79 years and 10 months.
Brother
Lewis was converted in the winter of 1867, under
the labors of Rev. J. D. Couliard ; he was baptized
the summer following by the writer, and united
with the 2d F. B. church in Georgetown.
Although but a remnant of his’ time was left after
yet

1,44

18

In another column, see

ces we make
¢

Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission,
B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass,
Established in 1842,
4mb52

Jory Lewis died in Georgetown, Me., Jan.

his conversion,

1,20

by any

CAUTION.

HARD AND TOUGH

plary, consistent Christiun mother.
Suffering
long from her disease, und ofien supposed to be
on the verge of the grave, she always expressed a
quiet submission to the will of God.
Though
feeble in body, she attended the last monthly
meeting of the church, previous to her death, and
expressed herself strong in the Christian’s faith,
She was *¢ faithful until death,” and has received
*“ a crown of life,” Funeral sermon by Rev. H.

y

dozen,

list, and retail prices.

BOSTON
TIPE FOUNDRY,

and Eunice |

8. Limbocker.

'1,68
8

Is a certain indication
The public are cautioned against giving orders for
Directories or advertisements in them to any person.
of decay at the roots.
| who at the present time represent themselves as
Business Directory, as
| agents for the New England
New Style.
Important Change.
we shall not issue another edition until January 1,
and
consequently have no canvassers in the
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING
| 1871,
field on that work, and shall have none till nearly
a
| year from this time. SAMPSON,
Combined in One Bottle,
DAVENPORT, &
| CO., Directory Publishers,47 Congress Street, Boston.
| P. 8.—We have at present no agents canvassing for
! any work except the New York State Directory and |
the Lowell. Directory.
S., D., & CO.

JOHN C. HAYNES died in Madison, Me., Aug.
18th, aged 51 years.
Bro. H. experienced religion at the age of eighteen and united with the
first F. B. church in M.
Afterwards he united
in forming the 2d church, of which he was a
strong pillar and a faithful laborer in its Sabbath
school until that fatal disease, consumption, |
marked him for its victim.
His daughter having
preceded him to the spirit land, he leaves a
lonely widow to mourn her loss. May the Spirit
of grace, which was a comfort to him upon his
death-bed, comfort ber in her affliction.
Funeral services by Rev. 8S. McKeown, assisted by
Rev. Thomas Mitchel.
T. H. MAXIM.

of the

20
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20
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BoS8TON, Nov. 20, 1869,

Com.

life, has been that

1,835
08
,77
|,

in New

are not excelled

42

Baptist church.
Five years ago they removed
from Franklin to Windsor, where they made a
home.
[Last summer, Bro. Green returned to
labor a while in his old field, and she was by his
side to help and strengthen him.
Her health had
been poor for years, and on the 21st of Oect., she
was seized with her last illness.
Her disease
baffled the skill of physicans.
She was carried to
her home in Windsor, where she lingered for
Ti61
weeks, enduring the most terrible suffering with
Christian patience and resignation, and rejoicing
FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
in the hope of a glorious immortality.
Her in all departments, and in any desired
quantity, on
death was peaceful, and her happy spirit is gone | specially favorable terms,by sending their orders to
Boston,
to-dwell with the Saviour, whom she loved.
Our | D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill,
bereaved brother has lost not. only a faithful and
First Letter Foundry in New England.
devoted wife, but a helper in the gospel, and her
three children mourn a mother, who labored unCOMMENQED IN 1817,
tiringly for" their temporal and spiritual good.
Her remains’ were
brought to Franklin, and
interred by the side of her eldest son.
Sermon

Mary CAMBURN died in Walworth, N. Y.,
Oct. 29th, 1869, of asthma, at the ripe age of 77
years.
Sister C. was born at Elizabethtown, N.
J., where she married at the age of 18, herself
and hpsband uniting with the Methodist church
in that place. About forty-nine years ago, they
emigrated to, and settled in "this vicinity.
They
joined the ¥. B. church in Walworth, and were
immersed by Eld. L. Lyons, about 35 years
ago.
Her husband died
many years before
her; but her long widowhood, as indeed her
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dozen,
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Agents Wanted, Ladies’ and Gents’ for their spare
moments. How, when, where, what and all particulars; al:o, our Monthly*‘ Magazine” firee. C.L. Van
New
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schools at as low rates as they can be

A GIFT.

Allen, 171 Broadway,

,

2,66
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We will furnish Libraries to-Sunday
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per bottle.
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[SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

every

be dis-

Boston; W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port‘Price Soh
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& Bird, Carter & Wiley,
Potter, Reed & Cutler,
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single,
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C. Goodwin & Co., M.

Rust Brothers
Bro.,,
Weeks &
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Minutes of General Confer- '
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:
single,
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#@- There i8 no discount on the Minute
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days

particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will
solved and pass of by the kidneys.
Manufactured by
DONALD
KENNEDY,
Roxbury, Mass.
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MRS. MARTHA, wife of Rev. Daniel Green, after a severe illness, died in Windsor, N. Y.,
HE Fiftieth Annual Course of Lectures, in the
Jan. 29. The subject of this notice was born in
Medical School of Maine, will commence FebrnClaverack, N. Y.,June 20. 1805, and in the spring,
ag 17, 1870, and continue sixteen weeks.
of 1828 she came into Delaware county with her
irculars containing full information may be had
husband.
She ever respected the Christian re- on applying to the Szcretary.
y
ligion, but the Spirit showed her that it is ‘‘ not
C.F. BRALCKETT, M. D., Sec’y.
by works of righteousness that we have done,
J an. 1870.
Brunswick, Maine.
that we are’'saved,” and she sought salvation
through Christ.
When she received assurance
that her sins were forgiven, her joy was inex- |
pressible, and she sought with all her power to |

Christian

ns

8,26 18,68

y
do
dozen,
Covers, single,

do
do
Church Member’s Book,
"do
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do

Greatest Medical Blessing ef the Age, tell us what is!
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
of water three times a day, and in a few

dozen,

04
A8
2

Lying and withering in agonv and pain, unable to
turn yourselfin bed, and every movement will go to
vour heart like a knife; now tell me if a relief and a
cure of any of these diseasesin a few days is not the

7, aged 88 years. Miss C. experienced religion
about years ago at Laconia, was baptized by
Rev. Wm. H. Yeoman and became a mémber of
the 1st I. B. church of Upper Gilmanton.
She
was a most dutiful daughter, deeply interested
in Sustaining the gospel, especially among the
poor.
She leaves afflicted parents, two sisters
and numerous friends in L. and Upper Gilmanton to mourn their loss.
A. D. SMITH.

whole

;

2
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2,40
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(that I have just got through with,) that most awful.
most heart-withering, mogt strength-destroying,mos

spirit-breaking

do

lan Baption
do
0
1S.

yoysmay consider this a sort of spread

MARY J., only daughter of Willis
- 3% The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
Hopkins, died at Georgiaville, R. L., Dec. 2, 1869,
aged 8 years and 3 months. In this sad event, the
8
:
afflicted parents have been bereaved of a lovely
child, and the Sabbath schooiof one of its most |
Fresh Garden, Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,
amiable members,
She was pre-eminently the
life of her home, and beloved by all who knew Shensin Evorgrecc Seeds, with directions
of one of the buses.
There are from ten to her. When but six years of age she used to visit
Aedlture, prepaid by mail.
fifteen of them, dragged by teams varying and pray with her grandmother, who was near for
from three to seven horses, with the queerher heavenly home; and during her own severe complete and judicious assortment i
est drivers and postilions. Most of the | illness, physical suffering never caused her to i country.
Agents wanted.
her evening prayer.
Forgetful of her own
'buseshad a big lamp on the top, another at forget
25 Sorts of either for $1.00;
prepaid by
suffering, she seemed anxious only for her parthe side, and an irregular furniture of flar- ents, who were called upon at her death to give Sma'l Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new pofatoes,&ec.,
repaid-by
mhil.
41bs.
Early
Rose
Potgfo, prepaid,
ing torches all about.” The drivers and pos- up their fifth and last child. May the call of
$1.00.
Conover’s Colossal Aspara
, $3 per 100;
God, which voices itself in this providence, be for
tilions all cried and grunted, and cracked
$256 per 1000, prepaid.
New hardy fragrant everinnumerable whips like incessant pistol- heard by the bereaved parents, and Mary’s de- blooming Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cts. each, prepaid,
sire be realized by meeting them in heaven.
True Cape Cod Cranberry.
for upland or lowland culshots.
Then there were outriders blowing
Y
C. €. HANDY.
ture, $1.00 per 100, prepaid, with directions.
Priced

horns that wade night hideous with discord,
and brandighing torches; and amateur men
and boys, also with torches; and all rushed
hither and thither, and great blazing bits

;

:

around your heart, and driving you to: the very verge
of madness:
When you have the
y,
:
*
SCIATICA,

ather.

by Rev. G. P. Ramsey.
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do
Embossed Mo1occo, single, 11

do
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When every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison

DAviD T. BARTLETT died in Concord, Oct. 1st,
aged 57 years. Mr. B. prof¢#sed religion in early
life, and in the trying hou#’his hope did not fail
him. He had formerly lived at Northwood,
where he leaves many friends.
A wife and one
ghila mourn the loss‘ of a dear husband and

JOANNA K. CLARK died in Canterbury,

RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT,

have been there. Ww hen your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
and you cannof even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit ard suffer, in the morning
wishing it was night, and at night wishing it was
morning;
:
When you have the
NEURALGIA,

her-hushand to the Lord. For a year she
were the facts known to their employers? turn
prayed and labored, and the answer came at last.
If a young man is so far infatuated as to He was a new man in Christ Jesus, and together,
become the witness of games in a gambling in Jan., 1835, they united with the Franklin Free

his luck at the gaming table.

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA

eagle headin®,

died in Alton, Dec. 7,

MARY MARSH died in Laconia,Noy. 10th, 1869,
aged 86 years. She had been a devoted Christian from her youth, a member of our church,
and a mother in Israel. She rests in peace.

mothers, and the most glorious old maids in
the world. . -

DR,

a chureh-

s—d
Every winter, gambling rages like an epidemic in this city. Thousands come from

educated girls, the truest wives, the noblest

|.

1869, aged 58 years. He experienced a change of
heart in 1839, and was baptized by Rev.
H. D.
Buzzell,
8. B. L.
COMFORT

do
do

Baptist Books,
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do
dozen, 8,18
,96 * 9,4
Of the Age! , Butler's
Theology,
single, 1
— 1,88
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READER,

LANGLEY

Prices of Freewill

Single and by the dosen ; also Post,

BLESSING

The statement in the “Star of Jan, 26, that John
Dalton died in the Woods and that he had been a
member of the church 17. ears, was incorrect.

He died in a sawmill,
member 46 years.

THE GREATEST
MEDICAL

0,

The Fruits of Gambling,

whole, I am glad I am not a born Yankee
woman ; for were I one, I might not feel free
to say what I now say, and propose to stand
by : that, among its other admirable manufactures, New England produces the best

yellow leather. He gives his receipt, and
at once prepmres the ax for
a new execution, by grinding the edge as sharp asa
razor. It weighs about eighty pounds, .baggage are ‘all put into or-on to omnibuses,
and is of triangular shape. He leaves his to cross some seven or eight miles of counhouse in company with two assistants, and try, under which the great Apennine tunnel
superintends during the next night the eree- is being completed. If you are wise, you
tion of the scaffold on the Place de la Ra- will shake off your sleep and go on‘the top
quette.
Before
daylight he ascends the
scaffold, fastens the ax to the block with
his own hands, tries whether it moves easi-

with cash

an insertion,

OLive J. POINDEXTER died in Biddeford, Me.,
Nov. 29,1869, aged33 years. Her life, from the
14th year of her age, was that of a devoted Christian. At that early age she was baptized by Rev.
D. Libby, and ever after manifesie] a true devotion to Christian principles.
She
was a fai
1
and efficient helper in the cause of Christ,/and
was beloved by all who love “virtue and piety.
She died a trinmphant and happy death, leaving
a large circle of relatives and friends to mourn.
She was buried from the vestry of the Jefferson
St. church, Biddeford, on the 2d of Dec.
Sermon at the funeral service, by Rev. J. Sisyens,
OM.

A Night Journey in Italy.

Canton, and one of the wealthiest in
- China; itis very extensive in all i's arrangements, has a large number of priests,
and very large grounds. The entrance is
through a large yard paved with stone, and
up a long avenue, beneath old trees. This
is merely the outer court of the temple;

as you ascend the steps and enter the large

in
the

his son—a lad of fourteen years—who, as
he said, had not the feast idea of the terrible

fying lens, even of small pawer,
ited one of the oldest Buddhist temples of
They are not always confined to the head
On the opposite side of the river we vis-

and Ida Lewis, whose ‘name is writ
water,” and yet- is imperishable.
On

to those whose business is robbery and ruin.

thus

the Buddhist tem-

daily

four English miles from the center of the
city. They were received with great cordiality. They took coffee with him and smoked
his cigars. He made themn acquainted with

describes the Buddhist temples in that city :
We

the

papers, and with far more profit; Harriet
Beecher Stowé; whom nobody can write
down—not even she herself; Charlotte Cushman who, while she kept the Iinglish stage,
was the grandest actress on it; Harriet
Hosmer, whose name is carved in marble;

choly sight. How grateful we oughtto
be that we have the precious Bible, the | detected in a defalcation amounting problight of the gospel to shine upon aur path, ably to some thousands of dollars in all.
and to lead us to that God who is the only He had been visiting gambling houses, first
as a spectator, and then asa gambler.
He
wise God, the only true God, and that we
have such a dear
Saviour as our. interces- staked his own money and lost. Then hé
If he
sor.
May we, dear friends, appreciate our staked his employer's and lost that.
privileges more, and live more to His glory. had not been detected he would have gone
on staking his employer’s money until the
latterwould have been ruined. The number of

Rev. B. B. Atterbury, writing’ from Canton, China, to the Christian Advocate,

missal of the heavens, as we read

and we see only his

talk with his boy, who tris also to dispel
the gloomy thoughts of his father, of the
origin of which the poor child is supposed to be ignorant.

Temples.

England
dinner in ‘Washington happily
put?
How many of the greatest women of our
time has New England nurtured? Maria
Mitchell, who nightly reads the illuminated

is

feet sticking out of the hopper; another is
being sawn in two parts, one is being
thrown into a boiling cauldron. It is indeed, a temple of horrors! Here we saw
a greater number of worshipers than at
any other temple. Many idols are set in
the niches along the walls. Joss-sticks are
always to be found smoking on the altars,
and before the many idols.. To see the
poor deluded creatures mgking their offer-

The blow

handkerchief,

are

putin head

headsman of

scarcely broke the skin. She neither spoke
ror moved.
He struck again, this time ef-

he raised the head, as

hands

them

| obituary, Verses are inadmissible.

Was not this closing paragraph of Grace
Greenwood’s speech ‘at the recent New

ou have no idea of the goigeousness of

breasts

sleeves, with which she hastily covered her
arms; and thus she stood on the black

patronize it, must accompany

equal to five cent a.line, to insure

—yr W—

to each other,and go backward and forward,
they all the time chanting their prayers.

|the temple, so much gilt and so many colors! In the grounds we saw the pigsty, or
holy pigs, kept and fed until they die; also
a hennery- filled with imprisoned spirits.
The monks live in the temple ;* their kitchen and garden adjoin the building; the
temple where the ‘priests are burned and
their ashes deposited is in a corner of the
garden.
:
r
!
One of the most singular temples ig the
one dedicated to the god who has the city
in his keeping.
Here we behold a representation of the future, plaster images portraying the transmigration of souls. A boy
is changing to a dog; a man has horns
growing from his forehead, his feet and

.

Brevity is specially important, Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

‘Women of New England.

the floor

| B¥bertisements. | Biberisements,

" Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obituaries published the Morning Star, who do not

to see that they are sensitive to light, for
they either seek or'avoid it.— Hours at Home.

a

@bitwries.

directly. with the median

nervous
cord. If we descend to the lowest
forms, we find many infusoria which have
neither eyes nor nerves, and yet it is easy

of worship. One
man
beats a drum,
another tolls a bell, a third rattles e tattoo

upon

and

il

of the body, even to

the tip of the tail, and they are connecte

[J

Mary, Queen of Scots.
chief executioner took it as a

also along each side

great god, who pleads for those who come
through the third idol. They are: about
twenty feet high, sitting cross-legged amid

FEBRUARY 16, 1870.
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News

eo
opened Tuesday.. The Queen's feeble health
prevented her attendance, and the address was
read by commission.

Summary.

¢ CONGRESS."
»
On Monday, in the Senate, 8 number -of new
Dills were introduced, and several others were

reported from committees.

There was a brief

The London
it.

bills were

are under

introduced having in view a reconstruction of
the Supreme Court.
The proposition to amend

the committee

amendments was

ed, and the legislative appropriation

square miles,

through the

the ratified

ad-

two hours,

on the

affairs has vot-

ed to give aff officers rank, which is what they
on

The Tennessee Legislature

appropriations

has

a vote

heating

members of the Legislature for circulating documents,

Governor

of Vermont;

According

died at his residence, Monday morning, at five
o’clock.
;
:
Twelve ocean steamers are overdue at New
York.
The committee which
has investigated the
charges of fraud against the book-keeper of the

A bill has passed the United States House of
« Representatives providing bounties for the first
volunteers of the late war, which, if it passes

executive

com-

terest in the matter is increasing.
indi-

progress in

health, temperance, virtue, edtication and wealth,
"The Va. Legislature has elected to one of the
state executive offices an original freesoiler.

The fiftieth birthday of Maine as a state falls
1t is proposed to cel-

next.

ebrate the day in some manner.

+ To

Another Mississippi river steamboat has suffered a boiler explosion,by which nine of the
crew were instantly killed.

committee

of Maine

has raised a joint

to investigate the system of paper

credits in vogue during the war.
There were two earthquakes

under San Fran-

cisco Sunday.
The company which proposes to build abridge

fully organized.

Admiral Farragut has written a letter about

naval affairs, advocating a board of admiralty,
and assimilated rank for staff officers with promotionin the eorps to which each may belong.

T54 feet inan

8

en

v

‘candidates are mentioned for the

(throne.

John

oy

Bright is visiting Scotlandfor the benefit

The

his
health. *

represe

of Hayti denies the report

of an Alianoo of Saget and Onbrw,

New revolutions are reported in Mexico, and

. the troopsof Juarez have been defeated in San
Luis Potosi.

Letters
ot Hal Graaville and: Sir Stafford

the

In

The

cheap

isfactory modes

from

it is

spond

them up with

but 2,700 feet in one

let the

ends

of two

nouncement of the discovery of that earliest fossil, Eozoon Canadense, in the serpentine of New
bury, Mass., but alsoin limestone and surpentine rocks at Chlemsford, Mass. This proves
these rocks, with the accompanying gneiss, to belong to the Laurentian system. Mr. Hunt suggests that the crystal-line limestones occurring

with

gneiss

near

Providence, R. I., ought

be carefully examined for Evzoon, with a view
of determining their geologic age. The remains
are very indistinct, and would be ‘likely to escape any but a careful observer.

Mr Bauerman has brought from the turquoise
mines of Mount Sinai stone hammers and flint
chips that wete evidently used in working the
mi nes, There is no evidence of the use of
metal of any sort. The hieroglyphic inscriptions
prove that these mines were wofked from the
third to the thirteenth dynasty.
Mr. Bauerman
also satisfied himself that the hieroglyphs wer®

cut with just such flint implements. There is
no evidence that they were acquainted with
steel, and

neither

bronze

nor

are

iron

explain

the late

discovery

in

hard

This may

enough for the work that was done.

Egypt

Upper

posing it to point back
stone age.

to an extremely

of

ancient

. Von Martius, one of the grandest of European
botanists, and the editor of the“ Flora of Brazil,”
a magnificent work, not yet completed, has lately died. His will forbids the dispersion of his

which

contains

60,000

species

ty for some enterprising American
to secure the best extant
American plants. Thereis

in

university

collection of South
connected
with the

herbarium a special collection of palms, u eollec
tion of fruits and seeds, one of woods, and a
“very rich collection of drugs and economical pro=

ducts.
The

experiments

of

Tyndall onthe decompo~

sition of the vapors of volatile organic fluids,
when placed in an exhausted tube and exposed
to light, have been repeated and gxtended by
ic substan:
Morren, who finds that some
ces, such as sulphurous acid, are thus decomposed. He attributes the result to the vibratory
action of waves of light, which have force enoug! h
to dissociate the component atoms.
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feces,

change was complete in a few hours.
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right.
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licking
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same.

A great many

anything
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croscope,

only

of

which

equal

twenty-seven

a mite.

Insects

be seen in the cavities of a common

Mold

is a forest of beautiful

would cover one hundred and fifty of these scales,
and yet a single scale covers five hundred pores.
Through these narrow: openings the sweat forc-

drop of stagnant water contains a world of animated beings, swimming with as much liberty
as whales in the sea. Each leaf has a colony of
insects grazing on it, like oxen on a meadow.

rr
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do

moisture

taking several hours’ exercise every day, if possible, in the open air, if not under cover, will be
almost certain to secure one exemption from disease,’as well as from attacks of low spirits, ennui

—that monster who is ever

in the atmosphere of

Low spirits cannot exist

bodily and mental activity.
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SPANGLED

BANNER.”

NOW

the opening of a new yearis the time to
your year's reading. For only 75 els.
the cheapest paper in the world a whole
free gratis mounted on a roller and pre-

aid, that superb

parlor

engraving

*‘Evangeline,”—

This elegant plate, engraved
at a cost of $1,000, is
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water; cut a ring of paper fitting
urate: with alcohol or benzine so
the oil. Pour also some inside
on fire—the cold water prevents

Bureau

has passed

better

to make his labor’ remunerative.

out the

England,

designed to break it; also fill the bottle to the

of censure on one of the Congressmen from that
state who had supplied franked envelopes to

legislature

has 1568

in a vessel of water, to the hight where

want,
for the Indian

something

treated precisely like tomato plants. Sow in a
hot-bed, or’in a box in the house, and, when
large enough, transplant to other boxes, and,
when the weather will allow, plant in good
soil out of doors. The English authorities say
that small tubers will be produced the first year,
which are io be saved and planted the next
year.. This may be the case in the climate of

The following plan to break a bottle or glass
across its circumference, so as to form a: battery,
cup or vessel for other purposes, may be of
some service to our readers. Place the bottle

Peabody, Mass., the 8th.

committee

have

they will

rope made as soft and pliable as if used for
months.
Its strength is not diminished, but its
stiffness is gome.
Itmusthang in a warm room
until thoroughly dried, and must not be allowed
to kink.

The remains of the late Mr, Peabody were finally interred in Harmony Grove, in the town of

cut down .the estimates
nearly $2,000,000.

now

produce

and wash

A new rope is one of the most unmanageable
inanimate things that a person is called upon to
use.. By simply boiling the rope in water for

A severe gale swept the North Carolina coast
on Friday, and several disasters are reported.

The House committee on naval

quently out of order; and carriages and buggies will run evenly and track well for a long

must

pure

ou

P

wagons

given,

Am.. 00 @

Am.dry,

It is easy

become so frelongér, and not

will last much

Lead,Red

0:
Zine

application is

many fine potatoes, and one who raises from the

the drowning of 209 seamen out of the 103,673
registered as officers and crews.
i

:

Two men were killed by the accident
Union Pacific railroad near Aspen.

Still he did a good work; he produced some

potatoes can be excelled.

losses there were enough to swell the total sacrifice of property to "1,914 disasters, great and
small, involving the loss of property estimated
ata value of over four millions of dollars.
Included in these misfortunes must be mentioned

A woman has been elected Justice of the Peace
in Illinois.

The

Maine, it is asserted,

totally destroyed upon the great lakes.

The President has proclaimed
ditions of the Chinese treaty.

permanent val-
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to clean the axle thoroughly, but the hole should
have a piece of wood ‘made to fit it, with occasional grooves cut lengthwise init. Thrust this|
into the hub and turn it about, and the old grease

in the direction of earliness and productjveness.
The ball of the potato selected for seed should
be from the earliest set upon the vines; this,
when ripened as much as can be upon the stem,
should be cut with a good portion of the vine,
and placed in the sunto mature.
Some direct,
when the ball is shriveled, to soak it in water

lakes, more in proportion to its size than any
other country of the globe, with few exceptions.

MISCELLANEOUS.

New Jersey and Kentucky stand shoulder to
shoulder in opposing the 15th amendment.

made, the

Still, we would not discourage experiments. We
do not think that the quality of several of our

The water power of Maine, derived from the
rivers and streams, is estimated by an official report, at between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 horsepower.
The approximate area of the lakes,
ponds and rivers of the. state is placed at 8200
square miles, and the area of forests at 21,000

rubbed

time a mew

or oil will collect in the grooves.
If this attention’is carefully

we

Paragraphs.

session.—

Several lives were lost by the sinking of the
steamer America on the Arkansas river,

axle is scraped and

grease. or oil every

varieties which were hardy when there was a
general failure, and he opened the way for others
to improve upon his labors.
We have now
seed

During the year 1869,0ne hundred and twenty
six vessels were wrecked, burned, or otherwise

Large seizures of goods smuggled
mails have been made at Chicago.

The

spring the seeds are to be sown and the plants

.. allowed to stand...

on the 4th of March

ue.

slight dis-

The report that M. Prevost-Paradol is to be
appointed French Minister to Washington
is
now eontradicted.

The session of the House was spent in committee of the whale on the appropsiation bill. The
items for printing the Globe, for public printing
and for the botanical garden were debated but

a

have been

The Roman Government has confiscated copies of the Augsburg Gazette, containing a draft
of the canon of infallibility.

man Hopkins of Wisconsin.

A recent

Marseillaise
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grit the journals of his wheels.

frequently washed throughout, and there will
be less chance for the gritto enter; and if the

culture has in-

sands, but few that will have any

The Czar, in view of the recent conspiracy
in Russia, has been advised to cancel the liberal
reforms already decreed.

adjourned after listening to eulogies of, and passing résolutions of respect to, the late Congress-

Th: House

There

JAVA caeeans

like a grindstone or emery
wheel, and these vehicles will need repairing in
a very few years. On the other hand, keep them

seeds a ball contains may
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aging field for experiment. Mr. Goodrich spent
a life-time at it, and produced, out of many thou-

It is reported from Paris that an extensive conspiracy against the Empire has been detected,
but the particulars have not yet been developed.

pass-

bated.

On Saturday the Senate was not in

arrest.

of the

CANDLES,
Moulds.sssess..12 @.
veedt @..

transparent fluid, and not oil mixed with sand
and dirt, will keep his machinein good working order long after his careless neighbor has

ground off with

.

BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.
For the weekending, Feb. 9, 1870.

.

The farmer who thoroughly cleans frequently
all the running parts of his mowing machine,
80 that when he applies new oil it is the clear

duced some to ask about raising potatoes, from
seed. It is an interesting but nota very encour-

from the state archives.

bill was de-

' On Thursday,in the Senate, a large portion of
the session was devoted to an attempt to prove
that Mr. Sumner is, 3d has always been, a democrat. The strangest point connected with the
charge is that Mr. Sumner replied.
The House
"voted to reduce the force of the capitol police by
fifteen, and the members immediately began indulging in such behavior as suggests doubts
about the propriety of the measure.
On Friday, the business in Congress was not
important. The Mississippi admission bill was
discussed in the Senate, and the legislative appropriation bill in the House.
Both branches

All the editors

the many

interest at present felt
in potato

turbances at Marseilles.
Inthe Corps Legislatif
the fact was brought out that the Emperor has
abstracted certain letters written by his uncle

failed. Mr, Morton made a speech on our neutrality laws. Inthe House, Mr. Lawrence's bill

to enforce constitutional

guns.

Seed.

in this manner new varieties are produced.

}

‘caded and a policeman was killed. The military
however, took possession without discharging
their

the

-

The Markets.

td

chinery, of no little. importance. This is keeping all journals and gudgeons free trom grit.

produce a widely differing one from that yielded by any other seed from the same ball, and

resisted by himself personally, was the pretext
for a very serious riot. The streets were barri-

taken.

from

and each of

The arrest of Rochefort, though not forcibly

ed seat was discussed, but no decisive action was

ri

seeds contained in. these there is no probability of getting potatoes like the parent tuber,’ ‘into ' something

On motion of Mr. Gladstone writs were orderto issue for a new election in Tipperary,

seat in Parliament,

treaties in open session; the Census bill was discussed, but no vote was reached.
In the House,
notice was given of a bill providing that committees for-the consideration of contested seats shall
be chosenby ballot; the Covode-Foster contest-

16, 1870.

Wagons.
ore

like other plants, will sometimes sport. Potato seed is that which is produced in the balls
which are found upon the vines. From the

0O’Donovan Rossa not being at liberty to take his

passed providing for the consideration of Indian

the census bill as reported

that General Prim is ready to

sell Cuba, but as he does not own it and the
Spanish
people to whom
it belongs do
not
want.to sell, the information is not particularly important.
ed

: Greasing

Seed potatoes and potato seed are two very
different things. By seed potatoes is meant the
tubers or potatoes reserved for propagation,
These, when planted, almost invariably reproduce their kind. We say ‘‘ almost,” as they,

. It is reported that the Council of Bavaria is

Qn Tuesday,in the Senate, the resolutions of
the Jowa Legislature, ratifying the Fifteenth
Amendment, were presented; a resolution was.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, two

Potatoes from

It has a better opinion of the Senate.

It is reported

FEBRUARY

_There is a matter cortnected ‘with oiling ma-|

considering a project for dethroning the king.

ings was the laying on the table by a decisive
vote of resolutions deelaring all tariff duties for
- any ~other purpose than revenue unnecessary
and-inwise.

STAR!

thinks there are no smart

Agrarian troubles in Ireland continue.

The feature
of the House proceed-

i

A

Rural and Domestic.

men in the House of Representatives, and thinks
“our system of popular elections is the reason of

discussion of the census bill, which was interrupted by the anneuncement of the death of
Representative Hoagof Ohio, and after eulogies
and the usual resolutions of respect the Senate

adjourned.
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